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Directions for Use 
1. Acts listed in the Compilation 
The Compilation of Acts pertaining to the "Association 
between the European Economic Community and the United Republic of 
Tanzania, the Republic of Uganda and the Republic of Kenya" 
contains in addition to the text of the Association Agreement 
signed at Arusha on 24.9.1969, all the acts adopted persuant to 
this Aereement by the various Institutions of the Association 
between the European F.conomic Community (EEC) and the United 
Republic of Tanzania, the Republic of Uganda and the Republic 
of Kenya (EASTAF) as well as the acts adopted by the RRC with 
regard to the United Republic of Tanzania, the Republic of 
Uganda and the Republic of Kenya. 
Certains acts of the Institutions of the Association between 
the EEC and the United Republic of Tanzania, the Republic of TJp:nnda 
and the Republic of Kenya h~ve not been included because of their 
nature. This is the case for budgets, acts of a personal nature 
(for example appointments), etc ••• 
2. General Structure of the Compilation 
The acts are classified in 3 basic series with the following 
abbreviations and titles in order OT classification : 
GEN - General matters 
INST - Institutional prohlems 
TRADE - Trade 
... 
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'F~ach seri ~s of acts is separated from the others b~r a r~d-~ e 
card with the rl.hbreviated title of the series indi cqted. on t11e +-P. .-. 
The acts a.ppe'l:r.i.ng in each series a.re subd i vidf')d i nt" 21 er- d i:. :~ 
which ar~ numl)eren in Roman numerals listen on +:he 1st: pare of' 
er:Jch se~i.es. 
T'Y!e acts appearing in the Compilation rtre clansi fi_Pn .HndP..Y. 
e~.ch ""en.di.ne in chronoloe;j_cr-l.l order of the do.tes of' ednptj on rtf 
the acts. 
0 
0 0 
General table of the series and headings in the r.ompi 1 at;.o'!1 
"Association between the European Economic Communi t:r 
a.rrd the United Re:Eublic of Tanzani.a, the Re~~blic of 
... Uganda and the Republic of Ket}zt!'~ 
Series HeA.dings --] 
General matters (GEN) 0 - General 
--------------------~----------~··-~-~------------~--------------
Institutional Questions (INST) 0 - General-&nt: 
. I - Common Instj tutional 
' Questions : .~_ssnciA.tion 
Cou.n·oil and Assocl.atj_on. 
r;~:~:-c~>------------------·---~-=-~~~!:;~~~;-----------
1 - Deci.sions n.nd othe:r nets 
of the As.soci at ion Conncil 
~nd Association C0mmi+tee 
!I - Comrrrtu.,i.ty Deci.si t"ns on f:k;S\~. 
the Common CuFJ+.oT!ls Ta.ri.ff. 
III - Agricul tura1 prod11ctR , 
L---~------------------~--------------------J 
... 
---·-or-~ ... --· .. . ..-- ......... ~...-... 
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3. Pagination 
In order that new acts can be added at any time, the 
Compilation is arranged in loose-leaf form. 
Heading each pape there is a reference composed of the 
followin~ elements : an ahbreviation indicating the seriPR, A 
Rnman numeral indicating the headinp, and consecutive Arahic 
numerals i11.dicatinr; -+;he p::t,r.;es under each heading. 
Example TRADE II 3 
TRADE indicates the 'I'rade 'series; 
IT irHhcates the heading "IT Community Decisions on the 
C0mrnon C11stoms rrari ff"; 
3 indicates page 3. 
3 
When it becomes necessary to A.mend A pap:e ~.fter aY} nl teration 
has been made, ~ replacement leAf will bP suppli0d. This will be 
marked A.t +,ne bottom right-hAnd corner so thn.t it may be distin-
guished from the page to be removed which A.'9pf'ared previously in 
the collection. 
Example : if "No 2" and "31 .8.1973" are written on the pae;e, 
this means that the previous leaf has been replaced by a second 
J en .P on ~ 1 • Q. 1 'J73. 
References +,o show th::tt an art is related +n Another nre 
~iven in root-note form. 
4. Tables 
At the beginnin~ of each hending in the Compilation there is 
a table listing the titles of the acts recorded in it. It will 
be brought up to date at regular intervals. 
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J~ qddition to thiR Co~pilation, there arP nl~o t~e 
"European Communities" Colle~teo. Act~. the Compilation of f' .. ~ts 
of tl-te "Asso(!iation between the European Economic Co~11n; +.~: 
r!!1n +'11e ..Africr.11 St.~t.es nnd ,.ll'adafDSC"'lr ~Asor.j~.teo wi.th +.Y."" 
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General matters 
Subdivision 
0. General 
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O.E>enuo...\ 
Subzject 
(70/545/EEC) 
Table 
I 
Council Decision of 29 September 1970 on the conclu-
~ ion o_;_ the Al:>;reeme.-·1t establishin;· an Association 
between the European Economic Community and the 
United Republic o" TM2'8l1ia, the Republic oi Uranda 
and the Republic o, Kenya 
(70/546/EEC) 
Agreement establishin;:- an Association between the 
Buropea.""l Economic Community and the United Republic 
of Tanzania, the Republic of Uganda and the Republic 
oi" Kenya 
(70/547/EEC) 
Final Act and Declarations annexed 
(70/548/EEC) 
Internal Agreement on the measures and procedures 
required for implementation of the Agreement esta-
blishing an Association between the European Eco-
nomic Community and the United Republic of Tanzania, 
the Republic of U2,anda and the Republic of Kenya 
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2 - 21 
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(QJ N° L 282, 28e12.197Q) 
COUNCIL DECISION 
of 29 September 1970 
on the conclusion of the Agteement estllblishing an Association between the European Econ-
omic Conummity ud the United Republic of Ta.nzania, the Republic of Uganda and the 
Republic of Kenya 
(70/545/EEC) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNmES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community. and in parti-
cular Article 228 thereof; 
Having regard to the Agreement establishing an Assoclatioti betwea~ the European 
Economic C01D11111Dity ad the United Republic of Tanzania, the Republic of Uganda and 
tbe Republic ofKeiiY' siped at Arusba on 24 September 1969; 
Having consulted the European Parliament 
HAS DECIDED AS FOLLOWS: 
Artit*l 
The AgrceJilent establishing an Association between the European Economic Community . 
and the United Republic of TanzanhL the Republic of Uganda and the Republic of Kenya. 
tbe five Protocols attached thereto and the. ADDCxes to the Final Act, signed at Arusha on 24 
SepteDJa 1969, IUC C(JDC~ approftd ad coafirmed on behalf or the Community. 
Article2 
The President of the COUIICil sbaD notify this Decision in accordance with Article 33 of the 
Apeemmt. 
Done at Brussels. 29 September 1970. 
For the Council 
ThPnsitlal 
S.vonBRAUN 
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(OJ N° 1 282, 28.12.1970) 
Agreement establishing an Association between the European Economic Community and the 
UDited Republic of Tanzania, the Republic of Uganda and the Republic of Kenya 
(70/546/EEC) 
CONTENTS 
TEXT OF THE AGREEMENT 
PREAMBLE Page 
Title I : 
Title 11 : 
Title Ill : 
Title IV: 
Title V: 
PROTOCOLS 
Protocol No I 
Protocol No 2 
Protocol No 3 
Protocol No 4 
Protocol No S 
Trade ............... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Right of establishment and services ................................... . 
Payments and capital ............................................... . 
Institutional provisions ............................................. . 
General and final provi,jons ......................................... . 
4 
7 
concerning the implementation of Article 2 (2) of the Association Agreement 1 2 
concerning unroasted coffee, cloves and tinned pineapple . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 2 
concerning the implementation of Article 3 of the Association Agreement . . 1 3 
concerning the concept of 'originating products' for the purpose of imple-
menting the Association Agreement . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 9 
concerning the implementation of the Association Agreement and the estab- 1 9 Jishment of international agreements on the granting of generalized preferences 
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PREAMBLE 
His Majesty the King of the Belgians, 
The President of the Federal Republic of Germany, 
The President of the French Republic, 
The President of the Italian Republic. 
His Royal Highness the Grand Duke of Luxembourg, 
Her Majesty the Queen of the Netherlands, 
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Contracting Parties to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community signed at 
Rome on 25 March 1957, hereinafter referred to as 'the Treaty', whose States are hereinafter 
referred to as the 'Member States', and 
The Council of the European Communities 
on the one hand, and 
The President of the United Republic of Tanzania, 
The President of the Republic of Uganda, 
The President of the Republic of Kenya, 
Contracting Parties to the Treaty for East African Cooperation establishiog the East Afri-
can Community, signed at Kampala on 6 June 1967, whose States are hereinafter referred to 
as the 'Partner States of the East African Community', · 
on the other hand, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community: 
Taking into consideration the Association Agreement signed at Arusha on 26 July 1968: 
Wishing to demonstrate their common desire to maintain and strengthen their friendly rela-
tions, observing the principles of the Charter of the United Nations; 
Resolved to develop economic relations between the Partner States of the East African 
Community and the European Economic Community; 
Conscious of the importance of the development of cooperation and trade and of intra-Afri-
can international economic relations; 
Taking into consideration the Treaty for East African cooperation, establishiog the East Afri-
can Community; 
Have decided to conclude an Agreement establishing an Association between the European 
Economic Community and the Partner States of the East African Community, in accordance 
with Article 238 of the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community: 
and to this end have designated as Plenipotentiaries: 
HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF THE BELGIANS: 
Mr Joseph Van der Meulen, 
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary; 
THE PRESIDENT OF THE FEDERAL REPUBUC OF GERMANY: 
Mr Gimther Hukort, 
State Secretary at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs: 
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THE PRESIDENT OF THE FRENCH REPUBLIC: 
Mr Yvon Bourges, 
State Secretary at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs; 
THE PRESIDENT OF THE ITALIAN REPUBLIC: 
Mr Mario Pedini. 
Deputy State Secretary at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs: 
IUS ROYAL IUGHNESS 11IE GRAND DUKE OF WXEMBOURG; 
Mr Gcorges Dupong, 
Minister of Education. Labour and Social Security: 
HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN OF THE NETHERLANDS: 
Mr H. J. de Koster, 
State Secretary at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs: 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES: 
Mr H. J. De Koster, 
President in Office of the Council of the European Communities: 
Mr Henri Rochcrcau, 
Minister of the CoiiiDlisaion of the European Communities; 
THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED REPUBLIC OF TANZANIA: 
Hon Abdulraman Mohamed Babu, 
Minister for Commerce and Industry: 
THE PRESIDENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF UGANDA: 
Hon William Wilbcrforce'Kalcma, 
Minister for Commerce and Industry: 
THE PRESIDENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF KENYA: 
Hon Mwai Kibaki, 
Minister for Commerce and Industry: 
Who, having exchanged their Full Powers, found in good and due form, 
HAVE AGREED UPON 1HE FOLLOWING PROVISIONS: 
Article 1 
1. By this Agreement an ABSOCiation is established between the European Economic Com-
munity and the Partner States of the East African Community. 
2. The aim of the AIIOCiation Agreement is to promote an ineraac of trade between the 
Europu Economic Conununity and the Partner States of the East African Community and 
thua contribute to the development of international trade. 
Artlt:le2 
nTLEI 
TRADE 
- sucb prodacts listed in Annex n of the Treaty as come 
I. Products ori&iutilll ia the Partner States of the East 
Aftican Coaumanity lhall on irlqlort.alioll into the Euro-
.,_. Bconoaaic ComiiiUDity, be ldmitted free of CUitollll 
- under a common orpnization of the market within 
the IIICallina cl Article .tO cl the Treaty: 
- products subject, on importation into the European 
Economic COIIIIIIUftity, to apecif"te ralll as a conse-
quence of the ialplem nt tion or tile common apicul-
tural policy. 
dlatiel...t ......... equiftleat diet. but the u.t- . 
._. ...... ID tlillle prodacii-J Bat be 1DDN ..__ 
.................... "' the ...... sa... ..... 
dn het;., 
2. The PlO ..... cl J*lll'llllt 1 Dve .... 1 not. how-
ewer, pr~ the import treatment applied to: 
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notwithstanding the general treatment in force vis-d-vis 
third countries. to the products referred to above. when 
such products originate in the Partner States of the East 
African Community. 
With regard to unroasted coffee. cloves (whole fruit. 
cloves and stems) and tinned pineapple. the special 
provisions laid down in Protocol No 2 to this Agreement 
shall apply. 
3. At the request of one or more Partner States of the 
East African Community. there shall be consultations 
within the Association Council regarding the conditions 
of application of this Article. 
Artic/e3 
I. Products originating in Member States shall. when 
imported·into Partner States of the Ea!it African Corn· 
m unity. benefit. under the terms of Protocol No 3 to this 
Agreement. from the elimination of any customs duties 
and charges having equivalent effect which the Partner 
States of the East African Community apply to imports 
of these products into their territories. 
2. The Partner States of the East African Community 
may. however. retain or introduce. under the terms of 
Protocol No 3 to this Agreement. customs duties and 
charges having equivalent effect which are necessary to 
meet their development needs or which are intended to 
contribute to their budgets. 
3. The customs duties and charges having equivalent 
effect levied by the Partner States of the East African 
Community in accordance with paragraph 2 above may 
not give rise. de jure or defacto, to any direct or indirect 
discrimination between Member States. 
4. At the request of the European Economic Communi-
ty. there shall be consultations within the Association 
Council regarding the conditions of application of this 
Article. 
Artic/e4 
I. In so far as the Partner States of the East African 
Community levy duties on exports of their products to 
Member States, these dutia may not give rise, tk jure or 
tk/tiCto, to any direct or indirect discrimination between 
Member States. . 
2. Without prejudice to the application of Article 14 (2). 
there shall be consultations within the Association 
Council if the a.,lication of such duties leads to serious 
disturbances in the conditions of competition. 
Article5 
I. The European Economic Community shall not apply 
to imports of products originatina in the Partner States 
of the East African Community any quantitative restric-
tions or measures havina equivalent effect other than 
those that the Member States apply among themselves. 
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2. The provisions of paragraph I above, however. shall 
not prejudice the import treatment accorded to the prod-
ucts referred to in Article 2 (2a). 
3. At the request of one or more Partner States of the 
East African Community, there shall be consultations 
within the Association Council regarding the conditions 
of application of this Article. 
Article6 
I. The Partner States of the East African Community 
shall not apply any quantitative restrictions or measures 
having equivalent effect to the importation of products 
originating in Member States. 
2. Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph I 
above, the Partner States of the East African Com-
munity may retain or introduce new quantitative res-
trictions on the importation of products originating in 
Member States in order to meet their development needs 
or in the event of difficulties in their balance of payments 
or, where agricultural products are concerned, in connec-
tion with the development of the East African Common 
Market as provided for in the Treaty for East African 
Cooperation. Development needs are those listed in Arti-
cle 2 of Protocol No 3 to this Agreement. 
Application of such restrictions may not give rise, M 
jure or tk /11cto, to discrimination against Member States 
vll-d-vis third countries. 
3. Application of the measures referred to in paragraph 
2 above shall be subject to the proviso that the Partner 
States of the East African Community keep opportuni-
ties of importation open, without discrimination. to 
products originating in the European Economic Com-
munity. 
Nevertheless, where sales of a specific product meet with 
difficulties on the domestic market of the Partner States 
of the East African Community, those States may, not-
withstanding the preceding subparagraph and subject 
to prior consultation within the Association Council. 
suspend imports of that product for a limited period, to 
be fixed case by case. on condition that they produce 
evidence of the existence of such difficulties and provide 
any explanations necessary for an assessment of the need 
to prohi~it imports. 
4. On the coming into force of this Agreement, the Part· 
ner States of the East- African Community shall submit 
to the Association Council a list of the products subject 
to quantitative restrictions on imports applied in accord-
ance with the provisions of paragraph 2 above, and any 
information they possess that may allow the Mimber 
States to know what opportunities there are·for import-
iD& into the Partner States of the East Atiicu Commu-
nity products subject to quantitative restrictioaa. 
At the request of the European Economic: Community. 
there shall be consultations within the Auociation 
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Council regarding the conditions of application of these 
restrictions. 
5. The Partner States of the East African Community 
shall, upon the introduction of any new quantitative res-
trictions in accordance with the provisions of paragraph 
2 above. immediately notify the Association Council. As 
soon as the notification ha1. been given. there shall be 
consultations within the Association Council. at the re-
quest of the European Economic Community. 
6. On the coming into force of this Agreement. the Part-
ner States of the East African Community shall notify 
the Association Council of the foreign trade regulations 
applicable to Member States. 
The Assoc1ation Council shall be not1fied of any change 
in these regulations. 
Article 7 
The provisions of Articles 5 and 6 shall not prejudice the 
treatment that any C<:mtracting Party signatory to a 
world agreement accords tn any product under such an 
agreement. 
Article 8 
Without prejudice to special provtsions for border trade 
or to Articles 9 and 10: 
(a) the treatment that the Partner States of the East Afri-
can Community apply by virtue of this Title to prod-
ucts originating in Memher States shall not be less 
favourable than that applied to products originating 
in the most favoured third country; 
(b) the treatment that the Partner States of the East Afri 
can Community apply by virtue of this Title to their 
products on exportation to the European Economic 
Community shall not be less favourable than that 
applied to products exported to the most favoured 
third country. 
Article 9 
·The Partner States of the East African Community may 
maintain or establish among themselves customs unions 
or free trade areas or conclude among themselves econ-
omic cooperation agreements. 
The Association Council shall be kept informed by the 
Partner States of the East African Community. 
Article 10 
I. The Partner States of the East African Community 
may maintain or establish customs unions or free trade 
areas or conclude economic cooperation qreements 
with one or more African third countries at a compara-
ble stage of development, provided that this does not 
lead to any change in the provisions concerning origin 
for the purpose of implementing this Agreement. 
The Association Council shall be kept informed by the 
Partner States of the East African Community. 
2. At the request of the European Economic Communi 
ty. there shall be consultations within the Association 
Council. 
3. If these consultations reveal any incompatibility be-
tween the undertakings given by the Partner States of the 
East African Community and the principles or provi-
sions of this Agreement, the Association Council shall, 
in case of need, take any measures necessary for the 
smooth functioning of the Association. It may also make 
any recommendations deemed useful. 
Article 11 
The Partner States of the East African Community may 
likewise maintain or establish customs unions or free 
trade areas or conclude economic cooperation agree-
ments with one or more other third countries. provided 
that such customs unions. free trade areas or economic 
cooperation agreements neither are nor prove to be in-
compatible with the principles or provisions of this 
Agreement. 
The Association Council shall be kept informed by the 
Partner States of the East African Community. 
At the request of the European Economic Community. 
there shall be consultations within the Association 
Council. 
Article 12 
The provisions of Articles 5 and 6 shall not preclude 
prohibitions or restrictions on imports. exports or transit 
justified on grounds of public' morality. public policy. 
public security. the protection of human or animal life or 
health. or plant preservation. the protection of national 
treasures possessing artistic. historic or archaeological 
value. or the protection of industrial or commercial pro-
perty. 
However. such prohibitions or restrictions shall not con-
stitute a means of arbitrary discrimination or· a disguised 
restriction on trade. 
Article JJ 
I. On matters of trade policy the Contracting Parties 
shall keep each other informed and. should one of them 
so request. shall consult within the Association Council 
for the purpose of the proper implementation of this 
Agreement. 
2. The information given and the consultations held 
shall bear on measures concerning trade with third coun-
tries if these measures are likely to harm the interests of 
any Contracting Party. 
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Article /4 
I. If serious disturbances occur in a sector of the econo-
my of one or more Partner State!> of the East African 
Community or Jeopardize their external financial stabili 
ty. or if difficulties arise which result in a deterioration in 
the economic situation of a region in the East African 
Community. the Partner State or States concerned may. 
notwithstanding the provisions of Article 3 and 6. take 
the necessary protective measures. 
These measures and the methods of applying them shall 
be notified immediately to the Association Council. 
2. If serious disturbances occur •n a sector of the econo-
my of the European Economic Community or of one or 
more of its Member States or jeopardize their external 
financial stability. or if difficulties arise which result in a 
deterioration in the economic situatJOJi Gf a region in tile 
European Economic Community. that Community may 
take. or may authorize the Member State or States con-
cerned to take, the necessary protective measures, 
notwithstanding the provisions of Articles 2 and 5. 
These measures and the methods of applying them shall 
be notified immediately to the Association Council. 
GEN 
3. For the purpose of implementing paragraphs I and 2 
above. priority shall be given to such measures as would 
le<t~t disturb the functioning of the Association. These 
measures shall not exceed the limits of what is strictly 
necessary to remedy the difficulties that have arisen. 
4. There shall be cor.su!tations within the Association 
Council regarding measures taken in implementation of 
paragraphs I or 2 above. Such consultations shall be 
held at the reqtJest of the European Economic Communi-
ty in respect of measures under paragraph I. and at the 
request of the Partner States of the East African Com-
munity in respect of those under paragraph 2. 
Article 15 
Without prejudice to the special provisions laid down in 
this Agreement. each Contracting Party shall refrain 
from any measure or practice of an internal fiscal nature 
that directly or indirectly leads to discrimination be· 
tween its own products and like products originating in 
the territory of the other Contracting Parties. 
TITLE 11 
RIGHT OF ESTABUSHMENT AND SERVICES 
Article 16 
The Partner States of the East African Community shall 
ensure that. in the matter of the right of establishment 
and the provision of services. there shall be no discrimi· 
natory treatment. de jure or de facto, between nationals 
or between companies of Member States. 
Article 17 
Should one or more Partner States of the East African 
Community grant nationals or companies of a non-
Member State more favourable treatment as regards the 
right of establishment or provision of services. such 
treatment shall be extended by the Partner State or 
States oncerned to nationals or companies of the Mem-
ber States. except where it arises out of regional agree-
ments. 
Nevertheless, nationals or companies of a Member State 
may not. for a specific activity. benefit in a Partner State 
of the East African Community from the provisions of 
this Article if the Member state to which they belong 
does not grant the nationals or companies of the Partner 
State of the East African Community concerned. as re-
gards the right of establishment or provision of services. 
the same advantages for the activity in question as those 
obtained by the Partner State of the East African Com-
munity through an agreement with a non-Member State 
referred to in the preceding paragraph. 
Article 18 
Without prejudice to the provisions relating to move-
ments of capital. the right of establishment within the 
meaning of this Agreement shall include the right to en-
gage in and to exercise self-employed activiti.!s: to set up 
and manage undertakings and. in particular. companies: 
and to set up agencies. branches or subsidiaries. 
Article 19 
Services within the meaning of this Agreement shall be 
deemed to be services normally provided against remu· 
neration. provided that they are not governed by the 
provisions relating to trade, the right of establishment or 
movements of capital. Services shall include in particular 
activities of an industrial character. activities of a com-
mercial character. artisan activities and activities of the 
liberal professions. excluding activities of employed per-
sons. 
Article 20 
I. Companies within the meaning of this Agreement 
shall be deemed to be companies under civil or commer-
cial law, includinl cooperative societies and other lepl 
persons under public or private law. but not including 
non-Profit-making bodies. 
0 7 
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2. ·company of a Member State or of a Partner State of 
the East African Community' shall mean any company 
.:onstituted in accordance w1th the law of a Member 
3tate or of a Partner State of the East African Commu-
nity and having its registered office, central administra-
tion or main establishment in a Member State or in a 
Partner State of the East African Community; neverthe-
less, should it have only its registered office in a Member 
State or in a Partner State of the East African Communi-
ty, its business must have an effective and continuous 
link with the economy of that Member State or of that 
Partner State of the East African Community. 
TITLE Ill 
PAYMENTS AND CAPITAL 
Article 21 
The Member States and the Partner States of the East 
African Community shall authori1.e payments relating to 
trade in ~oods and in services. and also the transfer of 
~uch payments to the Partner State of the East African 
Community or to the Member State in which the creditor 
or the beneficiary is resident, in so far as the movement 
of goods and services has been liberalized in pursuance 
of this Agreement. 
Article 22 
The Partner States of the East African Community shall 
treat nationals and companies of Member States on an 
equal footing in respect of investments made by them, of 
capital movements and of current payments resulting 
therefrom. and also of transfers connected with such 
operations. 
TITLE IV 
INSTITUTIONAL PROVISIONS 
Article 23 
I. For the purpose of attaining the aims set out in this 
Agreement. there shall be established an Association 
Council. 1t shall have the power to take decisions in the 
cases provided for in this Agreement: such decisions 
shall be binding on the Contracting Parties. who must 
take such measures as are required to implement these 
decisions. 
The Association Council ·may examine all matters relat-
ing to the implementation of this Agreement: it may 
formulate appropriate recommendations. and it shall 
undertake the consultations provided for by this Agree-
ment. 
2. The Association Council shall periodically review the 
results of the Association arrangements. taking into ac-
count the objectives of this Association. 
3. The Association Council shall lay down its rules of 
procedure. 
AF1icle 24 
I. The Association Council shall be composed. on the 
one hand. of the members of the Council and of members 
of the Commission of. the European Communities and. 
on the other hand. of members of the Government of 
each Partner State of the East African Community and 
of representatives of the East African Community. 
Any member of the Association Council may send a 
representative in accordance with conditions to be laid 
down in its rules of procedure. The Association Council 
shall meet either at the level of ministers or at the level of 
their representatives. 
2. In the case of meetings at ministerial level. decisions 
of the Association Council may be validly made only if. 
for the European Economic Community. a member of 
the Council and a member of the Commission of the 
European Communities. and. for the Partner States of 
the East African Community. a member of the Govern-
ment of each Partner State of the East African Commu-
nity, are present. 
3. The Association Council shall act by mutual agree-
ment between the European Economic Community on 
the one hand and the Partner States of the East African 
Community on the other. 
Artlcle25 
The office of President of the Association Council shall 
be held alternately by a member of the Council of the 
European Communities and a member of the Govern-
ment of a Pattner State of the East African Community. 
Article 26 
Meetings of the Association Council shall be called once 
a year by its President. 
The Association Council shall. in addition. meet when-
ever necessary. in accordance· with die conditions to be 
laid down in its rules of procechn. 
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Article 27 
The Association Council may decide to set up a commit-
tee to assist the Council in the performance of its task 
and. in particular, to ensure the continuity of coopera-
tion necessary for the smooth functioning of the Associa-
tion. 
In its rules of procedure lhe Association Council shall 
determine the composition and dl_!ties of the committee 
and how it shall function. 
The Association Council may delegate to the committee 
the exercise of the power!l entrusted to it by this Agree-
ment, under the terms and w(thin the limits laid down by 
the Association Council. 
Article 28 
I. Any dispute concerning the interpretation or the ap-
plication of this Agreement which arises between one or 
more Member States or the European Economic Com-
munity on the one hand, and one or more Partner States 
of the East African Community on the other, may be 
brought before the Association Council. 
2. If the Association Council fails to settle the dispute 
at its subsequent meeting, either Party may notify the 
GEN 
other of the appointment of an arbitrator; the other Party 
must then appoint a second arbitrator within two 
months. For the application of this procedure. the Euro-
pean Economic Community and the Member States 
shall be deemed to be one Party to the dispute. 
The Association Council shall appoint a third arbitrator. 
The decisions of the arbitrators shall be taken by majo-
rity vote. 
3. Each Party to the dispute must take the measures 
required for the implementation of the arbitrators' deci-
sion. 
Article 29 
A Parliamentary Committee of the Association shall 
meet once a year to discuss matters concerning the Asso-
ciation. 
It shall be composed. on a basis of parity. of members of 
the European Parliament and of members of the Parlia-
ments of the Partner States of the East African Commu-
nity. 
It shall lay down its rules of procedure. 
TITLE V 
GENERAL AND FINAL PROVISIONS 
Article30 
No Treaty, convention, agreement or arrangement of 
any kind between one or more Member States and one or 
more Partner States of the East African Community 
may impede the implementation of the provisions of this 
Agreement. 
Article 31 
I. The Association Council shall be informed of any 
request for membership of or association with the Euro-
pean Economic Community made by any State. 
2. Any request for association with the European Econ-
omic Community made by a State whose economic 
structure and production are comparable with those of 
the Partner States of the East African Community. and 
which. after examination by the European Economic 
Community. has been referred by the latter to the Asso-
ciation Council. shall be the subject of consultations 
within the Association Council. 
Article32 
This Agreement shall apply to the European territory of 
the Member States and to the French overseas dt'part-
ments on the one hand. and to the territory of the Partner 
States of the East African Community on the other. 
Article33 
I. As regards the European Economic Community. this 
Agreement shall be validly concluded by a decision of 
the Council of the European Communities taken in con-
formity with the provisions of the Treaty and notified to 
the Parties to this Agreement. It shall be ratified by the 
Signjltory States in conformity with the:ir respective con-
stitutional requirements. 
2. The instruments of ratification of the Signatory States 
and the act of notification of the conclusion of this 
Agreement by the European Economic Community shall 
be exchanged in Brussels. 
Article 34 
This Agreement shall come into force on the first day of 
the month following the date on which the instruments of 
ratification and the act of notification have been ex-
changed. 
Article35 
I. This Agreement shall be concluded for a period of 
five years from its entry into force and shall expire by 31 
January 1975 at the latest. 
0 9 
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2. This Agreement may be terminated by the European 
Economic Community in respect of each Partner State 
of the East African Community, and by each Partner 
State of the East African Community in respect of the 
European Economic Community, upon six months' no-
tice. 
Article36 
1. Eighteen months before the expiry of this Agreement. 
the Contracting Parties s:1all examine the provisions that 
might be made for a further period. 
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2. The Association Council shall take any transitional 
measures required until a new agreement comes into 
force. 
Article37 
The Protocols annexed to this Agreement shall form an 
integral part thereof. 
Artic/e38 
This Agreement shall be drawn up in two copies. in the 
German. French. Italian. Dutch and English languages. 
each of these texts being equally authentic. 
Zu Urkund dessen haben die unterzeichneten Bevollmiichtigen ihre Unterschriften unter 
dieses Abkommen gesetzt. 
En foi de quoi. les plenipotentiaires soussignes ont appose Jeurs signatures au bas du present 
Accord. 
In fede di che. i plenipotenziari sottoscritti hanno apposto le toro firme in calce al presente 
Accordo. 
Ten blijke waarvan de ondergetekende gevolmachtigden hun handteken,ing onder deze Over-
eenkomst hebben gesteld. 
In witness whereof. the undersigned Plenipotentiaries have affixed their signatures below this 
Agreement. 
Geschehun zu Arusha am sechsundzwanzigsten Juli neunzehnhundertachtundsechzig 
Fait a Arusha.Ie vingt-sixjuillet mil neuf cent soixante huit 
Fatto a Arusha. il ventisei Juglio millenovecentosessantotto 
Gedaan te Arusha. de zesentwintigste juli negentienhonderd acht en zestig 
Done at Arusha on the twenty-sixth day of July in the year one thousand nine hundred and 
sixty-eight 
Pour Sa Majeste le Roi des Beiges. 
Voor Zijne Majesteit de Koning der Belgen. 
Joseph V AN DER MEULEN 
Fiir den Priisidenten der Bundesrepublik Deutschland. 
Hans-Georg SACHS 
Pour le President de la R.epublique Francaise. 
Yvon BOURGES 
Peril Presidente della Repubblica Italiana, 
Franco Maria MALFATTI 
Pour Son Altesse Royale le Grand-Due de Luxembourg. 
Albert BORSCHETTE 
Voor Hare Majesteit de Koningin der Nederlanden. 
HJ. de KOSTER 
I m Namen des Rates der Europiischen Gemeinschaften, 
• 
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Pour le Conseil des Communautes Europeennes. 
Per il Consiglio delle Comunita Europee. 
Voor de Raad der Europese Gemeenschappen. 
Franco Maria MALFATII Henri ROCHEREAU 
M it de m V orbehalt. dass fur die Europaische W irtschaftsgemeinschaft erst dann endgultig 
eine Verplflichtung besteht. wenn sie den anderen Vertragsparteien Notifiziert hat, dass die 
durch den Vertrag zur Gr.undung der Europaischen Wirtschaftsgemeinschaft vorgeschrie-
benen Verfahrcn stattgefunden haben. 
Sous reserve que la Communaute Economique Europeenne ne sera definitivement engagee 
qu'apres notification aux autres Parties contractantes de l'accomplissement des procedures 
requiscs par le Traite instituant la Communaute Economique Europeenne. 
Con riserva che la Comuniti Economica Europea sani definitivamente vincolata soltanto 
dppo notifica alle altre Parti Contraenti dell'espletamento delle procedure richieste dal Trat-
tato chc istituisce la Comunita Economica Europea. 
Onder voorbehoud dat de Europese Economische Gemeenschap eerst definitief gebonden zal 
zijn na kennisgeving aan de andere Overeenkoms~luitende Partijen van de vervulling der door 
het Verdrag tot oprichting van de Europese Economische Gemeenschap vereiste procedures. 
Provided that the Community shall be finally bound only after the other Contracting Parties 
have been notified that the procedures required by the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Communit~ have been completed. 
For the President of the United Republic of Tanzania. 
Aboud Mohamoud MAALIM 
For the President of the Republic of Uganda. 
William Wilberforce KALEMA 
For the President of the Republic of Kenya, 
Mwai KIBAKI 
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PROTOCOLS 
PROTOCOL No I 
concerning the implementation of Article 2 { 2) of the Association A!greement 
THE CONTRACTINC, Pi\RTII·.S. 
HAVf' AGREFil up''" IIH· I<•II0'-'1111? prov1~ions. which .trc 
annexed to the Agreement 
A r(lc/<' I 
\iter consult.Hrun '' tth111 tht A~socia11on CounciL 
the !: uropean r ··nn, 1 11l•l ( ollnmnnit y sh;.\1 determine. 
ea'- b)' ,·ase. '' h.11 treatment , .. •o he accorded to imports 
of •.ach of the pr~tdud~ or lP"IlP~ of products referred to 
in \rtic.lc 2 (2) of the Agreement. when such products 
on~·nate in the Partn~r <;tatr' of the East African Com-
m11n1tv. where· thc~c States have an cconomrc interest in 
exportmg the 'a1d products. 
The treatment which the European Economic Communi 
ty applie~ to thcst· products shall be mort· favourable 
than the general treatment applied to like products ori 
ginating in third countries. 
2. However, if, in respect of a specific product, the econ-
omic situation of the European Economic Community 
so justifies. the latter may. by way of exception, refrain 
from accordmg srecial treatment to Imports of that 
product from the Partner States of the East African 
Community. 
Article 2 
If the rroduct<; referred to in Article 2 (2a) of the Agree-
ment arc 11ahlc to customs duties at the time of importa-
tion mtn the European Economic Community and if no 
provision concerning trade in those products with third 
countnc<; is laid down under the common agncultural 
rohcy. Import<; of such products into the European 
Economic C"ommunity shalL notwithstanding the provi-
<;ion~ nf Article I above and provided that these products 
onginate in the Partner States of the East African Com-
munity. be governed by the proVI';ions of Article 2 (I) of 
the Agreement. 
Article 3 
I. The treatment established for the various products on 
the basis of this Protocol shall be applied until the expiry 
of the Agreement. 
2. However. in the event of a change in the Community 
organization of markets. the European Economic Com-
munity reserves the right. after consultation within 
the Association Council, to change the treatment 
established. 
In such an event. the European Economic Community 
undertakes. in the framework of the new treatment. to 
maintain advantages for the Partner States of the East 
African Community comparable with those they enJoyed 
previously 
PROTOCOL No 2 
concerning unroasted coffee, cloves and tinned pineapple 
THE CONTRACTING PARTIES, 
HAVE AGREED upon the following pnw1sions. which are 
annexed to the Agreement: 
Should 1mports into the European Community of un-
roasted coffee of heading No 09.01 A I of the Common 
Customs Tariff of the European Communities. of cloves 
(whole fruit, cloves and stems) of heading No 09.07 or 
of tinned pineapple of heading No 20.06 B 11, originat-
ing m the Partner States of the East Afncan Community. 
exceed the quantities stipulated below in the course of 
any given year. the European Economtc Community 
shall be authorized to take, subject to consultation with 
the Partner States of the East African Community, the 
necessary measures to avoid serious disturbances in tra-
ditional trade flows. 
The annual quantities referred to in the first subpara· 
graph of this Protocol shall be: 
(a) Unroasted coffee 
(b) Cloves 
(c) Tinned pineapple 
56 000 metric tons 
120 metric tons 
860 metric tons. 
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PROTOCOL No 3 
concerning the implcnlelatioa of Article 3 of the AssociUJD Apecmcot 
THE CONTRACTING PARTIES, 
HAVE AGREED upon the following provisions, which are 
annexed to the Agreement: 
Article 1 
For the purpose of implementing the provisions of Arti-
cle 3 of the Agreement. the Partner States of the East 
African Community ~hall, on the date of coming into 
force of the Agreement. eliminate all customs duties and 
charges having equivalent effect other than those which 
are necessary to meet their development needs or which 
are intended to contribute to their budgets. 
Article 2 
The development needs of the Partner States of the East 
African Community referred to in Article I above are 
those arising from: 
- the implementation of economic development pro-
grammes aimed at raising the general standard of 
living in the country in question: 
the needs of their economic development. in particular 
where necessary to encourage the setting-up of 
branches of production for the purpose of raising the 
country's general standard of living; 
- the need to achieve equilibrium in their balance of 
payments and to alleviate such difficulties as arise in 
the main from their efforts to expand their domestic 
markets and from the instability of their terms of 
trade: 
- the necessity to achieve a rapid and sustained growth 
of their country's receipts from exports. 
Article3 
The Contracting Parties shall take note of the customs 
duties to be eliminated in accordance with the provisions 
of Article I above in respect of the products listed in the 
Schedule annexed to this Protocol. 
Article4 
On the date of coming into force of the Agreement. the 
Partner States of the East African Community shall 
communicate to the Association Council their customs 
tariff as it stands after application of the foregoing provi-
sions. At the request of the European Economic Com-
munity, there shall be consultations within the Associa-
tion Council on this tariff. · 
Article5 
The Partner States of the East African Community shall 
notify the Association Council of any amendment to the 
tariff so established, in particular of any increase in cus-
toms duties or charges having equivalent effect made to 
meet their development needs or which is intended to 
contn'bute to their budgets. At the request of the Euro-
pean Economic Community, there shall be consultations 
within the Association Council on these amendments. 
Article6 
I. The advantages accorded to Member States vis-G-vis 
third countries in respect of the products listed in the 
Schedule annexed to this Protocol shall not be reduced 
during the life of the Agreement. 
2. The Partner States of the East African Community 
may, however, make any adjustments in the Schedule of 
products annexed to this Protocol that are necessary to 
meet their development needs or are intended to contri-
bute to their budgets, subject to prior consultation within 
the Association Council and provided that the overall 
volume of concessions and the balance of concessions 
1U110D1 the Member States are maintained. 
3. The Partner States of the East African Community 
shall inform the Association Council in due time of any 
changes which they contemplate making. 
This notification shall be accompanied by information of 
an economic -andfor financial nature when:by the neces-
sity to make the contemplated changes in the Schedule 
can be assessed. 
Article 7 
At the request of the Partner States of the Eat African 
Community, there aball be COII8Uitations within the As-
IOCiation Council reprding the conditions of applica-
tion of this Protocol. 
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ANNEX 
~cheduJe of thca prncluets to which Article 3 of Protocol Ne 3 to the A.,.ment applies 
l:·.ast 
African 
Tar•ff 
·No 
11.07 
I 
12.06 I 
15.078 
I 6.t>4 
17.04 
21.061\ l 
z::.os 
l~ription of goods 
--- ----------------.. ---.... 1. i 
· Malt. roastct! or not 
Hop Ct'ncs .trt•l cupulla: 
Olive oil 
Prcoarcd or t'rc~l',cd fish, including caviar and caviar substitutes 
. ::;...u1a ...• i· ·· •·· ._ • ··~·~~j rrcparauons containing cocoa 
Wu~eyf f'rc .. H ~'·'7'l ~~;ult.: mu"lt wilh fermentation arrested by the j 
,;~kWHm L,f al •. .-,1'- '' , 
A. Still wine :11t1 !!,farl· n'ust: 
( 2i Ot!n:r 
22.06 Vermouths, and other wmcs of fresh grapes flavoured with aro-
matic extracts: 
22.09 
A. Not in bottle 
B. In bottle 
Spirits .(other tnan those of heading No 22.08); liqueurs and other j 
spirituous beverages; compound alcoholic preparations (known 
as •concentrated extracts') for the manufacture of ~: 
B. Brandy 
-30.03 Medicaments (including veterinary medicaments): 
A. Prepared according to the British Pharmacopoeia, the National 
Pharmacopoeia of any Member State of the EEC, the British 
Pharmaceutical Codex, the US National Formula or the British I 
Veterinary Codex, but not including any proprietary drugs or 
medicinal pr~parations 
32.04 Colouring matter of vegetable origin (includina dyewood extract 
and other vegetable dyeing extracts, but excluding indigo) or 
of animal origin: 
..... 
Fi'ICal Customs dut~ 
entry 
---·--L Full EEC 
22 ~'o 
10 ~;) 
48 "-;, 
47%% 
47 '', 
pr· 
·-,., 
26 '!·~, 
per gallon 
Sh 16/·- or 
66%% 
per gallon 
Sh 19/50 or 
66%% 
per gallon 
Sh 31/30 or 
662/a% 
per gallon 
Sh 21/90 or 
66%% 
per gallon 
Sh tr,' nr 
667a '.:'o 
per gallon 
Sh 19/- or 
66%% 
per proof 
gallon 
Sh JQ~/-
Free 
I 
8 (); 
/0 
5 01 
10 
2 ,.,, 
'o 
2 Y2 o,o 
3 0/ :o 
8 ()/ 
,o 
4 •) 
fl 
Free 
per gallon 
Cents 50(*) 
per gallon 
Sh 21-(*) 
per gallon 
Sh l/50(*) 
Free 
per gallon 
Sh 1/-(•) 
per proof 
gallon 
Sh 'J/-(•) 
Free 
Free 
Free 
Free 
Free 
Free 
, . Free 
Free 
Free 
Free 
Free 
Free 
Free 
Free 
Free 
Free 
) 
--
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Charge<i 
East 
African Description of goods 
Tariff Fiscal Customs duty 
No entry 
Full EEC 
A. For colouring foodstuffs, beverages, cosmetics or toilet pre-
par at ions 30 Y:!% 7 ~ 0 Free 
32.12 Glaziers' putty; grafting putty; painters' fillings, and stopping, 
sealing and similar mastics, including resin mastics and cements 21% 9 ~~. Free 
33.01 Essential oils (terpeneless or not); concretes and absolutes; resi-
noids: 
A. For use in the manufacture of perfumery, cosmetics or toilet 
preparations 68% 7 o, /0 Free 
B. Other 23% 7 O' •O Free 
35.03 Gelatin (including gelatin in rectangles, whether or not coloured or 
surface-worked) and gelatin derivatives; glues derived from bones, 
hides, nerves, tendons or from similar products, and fish glues; 
isinglass: 
A. Gelatin 22% 8% Free 
37.02 Film in rolls, sensitized, unexposed, perforated or not 27% 3 0/ /0 Free 
37.07 Other cinematograph film, exposed and developed, whether or not 
incorporating sound track, negative or positive: 
C. Other: 
(3) Of a width exceeding 16 mm per linear per linear Free 
foot foot 
Cents 23 Cents 2 (*) 
48.01 Paper and paperboard (including cellulose wadding), machine-
made, in rolls or sheets: 
A. Paper: 
(I) Cigarette 43% 2 0/ /0 Free 
48.10 Cigarette paper, cut to size, whether or not in the form of booklets 
or tubes 40 Of 5% Free /O 
58.02 Other carpets, carpeting, rugs, mats and matting, and 'Kelem', 
'Schumacks' and 'Karamanie' rugs and the like (made up or not) 25% 5 Ol Free ,o 
70.08 Safety glass consisting of toughened or laminated glass, shaped 
or not 25 '?o 5 •V Free /0 
70.09 Glass mirrors (including rear-view mirrors), unframed, framed or 
backed 27% 3% Free 
70.13 Glassware (other than articles falling in heading No 70.19) of a 
kind commonly used for table, kitchen, toilet or office purposes, 
for indoor decoration, or for similar uses 30 °/,, 3 Ya% Free 
73.13 Sheets and plates, of iron or steel, hot-rolled or cold-rolled: 
C. Flat, uncoated: 
(1) Of a thickness of 0·014 inches or less per ft1 3 ~(l Free 
Cents 3 or 
l" ,,, 
~ " 
73.27 Gauze, cloth, grill, netting, fencing, reinforcing fabric and similar 
materials, of iron or steel wire: 
A. Wire grill 25% 5 O• oO Free 
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East 
Afncan 
Tanff 
No 
73.36 
Description of goods 
Stoves (includmg stoves with subsidiary boilers for central heating), 
ranges, cookers. grates, fires and other space heaters, gas rings, plate 
warmers with burners, wash boilers with grates or other heating 
elements, and similar equipment, of a kind used for domestic pur-
po~s. not electrically operated, and parts thereof, of iron or steel: 
B. Other 
74.17 Cookmg and heating apparatus of a kind used for domestic pur-
poses, not electrically operated, and parts thereof, of copper: 
B Other 
84.17 Ma~:hinery, plant and similar laboratory equipment, whether or 
not electrically heated, for the treatment of materials by a process 
involvmg a change of temperature such as heating. cooking. roa,t-
ing, distilling, rectifying, sterilizing, pasteurizing. steaming, drying, 
evaporating, vaporizing, condensing or cooling, not being ma-
chinery or plant of a kind used for domestic purposes; instan-
taneous or storage water heaters, non-electrical: 
A. Instantaneous and ~torage water heaters 
84.20 Weighing machmery (excluding balances of a sensitivity of 5 centi-
grammes or better), including weight-operated counting and 
checking machines; weighing machine weights of all kinds: 
84.51 
84.52 
84.54 
84.55 
A. Weighing machine weights of all kinds 
H. Other 
Typewriters, other than typewnters incorporating calculating 
mechantsms; cheque-writing machines 
Calculating machines; accounting machines, cash registers, post-
age-frankmg machines, ticket-issuing machines and similar ma-
chines and similar machines incorporating a calculating device 
Other office machines (for example, hectograph or stencil dupli-
cating machines, addressing machines, coin-sorting machines, coin-
counting and wrapping machines, pencil-sharpening machines, 
perforatmg and stapling machines) 
Parts and accessories (other than covers, carrying cases and the 
like) suitable for use solely or principally with machines of a kind 
falling within heading No 84.51, 84.52, 84.53 or 84.54 
85.06 Electro-mechanical domestic appliances, with self-contained elec-
tric motor: 
A. Electric fans 
!!5.15 Radiotelel'r'l~'lic and radiotelephonic transmission and reception 
apparatus;:-- - o-broadcasting and television transmission and re-
ception ap!)laratus (including those incorporating gramophones) 
and television cameras; radio navigational aid apparatus, radar 
apparatus and radio remote control apparatus: 
A. Radio and television receiving sets and radiograms 
87.06 Parts and accessories or the motor Yebiclcs falli111 within beading 
No 87.01, 87.02, or 87.03: 
C. Other 
Fiscal 
entry 
25% 
25% 
12 ~;, 
30% 
25% 
26% 
28% 
23% 
21% 
25% 
each 
Sh 50/-
or47% 
28 ~·~% 
Cbargeo 
Customs duty 
Full 
5% 
5o; 
,o 
3 0/ 
,o 
Free 
5 Of /0 
4% 
2% 
7 0' /o 
9% 
5% 
3% 
5% 
EEC 
Free 
Free 
Free 
Free 
Free 
Free 
Free 
Free 
Free 
Free 
Free 
Free 
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Charges 
East 
Arrican Dacription of aooda Customs duty Tariff Fiscal 
No entry 
Full EEC 
90.01 Lenses, prisms, mirrors and other optical elements, of any material, 
unmounted, other than such elements of glass not optically worked; 
sheets or plates, of polarizing material: 
A. Suitable for use with the articles of subheading No 90.05, 
90.07 B or 90.09 B 23% 7% Free 
90.02 Lenses, prisms, mirrors and other optical elements, of any material, 
mounted, being parts of or fittings for instruments or apparatus, 
other than such elements of glass not optically worked: 
A. Suitable for use with the articles of subheading No 90.05, 
90.07 B or 90.09 B 23% 7% Free 
90.05 Refracting telescopes (monocular and binocular), prismatic or not 23% 7 0/ 'O Free 
90.07 Photographic cameras; photographic flashlight apparatus: 
B. Other 25% 5% Free 
90.08 Cinematographic cameras, projectors, sound recorders and sound 
reproducers; any combination of these articles 25% 5% Free 
90.09 Image projectors (other than cinematographic projectors); photo-
graphic (except cinematographic) enlargers and reducers: 
B. Other 25% 5% Free 
90.16 Drawing, marking-out and mathematical calculating instruments, 
drafting machines, pantographs, slide-rules, disc calculators and 
the like; measuring or checking instruments, appliances and ma-
chines, not falling within any other heading of this Chapter (for 
example micrometers, callipers, gauges, measuring rods, balancing 
machines). profile projectors: 
A. Ml".asuring rods, tape measures, spring rules and the like 23% 7% Free 
91.01 Pocket-watches, wrist-watches and other watches. inc:luding stop-
watches 27~% 2Yz% Free 
91.02 Clocks with watch movements (excluding clocks of heading No 
91.03) 25% 5% Free 
91.04 Other clocks: 
A. Tower clocks Free Free Free 
B. Other 25% 5% Free 
92.01 Pianos (inc:luding automatic:. pianos, whether or not with key-
boards); harpsichords and other keyboard strin8cd instruments; 
instruments; harps but not inc:luding aeolian harps 25% 5% Free 
92.02 Other string musical instruments 25 Ol /O 50' IO Free 
92.03 Pipe and reed organs, inc:luding harmoniums and the like 25% 5% Free 
92.04 Accordions, concertinas and similar musical instruments; mouth 
organs 25% 5% Free 
92.05 Other wind musical instruments 25% 5% Free 
92.06 hrcussion musical instruments (for example drums, xylophones, 
cymbals, castanets) 25% 5% Free 
92.07 Electro-magnetic, electrostatic, electronic and similar musical 
instruments (for example, pianos, organs, accordions) 25 0/ /o 50/ '0 Free 
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African Description of soods Customs duty Tariff Fiscal 
No entry 
Full EEC 
92.08 Musical instruments not falling within any other heading of this 
Chapter (for example, fairground organs, mechanical street organs, 
musical boxes, musical saws); mechanical singing birds; decoy calls 
and effects of all kinds; mouth-blown sound signalling instruments 
(for example, whistles and boatswains's pipes) 25 0/ /0 5% Free 
92.09 Musical instrument strings 25% 5% Free 
92.10 Parts and accessories of musical instruments (other than strings), 
including perforated music rolls and mechanisms for musical 
boxes; metronomes, tuning forks and pitch pipes of all kinds 25% 5% Free 
92.11 Gramophones, dictating machines and other sound recorders and 
reproducers, including record-players and tape decks, with or with-
out sound heads; television image and sound recorders and repro-
ducers, magnetic 30% 1Yz% Free 
'92.12 Gramophone records and other sound or similar recordings; ma-
trices for the production of records, prepared record blanks, film 
for mechanical sound recording, prepared tapes, wires, strips and 
like articles of a kind commonly used for sound or similar re-
cording: 
C. Gramophone records each 
Sh 1/25 or 
32%% 5% Free 
D. Other 25% 5% Free 
92.13 Other parts and accessories of apparatus falling withiR heading 35% 2%% Free 
No 92.11 
(•) These concessionary rates will be altered to their metric equivalents on I January 1970. 
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PROTOCOL No 4 
concerning the concept of'of'ilinatins products' for the purpose of implementing the Associa-
tion Agreement 
THE CONTRACTING PARTIES. 
HAVE AGREED upon the following provisions, which are annexed to the Agreement: 
Article 1 
On the basis of a draft prepared by the Commission of the European Communities, the Asso-
ciation Council shall lay down at its first session the definition of the concept of 'originating 
products' for the purpose of implementing Title I of the Agreement. It shall also determine the 
methods of admmistrative cooperation. 
Article 2 
The Member States and the Partner States of the East African Community shall apply their 
respective regulations until the provisions referred to in Article I become operative. 
PROTOCOL NoS 
concerning the implementation of the Associdon Apeement and the establishment of inter-
national apeemeats on the grantina of general preferences 
THE CONTRACTING PARTIES, 
Desirous of stating clearly their position on the compatibility of the preferences granted to the Euro-
pean Economic Community by the Partner States of tbe East African Community with the generalized 
preferences in the framework of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, 
HAVE AGREED on the following provisions, which shall be annexed to the Agreement: 
The provisions of the Agreement, and in particular Article 3 thereof, do not conflict with the 
establishment of a general system of preferences and do not prevent the Partner States of the 
East African Community from participating therein. 
Zu Urkund dessen haben die Bevollmachtigten der Vertragsparteien die funf vorstehenden 
Protokolle unterschrieben. 
En foi de quoi, les plenipotentiaires des Parties Contractantes ont sigrie les cinq Protocoles 
dont le texte precede. 
In fede di che, i plenipotemiari delle Parti Contraenti baDno fU1118to i cinque Protocolli il cui 
testo precede. 
Ten blijke waarvan de gevolmachtigden van de Overeenltomstsluitende Partijen de vijf 
bovenstaande Protocollen hebben onderteltend. 
In witness whereof, the Plenipotentiaries of the Contracting Parties have signed the five fore-
going Protocols. 
Geschehen zu Arusha am 24. September neunzehnhundertneunundsechzig. 
Fait a Arusha. le 24 Septembre mil neuf cent soixante-neuf. 
Fatto a Arusha. il 24 settembre millenovecentosessantanove. 
Gedaan te Arusha. 24 September negentienhonderdnegenenzestig. 
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Done at Arusha on 24 ~nineteen hundred aud sixty-Dine. 
Pour Sa Majeste le Roi des Beiges. 
Voor Zijne MaJes1eit de Koning der Belgen. 
Joseph VAN DER MEULEN 
Fur den Prasidenten der Bundesrepublik Deutschland. 
G'unther HARKOR T 
Pour le Presadem de la Republique Francaise. 
'YvoJl BOUROE~ 
P~ il President.• deUa Repubbhca ltaliana. 
M~fljl PEOJNJ 
Pour Son A nt·~:•c Koyate le tirand-Duc de Lu-..embourg. 
Georaes DUPONG 
V oor Hare Ma.1esteit de Koningin der Nederlanden. 
H .. l. deKOSTER 
Im Namen oe~ k.ates de; Europaischen Gememschaf•~n. 
Pour le Con~ • .:i. des Communautes Europeennes. 
Peril Comag1" delle C'\Jmunita Eumpee. 
Voor de Raad dcr Eurapese Gemeenschappen. 
Franco Maria MALFATil Henri ROCHEREAU 
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Mit dem Vorbehalt. dass fur die Europaische Wirtscbaftsgcmeinscbaft ent dann endgUitig 
eine Verplflichtung besteht, wenn sie den anderen Vertrapperteicn notifJZiert hat, class die 
durch den V ertra& zur GriJncluDi cler ~ Wirllcld:tpmeialchlft vorpschrie-
benell V erfahren statt&efanden haben. 
Sous reserve que la Communaute Economique Europeenne ne sera definitivement engagee 
qu'apres notification aux autres Parties contractantes de raccomplissement des proceedures 
rcquises par le TraitC instituant la Communaute Economique Europeenne. 
Con riserva che la Comuniti Economic& Europea saii definitiwmente vincolata soltanto 
dopo notifica alle altre Parti Contraenti delfespletamento delle procedure richieste dal Trat-
tato che istituisce la Comuniti Economica Europea. 
Onder voorbehoud dat de Europese Economiscbe Gemeenschap cent definitief gebonden zal 
zijn na ltennisgeving aan de andere o.ereentomstluitende Partijen van, de vervulling der door 
het Verdrag tot oprichtin& van de Europese Economiscbe Gemeenschap vereiste procedures. 
Provided that the Community shBII be fmally bound only after the other Contracting Parties 
have been notifted that the procedures required by the Treaty establishing the European 
Community have been completed. 
For the President of' the United Republic ofTanzania, 
Aboud Moblmoud MAAUM 
For the President of the Republic of Upnda. 
William Wib:rfon:e KALEMA 
For the President of the Republic of Kenya. 
Mwai K.IBAKI 
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(OJ N° 1 282, 28.12.1970) 
FINAL ACT 
and Declarations annexed 
(70/547/EEC) 
The Plenipotentiaries of 
His Majesty the King of the Belgians. 
The President of the Federal Republic of Germany. 
The President ofthe French Republic. 
The President of the Italian Repubhc. 
His Royal Highness the Grand Duke of Luxembourg. 
Her Majesty the Queen of the Netherlands. and 
The Council of the European Communities. 
on the one hand. and of 
The President of the United Republic of Tanzania. 
The President of the Republic of Uganda. 
The President of the Republic of Kenya. 
on the other hand. 
assembled at Arusha on 24 September nineteen hundred sixty nine for the purpose of signing 
an Agreement establishing an Association between the European Economic Community and 
the United Republic of Tanzania. the Republic of Uganda and the Republic of Kenya. have 
adopted the following instruments: 
- The Agreement establishing an Association between the European Economic Community 
and the United Republic of Tanzania. the Republic of Uganda and the Republic of Kenya. 
- The Protocols listed below: 
Protocol No I concerning the implementation of Article 2 (2) of the Association Agree-
ment; 
Protocol No 2 concerning unroasted coffee, cloves and tinned pineapple; 
Protocol No 3 concerning the implementation of Article 3 of the Association Agreement; 
Protocol No 4 concerning the concept of 'originating products' for the purpose of imple-
menting the Association Agreement; 
Protocol No 5 concerning the implementation of the Association Agreement and the es-
tablishment of international agreements on the granting of general prefer-
ences. 
The Plenipotentiaries have equally adopted the declarations which are enumerated below and 
annexed to this Final Act: 
1. Declaration by the Delegation of the European Economic Community concerning nuclear 
products (Annex I); 
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2. Declaration by the Delegation of the European Economic Community and by the Delega-
tion of the Partner States of the East African Community concerning Article 2 of the 
Association Agreement (Annex 11): 
~- Declaration by the Delegation of the European Economic Community and by the Delega-
tiOn of the Partner States of the East African Community concerning petroleum products 
(Annex Ill): 
4. Declaration by the Delegation of the European Economic Community and by the Delega-
tion of the Partner States of the East African Community concerning a good offices 
procedure(Annex IV). 
The Plenipotentiaries have furthermore taken note of the declarations wh1ch arc enumerated 
below and annc,•!d to this Final Act: 
I. Declaration by the Delegation of the Partner States of the East African Community con-
cerning the implementation of Article 6 (2) of the Association Agreement (Annex V): 
2. Declaration by the Delegation of the Partner States of the East African Community 
conccrnin!-! the rmplementation of Articles nand 22 of the Association 1\greement (Annex 
Vi): 
~ Oeclarat1on 1->v the Delegation of the European Economic Community concerning the 
1mplementatron of Protocol No 4 to the Association Agreement (Annex VII): 
4 Declar at10n h\· the Reprc~cntative of the Government of the Federal Republic of Ger-
many concernrng the definition of German nationals (Annex VIII): 
' Oeclarat1on hy the Representative of the Government of the Federal Republic of Ger-
many c0ncerning the application of the A~sociation Agreement to Berlin (Annex IX). 
Zu Urkund dessen haben drc unterzeichneten Bevollmachtigten ihre Unterschriften unter 
diese Schlussakte gesetzt. 
En foi de quor. les plenipotcntiaires soussignes ont appose leurs signatures au bas du present 
1\cte final. 
In fede di che. i plenipotenziari sottoscritti hanno apposto le loro firme in calce al presente 
Atto fi11ale. 
Ten bhjke waarvan de ondergetekende gevolmachtigden hun handtekening onder deze Slo-
takte heben gesteld. 
In witness whereof. the undersigned Plenipotentiaries have affixed their signatures below this 
Final Act. 
Ge~chehen zu Arusha am 24 September neunzehnhundertneunundsechzig. 
Fait a Arusha. le 24 septembre mil neuf cent ~oixante neuf. 
Fatto a Arusha. il 24 ~caembre millenovecentosessantanovc. 
Gedaan te Arusha. 24 september negentienhonderdnegenenzestig. 
Done at Arusha on 24 September nineteen hundred and sixty-nine. 
Pour Sa Majeste le R01 des Beiges. 
Voor Zijne Majrsteit dt Knning der Bclgen. 
Joseph VAN DFR MEUT.EN 
F·ur den Prasi_denten der Bumlesrcpuhlik Dutschland. 
G"imther HARKORl 
Pour le President de la Rcpubliquc Francaisr. 
Yvon BOURGES 
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Peril Presidente della Repubblica Italiana, 
Mario PEDINI 
Pour Son Altesse Royale le Grand-Due de Luxembourg. 
Georges DUPONG 
Voor Hare Majesteit de Koningin der Nederlanden. 
HJ. de KOSTER 
I m Namen des Rates der Europaischen Gemeinschaften, 
Pour le Conseil des Communautes Europeennes, 
Per il Consiglio delle Comunita Europee, 
Voor de Raad der Europese Gemeenschappen. 
H.J. de KOSTER Henri ROCHEREAU 
Mit dem Vorbehalt, dass fUr die Europaische Wirtschaftsgemeinschaft erst dann endgultig 
eine Verpflichtung besteht, wenn sie den anderen Vertragsparteien notifiziert hat, dass die 
durch den Vertrag zur Griindung der Europaischen Wirtschaftsgemeinschaft vorgeschrie-
benen Verfahren stattgefunden haben. 
Sous reserve que la Communaute Economique Europeenne ne sera dCfinitivement engagee 
qu' apris notification aux autres Parties Contractantes de l'accomplissement des procectares 
requises par le Traite instituant la Communaute Economique Europeenne. 
Con riserva che la Comunita Economica Europea sara definitivamente vincolata soltanto 
dopo notifica alle altre Parti Contraenti dell'espletamento delle procedure richieste dal Trat-
tato che istituisce la Comunita Economica Europea. 
Onder voorbehoud dat de Europese Economische Gemeenschap eerst definitief gebonden zal 
zijn na kennisgeving aan de andere Overeenkomstsluitende Partijen van de vervulling der 
door het Verdrag tot oprichting van de Europese Economische Gemeenschap vereiste proce-
dures. 
Provided that the Community shall be finally bound only after the other Contracting Parties 
have been notified that the procedures required by the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community have been completed. 
For the President of the United Republic of Tanzania. 
Abdulraman Mohamed Babu 
For the President of the Republic of Uganda. 
William Wilberforce KALEMA 
For the President of the Republic of Kenya. 
MwaiKIBAKI 
ANNEX I 
Declandaa bJ tile Drl 1 ·k• oftbe E.,... Economic CoiiBIIUIIIty CODCel'llial nuclear prodaaD 
It follows from the combined proviaiolll of the Treaty eatllbliahina the European Atomic Eneqy Com-
munity and dle Treaty atlblialtia& the Europe111 Economic Conununity tbat the prlK'isioM of Title I of 
tile Aaa ....... ....., to tile.,.. ........... CCMNd"' Articlll 92 ~ of ... y_,. 
........... the S..,.,.. Atomic EDqy eon..uaky. 
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ANNEX/I 
Declarltion by the Deleption of the Europeaa Ecoaomic COIIIIIIUIIity md by the Delepdon of the 
.,....._Stall of the EMt Africaa COIIIIII+dJ .......... Aldcle 2 of the Allool ...... A.-
The Contracting Parties agree to hold consultations within the Association Council as regards any dif-
ficulties which may arise in respect of goods and products exported trom the Partner States of the East 
African Community competing with like products originating in the Associated African and Malagasy 
States or in other Associat«< States; Countries or Territories whose economic structure and production 
are comparable with those of the .Associated African and Malagasy States. 
ANNEX/I/ 
Declarltion by the Delegation of the Europeaa Economic Community and by the Delegation of the 
Partner States of the East A&ican Community concerninl petroleum products 
In respect of petroleum products, the European Economic Community reserves the right to change the 
arrangements stipulated in Title I of the Agreement when a common policy is established. 
In this event, the European Economic Community shall accord imports of such products originating in 
the Partner States of the East African Community advantages comparable with those stipulated in the 
Agreement. 
ANNEX/V 
Declarltion by the Delegation of the European Economic Community md by the Deleption of the 
Partner States of the East African Community concernina a JOOd offices procedure 
Any Contracting Parties that are parties to a dispute within the meaning of Article 28 of the Agreement 
are prepared, if circumstances permit, and subject to the Association Council being informed so that 
any parties concerned may assert their ri&hts, to have recourse, before bringing the dispute before the 
Association Council, to a good offices procedure. 
ANNEX V 
Declaration by the Delegation of the Partner States of the East A&ican Community coacemiq the 
Implementation of Article 6 (2) of the AlloclatioD Apeemeat 
The Partner States of the East African Community undertake not to apply any quantitative restrictions 
in such a way as would diminish the effect of the tariff advutaaes anmteci to the European Economic 
Community and set out in the Schedule annexed !O Protocol No 3. 
ANNEX VI 
Du....._ 111J till Dll 1 t!JW ofdte ,_ ..._ ofdll Blllt ~ C '1 ••• ... dll 
........ etlmofArdoiii61DC122ofdiiA•D ..... A.,-
Tbe ....... s-.. of the Belt African Community law ...... tbe auiltiel expa iulllby tbe ....,_. 
State~ of the Europea Economic COIIIIIIIIIIity as nprdl the ......., ..... of tbe pnma. of .Arti-
c• 61DC122 of the Ap-eemeat, and berlby Ulldlrtllb DOt to u.t die llid M...._ S.. or tbllr aa-
ta.ll or compeaiel._ favourable than the IDOit tmlared third COUBtrJ. 
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ANNEX VII 
Declaration by the Delegation of the European Economic Community concerning the implememlltion 
of Protocol No 4 to the AS'JOCiation Agreement 
During the ncgo11a11on6 th~ Delegation of the European Economtc Community mformed the Delegation 
of the Partner States of the East African Community that it is tmportant that the definition of the con-
cept of'originatmg produ4:tb' for the purpose of implementing the .\greement should as far as possible 
'le identical with tht Jdiaiti•m of the concept of 'originating products' for the purpose of implementing 
the -\ssociation I 'umt"nttnn signed at Yaounde on 29 July 1969. 
ANNEX Jl/11 
Oeclaration by the Representative of the Government of the Federal Republic of Germany conc:eming 
the definition of German nationals 
All German~ '.'!thin th~ meaning of the Basic Law for the federal Repuhhc of Germany shall be 
deemed to be 'latinnal~ of the Federal Republic of Germany. 
ANNEX/X 
Declaration by the Representative of the Government of the Fakral Republic of Germany concunina 
the application of the Associatioa Agreement to Berlin 
The Agreement ·,ha I: al~n lpply to Land Berlin unless the GoHmment of the Federal Republic of Ger-
many make5 ,, dt•t!arati.m to the contrary to the other Contracting Parties within a period of three 
months fro•n th•· .:nnung int.J force of the Agreement. 
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INTERNAL AGREEMEUT 
on the mcasureo and procedures required for implementation of the Agreement 
establishing an Association between the European Econonic Community and the 
United Republic of Tanzania, the Republic of Uganda and the Republic of Kenya 
(70/548/EEC) 
THE RLPRESEl'<TATIVES OF THE GOVE.IU>JHENTS OF THE MEMBER STATES OF TilE EUROPEAN· 
ECONOmC COMHUNITY, HEETING IN THE COUNCIL, 
HAVING REGARD '!;o the T:-caty estnblishing tho European Economic Conrr.mnity 
(hereinafter called the "Treaty"); 
HAVING Rr:GARD to the Agreement establishing an Association between the European 
Economic Community and the United Republic of Tan?.ania, the Republic of Uganda 
and the Hepublic of Kenya (herci nafter called the 11Agreemf:nt of As~ociati on") 
signed. this day; 
CONSIDERING th<il; it is nece::;sary to lay down procedures for det£:nnining the 
common po::;ition to be adopted by the representiitive;.; of the Conununity in the 
Council of Association established by the Ag1·eement cf As::;ociation, -"'nd 
provisions for the implementation of •rarious Articles of that Agreement which 
may require action by the Community, joint <Jction by the Hember States, or action 
by a Hember State; 
CONSIDEHING that it is necessary to lay down the rules gov~rninn implementation 
within the Community of the decisions and recommendations of the Council of 
Association; 
CONSIDERING that procedures should also be laid down whereby the Member States 
may settJ e disputes which may arise between them with regard to thP. Agreente•n t 
of AsE:.ociation; 
HAVING CONSULTED the Commission of the European CommuniUes; 
HAVE AGREED AS FOLLOWS: 
Article 1 
The common position which the representatives of the ComJllunity are to adopt in 
the Council of Association shall be adopted in accordance with the following 
procedure: 
(a) when the Couuc'il of Association considers questions covered by Title I 
(Trade) of the Agre£!mEmt of Association between the Community and the 
United Republic of Tanzania, the Republic of Unandn ~nd the P.cpnblic of 
Kenyn, and by Protocols Nos 1, 2 and J. the common po:,itiuu shall be 
adopted by lhe Council, acting in accordance td t h Ut<• provisions of the 
l'reaty by which it determines the conunercial policy nf the Cctarmmity 
tO\V'ards third countries and the Conununity position within inlcrnntional 
organisations; 
(b) in other cases the common position t;h.:1ll be adoptcti by the Council. 
acting tma•ti'll0Usly after <.:cnsultilllJ the Com:nis::Jiv;,. 
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Article 2 
1 Decision.s and recoan.'11endations adopted by the Council of Association on 
c:t•~<~Hons ~<'v"'r"'u l:•y TitJ~ I ~Trade) ~f the Agre~oent of A$!!cci:lticn bet~·reen 
the Community and the United Republic of Tanzania, the Republic of Uganda and 
the Republic of Kenya, antl by Protocols Nos 1, 2 and ) shall be implemented 
by acis adopted by the Council in accordance with the provisions of the Treaty 
by ~hich it determineE the commercial policy of the Community towards third 
countries and the Community position within international organisat1ons. 
Decisior.s and recommendations &rtopted by the Council of Association shall in 
other cases be implemented by acts to be adopted unanimously by the Council 
after consulting the Commission. 
2 Where a decision or recommendation of the Council of Association concerns 
a matter which, under· the terms of the Treaty, is not within the province of the 
Community, the Member States shall adopt the necessary implementing provision~. 
Article 3 
~here consultation is requested by the Community in implementation of the 
provisions of Title I of the Agreement of Association or of Annex II to the 
Final Act, the following procedure shall apply: 
(a) a request for consultation made by a Member State or by the 
Commission shall require discussion at a meeting of the Council to 
determine the common position of the Community, 
(b) .the common position of the Community shall be that of the requesting 
Member State or of the Commission, unless the Council decides otherwise 
by a qualified majority. In the latter case the Council shall examine • 
whether and under what conditions the Member State concerned may itself, 
exceptionally, put before the Council of Association the grounds for its 
request for consultation; 
(c) a request for consultation shall be forwarded to the Council of 
Association by the President of the Council of the European Communities, 
acting on behalf of the European Economic Community. 
Article 4· 
Any treaty, convent1on, agreement or arranga.ent, or any part of a treaty, 
convention, agreement or arrangement, of whatever form or nature which has been 
or will be concluded between one or more Member States and the United Republic 
of Tanzania, the Republic of Uganda or the Republic of Kenya and which concerns 
matters dealt with in the Agreement of Association, shall be communica~ed without 
delay by the Member State or States concerned to the other Member States and to 
the Commission. 
At the request of a Member State or of the Commission any texts so communicated 
shall be considered by the Council. 
Article 5 
1 For the purpose of implementing Article 14(2) of the Agreement of Association 
and to enable a Member State to meet the diffir.ulties mentioned in that Article, 
the Commission may authorise that Member State to take the necessary protective 
measures, including measures to counter deflection of trade. 
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2 At the request of any Member State concerned, the Council acting by a 
qualified majority, shall de~ide whether to uphold, repeal, or amend the 
Decision of the Commission. 
) In urgent cases the Member State concerned may itself take the necessary 
protective mea~urez. It shall immad;ntely inform the other Member States a~u 
the Commission. The Commission may decide whether such measures shall be 
amended or repealed. The provisions of paragraph 2 shall then apply. 
4 In case of serious balance of payments difficulties the Member State may 
take the necessary measures in accordance with Articles 108 and 109 of the 
Treaty. 
5 In applying this Article preference shall be given to such measures as 
will least disturb the functioning of the common market. 
6 The notification by the Community to the Council of Association, provided 
tor in the second subparagraph of Article 14(2) of the Agreement of Association, 
shall be made by the Commission. 
Article 6 
If a Member State considers it necessary to invoke Article 28 of the Agreement 
of Association on matters not within the province of the Community, it shall 
first consult the other Member States. 
If the Council of Association has to reach a decision on the action by the 
Member State referred to in the first paragraph, the position to be taken by 
the Community shall be that of the Member State concerned, unless the 
Representatives of the Governments of the Member States, meeting within the 
Council, unanimously decide otherwise. 
/ 
This Article shall also apply where a Member State considers it necessary to 
invoke the good offices procedure provided f~r in Annes IV to the Final Act. 
Article 7 
Disputes arising between Member States, between a Member State and an institution 
of the Community, or between institutions of the Community concerning the 
Agreement of Association, the Protocols annexed thereto or this Internal 
Agreement shall, at the request of the party making the complaint, be submitted 
to the Court of Justice of the European Communities under the conditions laid 
down in the Treaty and the Protocol on the Statute of the Court of Justice 
annexed to the Treaty. 
Article 8 
The Council, acting unanimously after consulting the Commission, may, at any 
time, amend or supplement the provisions of this Agreement. 
Article 9 
This Agreement shall be approved by each Member State in accordance with its 
own constitutional requirements. The Government of each Member State shall 
notify the Secretariat of the Council of the European Communities of the completion 
of the procedures required for the entry into force of the Agreement. 
' 
If the provisions of the above paragraph have been complied with, th.is Agr·eement 
shall enter into force ~t the sftme time as the Agreement of Association. It s~ll 
remain in force for the duration of that Agreement. 
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Article 10 
This Agreement, drawn up in a single original in the Dutch, French, German 
and Italian langungAs, ~11 four texts being cquaJly authent.ic, shall be 
deposited in the archives of the Secretariat of the Council of the European 
Co:r.rnunit.i ~s 1 whit:h shell transmit a certified cup) tu each of the signatory 
Governmer.ts. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned Plenipotentiaries have signed this 
Agreement. 
Done at ARUSHA, on 2~ September in the year one thousand nine hundred and 
sixty nine. 
Joseph VAN DER MEULEN 
dbther HARKORT 
Yvon .BOURGES 
Mario PEDINI 
Georges DUroNG 
H J de KOSTER 
D.D. 55/73 (E 55) 
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RULES OF PROCEDURE 
OF THE ASSOCIATION COUNCIL 
Article I 
1 . The Associa.tion Council sh:;.ll meet once each ye:;.r in 
ordinary sessi:n. This meeting shall be held at ministerial 
level unless otherwise decided by joint a.greement between the 
Partner States of the East African Community on the one h~nds 
and the Community on the other. 
In urgent cases, the Association Council shall meet in 
special session at the request either of the Pc.rtner States 
of the Ee.st African Community, or of the Community. Such 
meeting shall be held ~.t the level of the represent?.ti ves of 
the members of the Association Council, unless otherwise 
decided· by joint 2.greement between the Partner Ste..tes _of the 
East African Community on the one hand~ and the Community on 
the other. 
2. The President of the Association Council sha.ll fi-;c the 
dates of the Council's meetings after consulting its members. 
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Article 2 
If a ro~Mber of the Association Cou:ncil is tm~ble to attend. 
a meeting of the Council at minister~.u.l level, he shf'.ll so 
inform the President in writing and shall indica.te the pel:'con 
authorised to represent him. 
The r3rresentati"Te of a oc:iiber of the J .. s:Jo"iation Cou~1cil 
sh~ll have all the ri@~t~ of the full member. 
Articl.Ji..J. 
Maetings at minister.i.al level of the As~ociation Council 
sl'.all tc.ke place where the meetings of tho Council of the 
European Co!Ill1l.uni ties are usu.rlly held, or1 fcllowing a decisio:1 
to this effect at the.yrevious meeting of the Association Council, 
in a city of a Partner State of the East Aft'ican Community. 
Unless othatwise deciued, meetings of the Association 
Cotmoil at the level of r~:iniaters' r-epresentatives shall take 
ple.ce i=l. B'!"Ussels. 
Article 4 
The Office of President of the Association Counoil shall 
be exercised in rotation in the following ma~~~r : 
(a) fron: 1st October to 31s-t M.J.rch by a repr£;s~IDtative of 
the P~rtn~r States of the East Africar. ComcnL~ity; 
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(b) from 1st April to 30th September by a repres~tative. 
of the State providing the President of the Council 
of the Communities. 
Article 5 
The members of the Association Council may be accompanied 
by officials to assist them. 
The President shall be informed of the composition of each 
deleg.ation not less than 24 hours before the beginning of each 
meeting. 
Article 6 
Unless otherwise decided, the meetings of the Association 
Council shall not be open to the public. Entry to meetings 
of the Association Council shall be subject to production of a 
pass. 
Without prejudice to other provisions which may apply, the 
deliberations of the Association Council shall be covered by the 
duty of professional secrecy unless the Council decides 
otl;\erwise. 
Article 7 
The provisionnl agenda tbr .&a.ch~meeting· sh.."ll.l be dmwn up 
by the·.Presi'Cl~nt. I:b~:sllall··be··sent ·to :.bhe other~embers of the 
~~ociation Council not less tbo.n 21 &l.ys ';.before the bertnning 
pf the meeting. 
The provisional agenda shall include those items in ~cspect 
of which a request for their inclusion has reached the 
President not less than 25 days before the beginning ot· tho 
meeting. 
• 
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The only items to appear in the provisional agenda Ahall 
be those in respect of wh:i.ch the relcvo.nt documentation has been 
transmitted to the persons and institutions referred to in 
Article 10, n.ot later than on the date of despntch of the 
agenda. 
The agenda shn.ll be adopted by the Association Council at 
the beginning of each meeting. In ur·gcn·t cases, the Aseociation 
Cotmcil may decide, at the request of the Commru1ity or of the 
Partner States of the East African Comnnmity, to include in the 
agenda items in respect of which the time limits laid down 
above have not been obsct~ed. 
Article 8 
In the event of a Party to a dispute within the moaning 
of Article 28 of the Agreement envisaging recourse to the 
procedure provided for in that Article, the Party in question 
shall bring the dispute before the Association Council which 
shall examine it at its next meeting. 
Article 9 
The Association Council may dispose of any matter which is 
urgent by means of a vote by correspondence provided, however, 
that a member of the Association Council may require any matter 
referred to him by correspondence pursuant to this Article to 
be considered at a meeting of the Council before a decision is 
reached. 
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Article 10 
-
All communications frum the President provided for by these 
Rules of Procedure sh~.ll be addressed through thG Sacrctarios of 
the Associction Council to the Pennanent Representatives of the 
Member Ste.tes 7 to the r.e"]Jresentative of the Pe.rtner States of 
the E2.st African Oom.mtmi ty accr~di ted to the :E.uropean Economic 
Con:rnuni ty 1 to the Gener:::.l Se~reta.riat of the Cmmnission and to the 
General Secretari3.t of the Council of the European Communities. 
Arti~) e 11 
----
Minutes shall be kept of each meeting e.nd shall incluG.e an 
account of decisi·ons t£".ken by the Associe.tion Council. 
After their approval by the Association Council, the 
minutes shall be signed by the President in office ~nd by the 
Secret~.ries of the Associc:.tion Cm:..n.cil and shall be kept in the 
P..rc:ti -res of the .~ .. ssoci~. tion Coun~il. A copy of the milJ.utes 
sh~ll be forwarded to the persons and ~n3titutio~s referred to 
in Article 10. 
..'\rticle 1 2 
Unless othe"':Y\'iRe d.e~ided 1 the Asc:JociPtio~ Council shall 
deliberate on the basis of documents prepc>~red in Dutch~ English, 
Fren~h, Gennan ~nd Italian. 
Any member of the As3ocic..tio.a Council m::1y objec·~ to the 
discus'3:.on of a text prop.JE:ed during c.. meeti:1e; 1 if s-..z.ch taxt is 
not m&1~ .... availa.bla in ths.t one of th~ five l::u1gr:.a . .gcs whic!-1 he 
speci!'ies 
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.Artic~.e 11 
----!....!. 
Acts a1optod by the Association Council s~all be signed 
by the President and shall be kep+. in the ar~htves of t~e 
Association Council. 
A copy· of each of ·these acts, stcneii iJy the two 
Secretar:e3 and bearing at ita head the ph.:casu 11Certified 
trne cc,y of the D-;ci~i-:>n (or R;conmend:J.tion or Opinicn) 
adopted l:ly the Council on •••••• " 1 shall br; tr-a."l~mi tted to the 
persons and institutions referred to in Article 10. 
A-rticJ e 14 
All decisions and recom.'Ilende.tions within the me3.1"-i."1g of 
Article 23 of the -Agreement shall be div:i.ded into articles. 
The acts refer~ed to in the preceding paragraph shall 
be concluded with the words "Dcna at ••• on ••• ", the date 
to be :Jnserte1 b'3jn~ the da~e on wh:Lch t:1cy arE:: ado~ted by the 
Associati.on Cow::.cil. 
f4:ti.cle 15 
Decisions within the mcanin; of Article 23 o.f tha . 
Agreement shall be entitled 11Decision", followed by a serial 
numb~r and a description of their su.bject me.tter. 
Daciaions &hall include a provision laying down the 
date 0:1 which they entar into force. They shall incorporate 
the fo::'-J. owing sentence : "The Partner States of ti1e East 
AfricEl."'l Commun3.ty; the Aiecber Sta~es and the CoL:.."D;,mi·~y shall 
be requ..i..red, each to tha extent to whi~h ths~ .. are c:> .. :cemud, 
to take the necessary s"!iops to i~rleiTie:rlt thi.r- d,ec!Ei~n'', 
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Article 16 
Recommendations of the Association Council within the 
meaning of Article 23 of the Agreement shall be entitled 
,.Recommendation" followed by a serial number and a description 
of their subject-matter. 
Article 11 
An Association Committee composed of experts delegated by 
each member of the Association Council shall be set up pursuant 
to Article 27 of the Agreement. 
It shall be the function of this Committee to prepare the 
work of the Association Council. In addition, and without 
prejudice to the possibility of other tasks being entrusted to 
it, it shall exercise the powers conferred upon the latter by 
Articles 2 1 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 11, 13 and 14 of the Agreement, 
by Protocols 1, 2, 3 and 4 and by Annexes II and IV, by virtue 
of their delegation to it by the Association Council. Any item 
on the Association Committee's agenda may, however, on the 
adoption of that agenda, also be placed on the Associatio~ 
Council's agenda at the reques~ either of the Community or of 
the Partner States of the East African Community. 
The provisions of these Rules of Procedure shall be 
applicable, as far as possible, to the Association Committee. 
The time limits laid down in Article 7 (1) and (2) shall be 
reduced to eight and ten days respectively. 
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Art;iele 18 
--
Secretariu.·~ serviccR shaJ.l be orl.y..tn5.sed joJ.ntly by an 
official of tllc I~l.,t:f·c;pP.an Conur..:u4itieo nnd:un o·ffic:ie.l 
nomina tea 'l1y 1.he rartnur S ta·t<.~s of the Ea::s-~ Afr.i..:a.rL Conurnm.5.·:~:·r o 
Artic1.c__l2 
The I4em.1.~er States and the Community on the one hand, an-::. 1.;he 
Partner States of the East African Community on the other, 
shall be responsible for such expenditure as they may incur 1~y 
reason of thoir participation in the rnee1.iings of the Associa·~;:i.on 
Council and its subsidiary bodies, both wjth r8Gard to 
pers01mel, travelling and subsistence cxpc:tu;es, and to postal 
and telecommunications expenses. 
Expenditure relating to interpretation at meetings, 
translation and reproduction of documents, and arrangements 
for meetings (premises, supplies, messengers, etc.) shall be 
borne by the Co~rrunity or by the Partner States of the East 
African Comzmmi ty, according to whether the meetings take 
place on the territory of a Member State or on that of a 
Partner State of the East African Community. 
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Article ?.0 
Correspondence intended for the Association Council shall 
be addressed to +.he President of the Association Council and 
sent to the address of the General Secretariat of the Council 
of the Europe~n Communities. 
The Secretaries 
Done at Brussels, on 13th l~y 1971 
The Chairman of the Association Council 
Y. BOURGES 
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RULES OF PROCEDURE 
of the EEC - East Africa 
Customs Co-operation Committee 
Article 1 
The Customs Co-operation CoMmittee shall be convened 
by its Chairman on the proposal of the Association Committee 
or at the request of either the European Com~~nity or the 
Partner States of the East African Community. 
Article 2 
1. The Chairman shall draw up the a~enda for each 
meeting; the a~enda shall include a~l matters of which 
discussion has been requested in writin~. 
2. The provisional a~enda shall be communicated to 
the Chairman of the Association Committee and to the 
members of the Customs Co-operation Committee at least 
21 days before the date of the meeting. 
3. The agenda shall be adopted by the Customs Co-operation 
Committee at the be~innin~ of each meetin~. 
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Article 3 
The a~enda and workin~ documents shall be drawn up in 
the Dutch, English, French, German and Italian lan~ua~es. 
Article 4 
INST I 11 
Summary minutes of each meetin~ shall be drawn up. A 
copy of the minutes shall be communicated to the Chairman of 
the Association Committee and to the members of the Customs 
Co-operation Committee. 
Article 5 
All communications concerning the Customs Co-operation 
Committee shall be addressed to the Chairman of the Committee, 
care of the Secretariat of the Committee. 
All communications to the members of the Committee shall 
be addressed, in respect of the European Economic qornmunity, 
to the Permanent Delegations of the Member States and to the 
Commission, and in respect of the Partner States of the East 
African Community, to the Governments of these States, to 
their Delegation to the European Economic Community and to 
the Secretary, Common Market and Economic Affairs, East African 
Community, Arusha. 
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At tlH~ reou£.H.~t of n Memb,::J.-- State of tl1c European Econonti c 
Co~munit:y n-r a Pa:etn:~y· State of the J~·;r~r~ Africe.n Comml,lli.t:y, conic~P. 
of· com~u:n; 0ati.orul f';1H~ll be ~~~nt directJ:r to the cnstomn E!X!)er·ts 
cl.esignated for the pu:Ppose by r;:uch State. 
Article 6 
. ...  ._......... 
The Sec:reta.ria·t o:f ·the CuBtoma Co-opr~ration Commi ttc~e shall 
be J>rovid.f;Hl in the ll'!~;·.ru1.E'r laid. down in Article 18 of the Rules 
r· of Procedure of the As£;ocio:t:.ion Council. 
l 
c 
Article 7 
The \·:o.rlc of the Committee shall be kept confidential a 
The Cov.r.ui·Ltee oh;:"J.l1 report regularly on. all its work to 
the Assocj.r\:~ion Corrun;_·t tee. 
Done ~t Nairobi on 7 January 1972 
The Secretaries The Chairman of the Association Co~~ttec · 
·y{f. 
<\ LU,l :..bt-~~--- ---. ---~ 
R. SCIIEIBRR J.N. }f. VI. OKULO 
) 
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(OJ NO L 141, 27.6.1971) 
REGULA 110N (EEC) No 1289f71 OF 1HE COUNCIL 
of7 June 1971 
on the applicllioa of DeciliOD No 1(11 of the Coancil of Aaoci8aioa proYided for by the 
Apeemeat eatllblillbina an Aao.,..,.,_ betwem the European Ecoaomic Community and the 
United R...,ablic ofTaaania, the R.epahlic ofU ..... and the Republic of Kenya 
mE COUNCIL OF mE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Commlinity, and in particular Article 113 
thereof; 
Having regard to the proposal fro~ the Commission; 
Whereas an Agreement establishing an Association be-
tween the European Economic Community and the 
United Republic of Tanzania, the Republic of Uganda 
and the Republic of Kenya 1 was signed on 24 Sep-
tember 1969 and entered into force on 1 January 1971; 
Whereas by virtue of Protocol No 4 annexed to that 
Agreement the Council of Association adopted on 13 
May 1971 Decision No 1/71 on the dermition of the 
concept of 'originating products' for the purpose of im-
plementing Title 1 of the Agreement and on the IJ!elhods 
of administrative cooperation; 
Whereas it is necessary, in accordance with Article 23 of 
that Agreement, to take the measures required to imple-
ment that Decision, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
The Decision of the Council of Association No 1/71 of 
13 May 1971 annexed to this Regulation shall apply as 
regards the concept of 'originating products' within the 
meaning of Title I of the Agreement establishing an As-
sociation between the European Economic Community 
and the United Republic of Tanzania, the Republic of 
Uganda and the Republic of Kenya, and as regards 
methods of administrative cooperation. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on t July 1971-
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member States. 
Done at Luxembourg, 7 June 1971-
( 1 ) cf. GEN 0 2 
For the Council 
The Pmidetrl 
M.SCHUMANN 
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(OJ N• L 141, 27.6.1971) 
DECISION No 1/71 
m the ~ation Council 011 the de6nition of the concept of 'oriainatina products' for the 
,.,... m .............. Tide I of the Apeaaellt and 011 the aaedlodl m a ....... rlldvoe 
cooperation 
THE ASSOCIATION COUNCIL, 
Having regard to the Agreement establishing an Asso-
ciation between the European Economic Community 
and the United Republic of Tanzania, the Republic of 
Uganda and the Republic of Kenya, signed on 24 Sep-
tember 1969, and in particular Title I of Protocol No 4 
annexed to the said Agreement; 
Having regard to the draft prepared by the Commission 
of the European Communities; 
Whereas the definition of the concept of 'originating 
products' is intended to make it possible to distinguish 
those products which are entitled, on importation into 
Member States or into Partner States of the East African 
Community, to the preferential treatment provided for in 
Title I of the Agreement, from products which are not so 
entitled; 
Whereas products wholly obtained in a Member State or 
in a Partner State of the East African Community must, 
in any event, enjoy preferential treatment; 
Whereas the same must apply to goods obtained in a 
Partner State of the East African Community or in a 
Member State and intended for exportation to a Member 
State or to a Partner State of the East African Communi-
ty, where the products which entered into their manufac-
ture have been wholly obtained in the other Partner 
States of the East African Community or in the Member 
States, each of the importing Member States granting 
preferential treatment in respect of the latter products, 
Whereas it is desirable, furthermore, to extend the prefer-
ential treatment to goods obtained in one of the Con-
tracting Parties and in the manufacture of which prod-
ucts other than those mentioned in the preceding para-
graph are used, provided that the latter products have 
undergone processing or working sufficient to alter their 
essential nature and to increase their value substantially; 
and whereas such conditions are the only conditions jus-
tifying the granting of preferential treatment to the whole 
of the goods so obtained, since the effect of the definition 
of the concept of 'originating products' should not be to 
deprive customs tariff~> and other measures of economic 
protection of their incidence in relation to countries not 
party to the AJreement; 
Whereas it is necessary to expreu this principle in sim-
ple rules while ensuring uniform application throughout 
the Association and whereas this can be achieved by 
using a criterion based on change of tariff heading, but 
modified as appropriate; 
Whereas the customs authorities of the importing Mem-
ber State or Partner State of the East African Communi-
ty must be satisfied that products presented for importa-
tion fulfil the conditions laid down in this Decision; 
whereas such satisfaction presupposes knowledge of the 
circumstances by reason of which the goods have ac-
quired the status of 'originating products', which circum-
stances the customs authorities of the exporting Partner 
State of the East African Community or Member State 
are best qualified to ascertain; 
Whereas it is necessary to set up a committee on admin-
istrative cooperation to ensure that the provisions of this 
Decision are implemented correctly and uniformly, 
HAS DECIDED AS FOLLOWS: 
TITLE I 
Definition of the concept of'originating products' 
Article 1 
For the purpose of implementing the provisions of Title I 
of the Agreement establishing an Association between 
the European Economic Community and the United 
Republic of TllJIZania, the Republic of Uganda and the 
Republic of Kenya, signed on 24 September 1969, the 
following prodlllcts shall be considered as: 
I. Products originating in the European Economic 
Community, provided that they have been transport-
ed direct, within the meaning of Article 5, to the 
importing Partner State of the East African 
Community: 
(a) products wholly obtained in the Member States; 
(b) products obtained in Member States, in the man-
ufacture of which products other than those re-
ferred to in subpai-agraph (a) are uud, provided 
that the said products have undergone sufficient 
working or processing within the meaning of 
Article 3. This condition shall not, however, ap-
ply to products which, within the meaning of this 
Decision, originate in the Partner States of the 
East African Community. 
2. l'roducts originating in the Partner States of the East 
African Community, provided that they have been 
transported direct, within the meaning of Article 5, 
to the importing Member State: 
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(a) products wholly obtained in a Partner State of 
the East African Community; 
(b) products obtained in a Partner State of the East 
African Community, in the manufacture of 
which products other than those referred to in 
subparagraph (a) arc used, provided that the said 
products have undergone sufficient working or 
processing within the meaning of Article 3. This 
condition shall not, however, apply to products 
which, within the meaning of this Decision, ori-
ginate in the Community or in other Partner 
States of the East African Community. 
The products listed in List C shall be temporarily ex-
cluded from the scope of this Decision. 
Article2 
Within the meaning of subparagraphs I (a) and 2 (a) of 
Article 1, the following shall be considcrcd as wholly 
obtained either in the Member States or in the Partner 
States of the East African Community: 
(a) mineral products extracted from the ground tbcrcof; 
(b) vegetable products harvested therein; 
(c) live animals born and raised therein; 
(d) products from live animals raised therein; 
(e) products from hunting or fiShing conducted therein; 
(f) marine products taken from the sea by their vessels; 
(g) scrap and waste resulting from manufacturing opera-
tions and used articles, which can no longer be used 
provided that they have been collected therein and 
are fit only for the recovery of raw materials; 
(h) goods obtained therein exclusively from aaimala or 
products referred to in subp81'81r&pbs (a) to (&) or 
derivatives thereof. 
ArticleJ 
For the purpose of implementing the provisioas of 111D-
parapapbs 1 (b) and 2 (b) of Article I the followin& sball 
be considered as sufficient: 
(a) working or processing as a result of which the goods 
obtained receive a classification under a tariff lad-
ing other than that covering each one or the products 
worked or proc:eucd, except, howeta, wortili& or 
processing listed in I,.ist A ~ ~bich the ~pecial_provi­
sions of that list apply; 
(b) working or processing listed in List B. 
'Tariff headings' shall mean the heactinp in the Bruuela 
Nomenclature for the Classification or Goods in Cus-
toms· Tariffs. 
Artlcle4 
Where the Lists A and B referred to in Article 3 proftde 
that goods obtained in a Member State or a~ State 
of the East African C9DUDunity shall only be c:onaidc:red 
as originating therein if the value of the products wCirked 
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or processed does not exceed a given percentage or the 
value or the goods obtained, the values to be taken into 
consideration in determining such percentage shall be: 
on the ooe band; 
as regards products whose importation can be proved: 
their customs value at the time or importation; 
as regards products or undetermined origin: the earliest 
ascertainable price paid for such products in the territory 
ofthe State where manufacture takes place; 
on the other band: 
the ex-factory price of the goods obtained, laa intenal 
taxes refunded or refundable on exportation. 
Artkle5 
The following shall be considered as transported direct 
from the exporting Member State or Partner State of the 
East African Community to the importing Member State 
or Partner State or the East African Community: 
(a) goods transported without passing throush the terri-
tory of a country not party to the Agreement or with-
out being transhipped in such country; 
(b) goods transported throuP the territory or one or 
more countries not party to the Agreement, or tran-
shipped in such couatrics, if the J1US111C tbrou&h 
such countries is covered by a single transport docu-
ment drawn up in a Member State or a Partner State 
of the East African Community. 
TITLEII 
Artlcle6 
'Qriainating products' within the meaning of this Deci-
sion sball, in the importiDa Member State or Partner 
State of the East African Community, benefit from the 
provisions or Title I or the Agreement upon submission 
or a movaawt certificate A.A.I, eadonecl by the cua-
toms authorities or the exporting Member State or Part-
ner State or the East Afiican CommUnity. 
Any such products, ~a. which form pert of postal 
coi•c•••M!IItts CincludiD& parcels) aball. provided that the 
COIIIIpmcnta contain oaly ·~'products' IDd the 
value does not exceed one tbouaad UDita ot account· 1 
.,. consipuncnt, bcncrtt from the proviaioaa or Title 1 or 
the Apeement in the importina Meml* State or Partner 
State or tbe East African Commuaity c. the preHDtation 
otf'orm A.A.l. 
Artl&7 
Tile IDV'IWWt certificate A.A.I aiiiA be :ldiiOIII Gllly 
OlliiPPiication ....... iD writi-. br ............. -
tbe form prescribed for this JI'II'POIC, 
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Article& 
The movement certificate A.A.I shall be endorsed at tbe 
time of exportation of the goods to which it relates by the 
customs authorities of the exporting Member State or 
Partner State of the East African Community. It shall be 
made available to the exporter as soon as actual exporta-
tion has been effected or ensured. 
In exceptional circumstances, the movement certificate 
A.A.I may also be endorsed after exportation of the 
goods to which it refers. if it was not submitted at the 
time of such exportation because of errors or involuntary 
omissions or any other special circumstances. In this 
case, it shall bear a special reference to the conditions in 
which it was endorsed. 
The movement certificate A.A.l may be endorsed only 
where it can serve as documentary evidence for the pur· 
pose of implementing the preferential treatment laid 
down in Title I of the Agreement. 
Articl~ 9 
The movement certificate A.A.l must be submitted to 
the customs office of the importing Member State or 
Partner State of the East African Community at which 
the goods are presented, within five months from the date 
of endorsement by the customs authorities of the export-
ing Member State or Partner State of the East African 
C'ommunit:y 
Article 10 
The movement certificate A .A. I shall be made out on a 
form a specimen of which is given in Annex V. It shall be 
drawn up in one of the official languages in which the 
Agreement is made, and in accordance with the provi-
sions of the domestic law of the exporting Member State 
or Partner State of the East African Community. It shall 
be typewritten or handwritten; in the latter case it shall 
be completed in ink and in block letters. 
The dimensions of the certificate shall be 210 x 297 mm. 
The paper used shall be sized writia&-paper not contain-
ing mechanical pulp and wei&hing not less than 64 gfm2 
or between 25 and 30 gjm2 if air-mail paper is used. It 
shall have a green machine-turned background pattern 
making any falsification by mecbanical or chemical 
means apparent to the eye. 
On the front of each certifiCate, a cfie&onal pattern of 
three blue stripes. each 3 mm wide, shall run from the 
bottom left-hind conacr to the top rWrt-hlnd conacr. 
The Member Statal and the Partner Statal of the East 
Afric:aa Community may reserve tbC riaht to print the 
ccrtific:ata- tbemleiYes or may law: them printed by ap-
prowd priaters. In the latter cae. each certificate shall 
carry a reference to such approval. Each catificate shaii 
be..- the ll8llle aad addraa of the appnmld printer. or a 
aip by wbic:b the latter can be identified. In addition it 
shaii bear a aaial DIIJIIber by which it c:aa be ideatified. 
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Article// 
In the importing Member State or Partner State of the 
East African Community, the movement certificate A.A. 
I shall be submitted to the customs authorities in accord-
ance with the provisions made in the laws and regula-
tions of that State. The said authorities may require a 
translation of the certificate. They may also require the 
import declaration to be accompanied by a statement 
from the importer to the!'>efTect that the goods meet the 
conditions required for the implementation of the provi-
sions ofTitle I of the Agreement. 
Article 12 
Form A.A.2, a specimen of which is g1ven in Annex VI, 
shall be completed by the exporter. It shall be drawn up 
in one of the official languages in which the Agreement 
is made; and in accordance with the provisions of the 
domestic law of the exporting Member State or Partner 
State of the East African Community It shall be type-
written or handwritten; m the latter case it shall be com-
pleted in ink and in block letters. 
Form A.A.2 is composed of two parts, each part being 
210 x 148 mm. The paper used shall be white sized writ-
ing paper not containing mechanical pulp and weighing 
not less than 64 gjm2• On the front of On the front of 
Part I and the label of Part 2 a diagonal pattern of three 
blue stripes, each 3 mm wide, shall run from the bottom 
left-hand corner to the top right-hand corner. 
Form A.A.2 may be perforated mechanically so that the 
two parts and the label on Part 2 can be detached. The 
label may be adhesive. 
The Member States and the Partner States of the East 
African Community may reserve the right to print the 
forms themselves or may have them printed by printers 
whom they have approved. In the latter case, each form 
shall carry a reference to such approval. In addition, 
each form shall bear the name and address of the ap-
proved printer, or a sign by which the latter can be iden-
tified. In addition, it shall bear a special number by 
which it can be identified. 
Article 13 
A form A.A.2 shall be completed for each postal con-
sipmenL After completing and signing the two parts of 
the form. the exporter shall insert his declaration (Part I) 
in the consipment and stick the label from Part 2 on the 
outer packing of the consipment. 
Tbeae provisions do not exempt exporters from com-
plyq with any other formalities required by customs or 
postal regulations. 
Articl~ 14 
UDieaa they suspect some irregularity. the customs au-
thorities of the importing Member State or Partner State 
of the East Afric:u COIIUIIUDity shall admit u benef"atin& 
from the proYisiona of the Agreement any goods con-
laiaed iD a CODiipmmt beeriDI an A.A.21abel. 
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Article 15 
I. Member States and Partner States of the East African 
Community shall admit as 'originating products' benefit-
ing from the provisions of Title I of the Agreement, widJ-
out requiring the production of a movement certificate 
A.A.I or completion of a form A.A.2, goods sent as 
small packages to private persons or forming part of 
passengers' personal luggage, in so far as such goods are 
not imported by way of trade and have been declared as 
meeting the conditions required for the application of 
these provisions, and where there is no doubt as to the 
veracity of such declaration. 
2. Importations not by way of trade shall be importa-
tions which are occasional and consist solely of goods 
for the personal use of the addressee or passenger or his 
family, it being evident from the nature and quantity of 
the goods that no commercial purpose is in view. 
Furthermore, the total ftlue of these goods must oot 
exceed 60 units of account in the case of small packages 
or 200 units of account in the case of the contents of pas-
sengers' personal luggage. 
Article 16 
In order to ensure proper application of the provisions of 
this Title, the Member States and the Partner States of 
the East African Community shall assist each other, 
through their respective customs administrations, for 
the purpose of checking the authenticity and correctness 
of the movement certificates A.A.I and exporters' de-
clarations made on forms A.A.2. 
TITLE Ill 
Issue of movement certificates A.A.l and ~ 
governing the use of movement certificates A.A.I and 
formsA.A.2 
A.1ssue of movement certificates A .A .1 
Article 17 
I. It shall be for the exporter or his representative au-
thorized to sign the export declaration, under the form-
er's responsibility, to request the endorsement of a move-
ment certificate A .A. I. This request shall be made out on 
a form A.A.I which must be completed in accordance 
with the provisions of Title 11 of this Decision and with 
the rules set out on the back of the farst sheet of the form. 
2. The exporter or his representative shall attach to his 
request any document proving that the goods to be ex-
ported are such as to qualify them for the endorsement of 
a movement certificate A.A.I. 
Article 18 
I. It shall be the responsibility of the customs authori-' 
ties of the exportin& Member State or Partner State of 
the East African COIIIIIluaity to ensure that the form 
A.A.l is duly completed. In putic:ular, they shaD check 
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whether the spare reserved for the description of the 
goods has been completed in sucb Dl8llller as to exclude 
all possibility of fraudulent additions. To tbis end the 
description of the goods must be indicated without 
leavinl any blank lines. Where the space is not complete-
ly fdlcd, a borizontal line must be drawn below the 1ut 
line of the description, the empty space being croaed 
through. 
2. Since the movement certificate A.A.l constitutes the 
documentary evidence for the application of the prefer-
ential tariff and quota system laid down in the Agree-
ment, it shall be the responsibility of the customs office 
of the exporting country carefully to verify the origin of 
the goods and to check the other statements on the certif-
icate. 
Article 19 
I. The movement certificate A.A.I shall be endorsed by 
the customs authorities of a Member State of the Com-
munity if the goods being exported can be considered 
products originating in the Community within the mean-
ing of this Decision. 
2. For the purpose of verifying whether the condition 
stated in paragraph I has been met. the customs authori-
ties shall have the right to call for any documentary evi-
dence or to carry out any check which they consider 
appropriate. 
3. The customs authorities of the Member State shall 
refuse to endorse a movement certificate A.A.I if it ap-
pears from the export documents submitted that the 
goods to which the certificate relates are not consigned 
to a country which is party to the Agreement. 
Article 20 
I. The movcmcnt certificate A.A.I shall be endorsed by 
the customs authorities of a Partner State of the East 
African Community if the goods being exported can be 
considered products originating in the Partner States of 
the East African Community within the meaning of this 
Decision. 
2. For the purpose of verifyin& whether the condition 
stated in puagraph I has been met, th: customs authori-
ties shall have the right to call for any cluwlnelary m-
dencc or to carry out any check which they CCJIIIider 
appropriate. 
3. The customs authorities of the PartDcr State of the 
East African Community shall refuse to eadone a IDOft-
mcnt certifacate A .A. I if it appears from the export docu-
mads submitted that the goods to wtrielt the c:ertific:ate 
relates ue not consigned to a country which is party to 
the Agreement. 
Artkle21 
In that part m the lllOYallCilt c:ertificate A.A.I resened 
for the customs authorities, a rtfaence IIRIIIt be made to 
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the date and type or to the serial number of the export 
document of which the exporter's declaration is a certi-
fied true copy. 
Article 22 
Where a movement certificate A.A.l relates to products 
which were originally imported from a Member State or 
from a Partner State of the East African Community, 
and which are being re-exported in the same state, the 
new certificates issued in the re-exporting Member State 
or Partner State of the East African Community must 
indicate the Member State or Partner State of the East 
African Community in which the original certificate was 
issued 
Article 23 
The customs office stamp used to stamp the certificates 
shall be of metal, preferably steel. The countries party to 
the Agreement shall provide each other, through the 
Association Council, with specimen impressions of the 
types of stamp used in the customs offices. 
Article 24 
It shall always be possible to replace one or more move-
ment certificates A.A.l by one or more other movement 
certificates A.A.l, provided that this is done at the cus-
toms office where the goods are held. 
Article 25 
1. Wh~ as a result of errors, involuntary omissions or 
any other special circumstances, no request for a move-
ment certificate A.A.l was made at the time the goods 
were exported, such a certificate may be issued after the 
actual exportation of the goods to which it relates. 
In this case, the exporter must: 
- make a request in writing, giving details of the type, 
quantity, method of packing and markings of the 
goods, and also the place and date of despatch; 
- certify that no certificate A.A.l was issued at the time 
of exportation of the goods in question, and state the 
reasons therefor; 
- enclose a form A.A.l duly completed and signed. 
2. The customs authorities may issue a movement certif-
icate A.A.l retroactively only after verifying that the 
informatioa supplied in the exporter's request agrees 
with that in the corresponding file. 
Certificates issued retn:.ctively must be endorsed in red 
ink with one of the following phrases: 
'NACH'TIL<GUCH AUSGESTELLT' 'DEUVRE A 
POSTERIORr 'RILASCIA TO A POSTERIORI', 
'AFGEGEVEN A POSTERIORI', 'ISSUED RE-
TROACTIVELY'. 
Article 26 
In the event of the t~ loss or destruction of a move-
ment certificate A.A.I, the exporter may apply to the 
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customs authorities which issued it for a duplicate made 
out on the basis of the export documents in their posses-
sion. The duplicate issued in this way must he endorsed 
in red ink with one of the following words: 
'DUPLICATE', 'DUPLICATO' 'DUPLICAAT, 
'DUPLICATE'. 
The duplicate shall take effect as from the date on which 
the original certificate A.A.l was endorsed. 
B. Conditions governing the use of the movement certifi-
cateAA.l 
Article 27 
l. Goods transported without passing through the terri-
tory of a country not party to the Agreement, or without 
transhipment in such country, shall be considered as 
goods transported direct. 
However, the following shall not be considered as inter-
rupting direct transport: 
(a) calls at ports situated in the territory of countries not 
party to the Agreement; 
(b) transhipments in such ports, where these result from 
force majeure or where they are consequent upon 
conditions at sea; 
(c) passage through the territory of one or more coun-
tries not party to the Agreement, or transhipment in 
such country or countries, where the passage 
through such country or countries is covered by a 
single transport document drawn up in a Member 
State or in a Partner State of the East African Com-
munity; 
2. When crossing the territory of countries referred to in 
paragraph 1, the goods must remain under the supervi-
sion of the customs authorities of the transit country and 
must not be put into free circulation. While in the transit 
country, they must not undergo any handling other than 
normal operations designed to keep them in good condi-
tion. 
3. Proof that the conditions set out in paragraph 2 have 
been complied with shalt be furnished by the submission 
of a certificate issued by the customs authorities of the 
transit country, containing: 
- an accurate description of the goods; 
- the date of loading or unloading of the goods, naming 
the vessels concerned; 
- certified proof of the conditions in which the goods 
have been held. 
Where this certificate cannot be produced, the customs 
authorities shalt take into account any documentary evi-
dence submitted to them. 
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Article28 
Movemcot ccrtific:ata A.A.l submitted to the customs 
authorities f:l the impol tiD& Member State or Partner 
State of the Eat Afiica Community after expiry of the 
time limit for their submi8aion stipulated in Article 9, 
aay be accepted for the purpose of applyins the prefer-
ential system provided the failure to observe this time 
limit n:sults from force ~ or exceptional circum-
stances. 
In addition to such cases, the customs authorities of the 
importing Member State or Partner State of the East Af-
rican Comnnmity aay accept such certificates provided 
the &OOds have been submitted to them before the expiry 
f:l the said time limit. 
Article29 
The diacovery f:l slilbt discrepancies between the state-
meats ...le in the IOOtemeDl certificate A.A.l and those 
...le in the documents submitted to the customs office 
for the purpose f:l carrying out the formalities for im-
porting the socJds shall not iplo /fiCto render the certifi-
cate null and void. if it is duly established that the certifi-
cate does COIFespoad to the goods submitted. 
ArtickJO 
The COUIIbies puty to the ApeemeDt shall take all 
aec q 'J lblpa to Cllllft that IIJC)CII traded within the 
Aaociation ..... the COftl' f:l a IOOtement certificate 
AA. I and which:iadle couneoftraDipOI't use a freezoae 
fiiiCiadial free porta aad free Cllbepota) situated in their 
taF:ikwy are not replaced by other soods and that they 
do not aadeqo lwndiU. other than DOI'Inal operations 
cleaiped to keep than in aood coaditioa. 
ArticleJl 
1. lt ahall be for the exporter or his representative, on 
the exporter's rapoasiJility, to complete and sip the 
two puts offOI'ID A.A~ 
If the goods caetaiMI in the coasignment have already 
been checked in the eapol'tiD& Member State or Partner 
Slate of the Eat African Cotlununity in the liaht of the 
dr:fiaitioll &iftll for the c:oacepl f:l 'ori&inating products', 
the exporter aay nfer to this check in the space ~ 
for 'd»ia tidilw' iD fOI'ID A.A:J. (Part 1). 
2. On the peea libel ,Model C I or declaration Cl or 
Cl, M, or the castcJ1D1 declaration CP 3 or CP 3 M, the 
exporter shaU eata" the fOI'ID number. 'A.A.r. followed 
bJ ita llrid lllllllbcr. He ldlall allo mart the form num-
ber ad llrid ......._ CID the invoice for the goods con-
llliaed iD the o•c ., .. 
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ArticleJ2 
The production of a movement certifacate A.A.l and the 
completion of a form A.A.l shall be waived for goods 
sent as small packages to private persons and forming 
part of passengers' personal IUIPie, provided such im-
ports fulfil the conditions laid down in Article IS. 
F. R«rot~etiw clr«la retp~ated by the t:u.tOJJU authori-
ties of the importillg country 011 1IIOVelriMt certtfi-
cataA.A.ltllldon/om~~~A.A.2 
ArticleJJ 
I. Retroactive checks on movement certificates A.A.1 
and on forms A.A.l shall be carried out at random, and 
also whenever the customs authorities of the importing 
Member State or Partner State of the East African 
Community have reasonable doubt as to the authenticity 
of the document or the accuracy of the information re-
garding the true origin of the goods in q~ion or of cer· 
tain parts thereof. 
2. For the purpose of implementing the provsions of 
paragraph 1 above, the customs authorities of the im-
porting country shall retum the IOOtemeat certificate 
A.A.l or part 1 of form A.A:J. to the castcJIDI authorities 
cl the exportins country, liVU. the fOI'ID&I or IIUbstantive 
reasons for an inquiry. To part 1 of form A.A.2 they 
shall attach the invoice, if it has been submitted, or a 
copy thereof, and they shall forward any information 
that has been obtained sugesting that the particulars 
given on the said certificate or the said form are inaccu-
rate. 
If the customs authoritiet. oi the importing country de-
cide to suspend exexution of the provisions of the .Apee-
ment while awaiting the results of the check, they shall 
oft"er to release the aoodl to the importer subject to any 
CODSerV&tory measures laid down by the aatioDal lelis· 
lation of that country. 
3. Tbe castoms authorities of the importing country 
shall be informed of the results of the check within a per-
iod not exceedin& tbtee months. These results must be 
such as to make it poasible to determine whether the dis-
puted IFlOftFila1t certificate A.A.l or fOI'ID A.A.l applies 
to the goods actually exported, and whether these goods 
caa, in fact, q..tify for the applicatioll of tbe prefer-
eDtial system. 
Where such disputes cannot be settled betwoal the cus-
toml authorities of the importina COUDII'y and thOse of 
the exponiu8 country or where they raise a question as 
to the interpretation of this DecilioD. tbeJ lball be sub-
mitted to the Customs eoop.atioD Ccw••ittee referred 
to in Article 34. 
In any case, the lettlement f:l diaputll uilial between 
the importer and tM customl autboritill of the country 
or Importation shalt mnain wilbia t111 ...,.... ... or the 
lelislltion m that country. 
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For the purpose of the retroactive check on certificates, 
the customs authorities of the exporting country must 
keep all export documents, or copies of movement certif-
icates used in place thereof, for not less than two years. 
G. Customs Cooperation Committee 
Article34 
There shall be established a Customs Cooperation 
Committee responsible. under the authority of the 
Committee referred to in Article 27 of the Agreement, 
for administrative cooperation to ensure that the provi-
sions of this Decision are implemented correctly and uni· 
formly and for carrying out any other tasks in the cus· 
toms field that the Association Council may assign to it. 
Article 35 
The Committee shall be composed of customs experts 
from the Member States and officials of the Commission 
of the European Communiti~ concerned with customs 
matters on the one hano and of customs experts repre-
senting the Partner States of the East African Communi-
ty on the other. 
The Chairmanship of Hus Committee shall be exercised 
in rotation in accordance with the provisions laid down 
in Article 4 of the Rule!' of Procedure of the Association 
Council. 
'{ rticle 36 
The Association Councti shall enact the Rules of Proce-
dure of the Customs Cooperation Committee. 
TITLE IV 
Final Provisions 
Article37 
l. The Association Council shall undertake an annual 
review of the action t&ken to implement the provisions of 
Titles I and n of this Decision and of their economic ef-
fects, so that any requisite adjustments can be made. 
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This review may be carried out at shorter intervals, if the 
Community or the Partner States of the East African 
Community so request. 
2. The Association Council shall delegate to the Asso· 
ciation Committee power to amend the provisions of 
Title Ill of this Decision concerning methods and proce-
dures of cooperation in the customs field. 
Article38 
The Explanatory Notes, Lists A, 8 and C, specimen 
movement certificate A.A.I and specimen form A.A.2 
which are annexed to this Decision shall form an integrai 
part thereof. 
Article39 
Goods which conform to the provisions of Title I and 
which, on the date of entry into force of this Decision, 
are being transported, or are held in a Member State or 
Partner State of the East African Community under 
temporary warehouse procedure, in bonded warehouses 
or in free zones (including free ports and free entrep()ts), 
may be allowed to benefit from the provisions of the 
Agreement, subject to the submission to the customs 
authorities of the importing country, within four months 
from the said date. of: 
(a) a certificate A.A.I issued retroactively by the cus-
toms authorities of the exporting country, or 
(b) a certificate of origin issued by the competent au-
thorities of that country, and 
in either case, any documents that provide supporting 
evidence of direct transport. 
Article40 
The Partner States of the East African Community, the 
Member States and the Community shall be required, 
each to the extent to which they are concerned, to take 
the necessary steps to implement this Decision. 
This Decision shall enter into force on I July 1971. 
Done at Brussels, 13 May 1971. 
The Clulirmon of the AssocitJtion Council 
Y.BOURGES 
.ANNEX I 
EXPLANA10RY NOTES 
Note I - Article I 
The terms 'in the Member States' and 'in a Pam. State cl the Eut African Community' shall also 
CCMir territorial waten. 
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Vessels operating on the high seas, including 'factory ships' on which the fish caught is worked « pro-
cessed, shall be considered as part of the territory of the Member State or of the Partner State of the 
East African Community to which they belong, provided that they meet the conditions laid down in 
Explanatory Note 4. 
Note 2- Article I 
In order to determine whether a product originates in a Member State or in a Partner State of the East 
African Community, it shall not be necessary to establish whether or not the power and fuel, plant and 
equipment. and machines and tools used to obtain such product originate in countries not party to the 
Agreement. 
Note 3 - Article I 
Packing shall be considered as forming a whole with the products contained therein. This provision, 
however, shall not apply to packing which is not of the normal type for the article paclted and which 
has intrinsic value of a durable nature, apart from its function as packing. 
Note 4- Article 2 (t): 
The term 'their vessels' shall apply only to vessels: 
(a) which are registered in a Member State or in a Partner State of the East African Community; 
(b) which sail under the flag ofa Member State or ofa Partner State of the East African Community; 
(c) which are owned to an extent of at least 50% by nationals of countries party to the Agreement or by 
a company or firm with its head ofTJCe in such countries, of which the manager or 1118J118C1S. the 
chairman of the board of directors or of the supervisory board, and the majority of the members of 
such boards, are nationals of countries party to the Agreement and of which, in addition, in the case 
of partnerships or limited companies, at least half the capital belongs to States party to the Agree-
ment, to publ_ic bodies or to nationals of the said States; 
(d) of which the captain and officers are all nationals of countries party to the Agreement, and 
{e) of which at least 75% of the crew are nationals of countries party to the Agreement. 
Note 5 - Article 4: 
'Ex-factory price' shall mean the price paid to the manufacturer in whose undertaking sufficient work-
ing or processing is carried out. Where such working or processing is carried out successively in two« 
more undertakings, the price to be taken into account shall be that paid to the Jut manufacturer. 
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CCT 
heading 
No 
All 
heading 
Nos of 
the 
Common 
Customs 
Tariff 
02.06 
03.02 
04.02 
04.03 
04.04 
07.02 
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ANNEX 11 
LIST A 
List of worldag or procaliag operatiolls wldcll resalt iD a dllmge of tariff heading without conferriag the 
status of 'origiatillg prodllds' oe tile prodacts 1mdergoing sudl operations or cooferring this status only 
Products obtamed 
Descnpuon 
All products 
All products 
Meat and edible meat offals (except 
poultry liver), salted, in brine, dried 
or smoked 
Fish, salted in brine, dried or smoked 
Milk and cream, preserved, concen-
trated or sweetened 
Butter 
Cheese and curd 
Veptables (whether or not cooked), 
preserved by freezing 
sabjed to certain conditions · 
Working or p.-ocft!tlng that does not 
confer the status of •onginating products" 
I. Operations intended to ensure the 
preservation of merchandise in 
good condition during transport 
and storage (ventilation, spreading 
out, dcying, chilling, placing in 
brine, in sulphur water or in other 
solutions, removal of damaged 
parts, and like opefiltions) 
2. Simple operations consisting of re-
moval of dust, sifting or screening, 
sorting, classifying, matching (in-
cluding the making up of sets of ar-
ticles). washing, painting, cutting 
up 
3. (a), Changes of packing and break-
ing up and assembling of con-
signments 
3. (b) placing in bottles, flasks, bags, 
cases, boxes, fixing on cards or 
boards, etc., and all other simple 
packing operations 
4. Affixing on products or packages 
thereof marks, labels, or other like 
distinctive signs 
5. Mixing of products, whether or not 
of different kinds, where one or 
more components of the mixture do 
not meet the conditions laid down 
by the Association Council to en-
able them to be considered as ori-
ginating either in the Member Sta-
tes or the Partner States of the East 
African Community 
6. Assembly of parts of articles in or-
der to constitute a complete article. 
7. A combination of two or more ope-
rations referred to in items I to 6 
above 
8. Slaughter of animals 
Salting, placing· in brine, drying or 
smoking of meat and edible meat of-
fals of heading Nos 02.01 and 02.04 
Salting, placing in brine, drying or 
smoking of fish 
Preserving, concentrating of milk or 
cream of heading No 04.01, or addi-
tion of sugar to these products 
Manufacture from milk or cream 
Manufacture from products of head-
ing No 04.01, 04.02 and 04.03 
Freezing offtgdables 
Work.mg or processing that confcr'i 
the status of 'ongtnatrng prnducb' 
when the follow1ng cond1t1on' are met 
r'-
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I 
L1't A ( I'OIIIinuedJ 
('( 1 
hc<tdm~ 
Nu 
07.03 
07.04 
08.10 
08.11 
08.12 
11.01 
11.02 
11.03 
11.04 
11.05 
11.06 
11.07 
11.08 
11.09 
15.01 
15.02 
15.04 
Products obta1ned 
~cnpt10n 
Vegetables provisionally preserved in 
brine, in sulphur water or in other 
preservative solutions, but not spe-
cially prepared for immediate con-
sumption 
Dried, dehydrated or evaporated ve-
getables, whole, cut, sliced, broken 
or in powder, but not further prepared 
Fruit (whether or not cooked), pre-
served by freezing, not containing ad-
ded sugar · 
Fruit provisionally preserved (for ex-
ample, by sulphur dioxide gas, in 
brine, sulphur water or in other pre-
servative solutions), but unsuitable in 
that state for immediate consumption 
Fruit, dried, other than that falling 
within heading Nos 08.01, 08.02, 
08.03, 08.04 or 08.05 
Cereal flours 
Cereal groats and cereal meal: other 
worked cereal grains (for example. 
rolled, flaked, polished, pearled or 
kibbled, but not further prepared). 
except husked, glazed, polished or 
broken rice germ of cereals, whole, 
rolled, flaked or ground 
Flours of the leguminous vegetables 
litlling within heading No 07.05 
Flours of the fruits falling within any 
heading in Chapter 8 
Flour. meal and flakes of potato 
Flour and meal of sago and ofmanioc. 
arrowrobt, salep and other roots and 
tubers falling within heading No07.06 
Malt, roasted or not 
Starches: inulin 
Gluten and gluten flour, roasted or 
not 
Lard and other Tendered pig fat; ren-
dered poultry fat 
Unrendered fats of bovine cattle. 
sheep or goats; tallow (including ·pre-
mier jus') produced from those fats 
Fats and oils, of fish and marine mam-
mals. whether or not refined 
Wortmg or process•ns th•t don nttl 
confer the 'latus of •or•ginatiiiJ prod1k.1,.; 
Placing i.n brine or in other solution .. 
solutions, of vegetables of heading 
No07.01 
Drying, dehydration, evaporation, 
cutting, breaking, powdering of vege-
tables of heading Nos 07.01 to 07.03 
inclusive 
Freezing of frui~ 
Placing-in brine or in other solutiom 
of fruit of heading Nos 08.01 to 08.0C. 
inclusive. 
Drying of fruit 
Manufacture from cereals 
Manufacture from cere-dls 
Manufacture from dried leguminous 
vegetables 
Manufacture from fruits of Chapter 8 
Manufacture from potatoes 
Manufacture from products of head-
ing No07.06 
Manufacture from cereals 
Manufacture from cereals of Chapter 
10. from potatoes or other products of 
Chapter 7. 
Manufacture from cereals or cereal 
flours 
Manufacture from products of head-
ing No02.0S 
Manufacture from products of head-
ing No02.0S 
Manufacture from filb or marine 
mamJals caUiht by fiiiiHDa ftS!ICis 
of countries not party to the Apee-
ment 
TRADE I 
Workmg or proc~~mg that confer' 
the 'tatu~~o of •oril!'"·"'"tz product,· 
when the follow1ng condneon' arc met 
11 
TRADE I 12 
List A ( COIItilt~dJ 
CCT 
-. 
No 
20.02 
20.03 
20.04 
ex 20.05 
20.06 
ex20.07 
ex 21.01 
ex 22.09 
22.10 
23.04 
23.07 
a21..13 
a 21..19 
21..27 
a21.21 
a21.29 
Descnp<JOn 
Vesetables prepared or preserved 
otherwise than by vmcgar or acetic 
acid 
Fnnt preserved by freezmg, contain-
ing added sugar 
Fruit. fruit peel and part!o of plants. 
preserval by sugar (drained. glace or 
crystallized) 
Jams. fruit jellies. mannalades, frwl 
purie and fruit pastes. being cooked 
preparations. conlsining added sugar 
Fruit otherwise prepared or preserv-
ed, whether or not containing added 
supr or spirit : 
A. Nuts. includmg groundnuts. 
roasted 
B. Other 
Fruit juices. whether or not contain-
ing added sugar, but unfermented and 
not containing spirit 
Roasted cbic:ory and extracts. essen-
ces and oonc:entrates thereof 
Spirits (other than those of heading 
No22.08) 
Vinepr and substitutes for 11inepr 
Oil-oake and other raidues (except 
drqs) I'CIUitiag from the extraetion 
of~bleoils 
Sweelmcxl fonp; otber preparations 
or a kiDd _. ia aaiaal feedia& 
ll}ldrollromic acid 
Ziocoxide 
Lad oDdes; red lad and or&IIF lad 
Lithium hydroDde 
Lidaium fluoride 
COLLECTED ACTS - EEC - EASTAF ASS. 
Worl<tn~ or Pf'CJCftSIRJ!: 1h11 dot-. no1 
cou(.,. I he""'"" of 'on&~natinB prndoo' 
Preserving of vegetables, fresh or fro-
zen 
Manufacture from fresh or dried chi-
cory roots 
Addition of W11ter to ethyl alcohol 
or neutral spirits of heading No 22.08 
or mixtures of spirits of heading No 
22.08 and 22.09 
Manufacture from spirit or wine 
Manufacture from various products 
Manufacture from c:erealsaod deriw:d 
products, meat. milk, supn and mo-
lasses 
luay manufacture from products of 
'-dial No 28.01 
luay Dlllllufacture from products of 
headiaa No 79.01 
luay manufacture from products of 
beadiq No 71.01 
luay manufacture from products of 
headiaa No 21-42 
luay manufacture from products of 
headiaJ Nos 21-21 and 28.42 
Wnrkmg or procesSin,: that confer' 
the uatuer. of ·ontunatmg product' 
whca the- folloWJn~ condiiiOA'i are met 
Manufacture from 'originating fruit' 
of Chapter R and 'originating pro-
ducts' of Chapter 17 
Manufacture from 'originatmg fruit' 
and products' of Chapter 17 
Manufacture from 'originating fruit 
and products' of Chapter 17 
Manufacture, without the addition of 
sugar or spirit, in which the value of 
the 'originating products' of heading 
Nos 08.01, 08.05 and 12.01 used rep-
resents at least 60 % of the value of 
the finished product 
Manufacture from ·originating pro-
ducts of Chapters 8, 17 and 22 
Manufacture from 'originating pro-
ducts' of Chapters 8 and 17 
Manufacture in wtUcb at least 10 % 
byquantityoftbematerialsofheading 
No 24.01 Uled are 'orilinating pro-
ducts' 
COLLECTED ACTS - EEC - EAST AF ASS .. 
List A (continued) 
CCT 
hcadJRg 
No 
20.02 
20.03 
20.04 
ex 20.05 
20.06 
ex 20.07 
ex 21.01 
ex 22.09 
22.10 
23.04 
23.07 
ex24.02 
ex 28.13 
ex 28.19 
28.27 
ex 28.28 
ex 28.29 
Products obtained 
J)e.1.cnpt10n 
Vegetables prepared or preserved 
otherwise than by vinegar or acetic 
acid 
Fruit preserved by freezing, contain-
ing added sugar 
Fruit, fruit peel and parts of plants, 
preserved by sugar (drained, glace or 
crystallized) 
Jams. fruit jellies. marmalades, fruit 
puree and fruit pastes, being cooked 
preparations. contsining added sugar 
Fruit otherwise prepared or preserv-
ed, whether or not containing added 
sugar or sp1rit: 
A. Nuts. including groundnuts. 
roasted 
B. Other 
Fruit juices, whether or not contain-
ing added sugar. but unfermented and 
not containing spirit 
Roasted chicory and extracts, essen-
ces and concentrates thereof 
Spirits (other than those of heading 
No 22.08) 
Vinegar and substitutes for vinegar 
Oil-oake and other residues (except 
dregs) resulting from the extraction 
of vegetable oils 
Sweetened forage; other preparations 
of a kind used in animal feeding 
Cigarettes, cigars and cigarillos, to-
bacco for smoking 
Hydrobromic acid 
Zinc oxide 
Lead oxides;·red lead and orange lead 
Lithium hydroxide 
Lithium fluoride 
Workmg or processing that doe<'i nol 
confer the status of 'ongmating producJ(j 
Preserving of vegetables, fresh or fro-
zen 
Manufacture from fresh or dried chi-
cory roots 
Addition of water to ethyl alcohol 
or neutral spirits of heading No 22.08 
or mixtures of spirits of heading No 
22.08 and 22.09 
Manufacture from spirit or wine 
Manufacture from various products 
Manufacture from cereals and derived 
products, meat. milk, sugars and mo-
lasses 
Any manufacture from products of 
heading No 28.01 
Any manufacture from products of 
heading No 79.01 
Any manufacture from products of 
heading No 78.01 
Any manufacture from products of 
heading No 28.42 
Any manufacture from products of 
heading Nos 28.28 and 28.42 
TRADE I 
Wnrkmg or proca!iln(! that confers 
1hc status of ·on11natmg. produel,. · 
"hen the folloWing condttlon'lo are met 
13 
Manufacture from 'originating fruit" 
of Chapter 8 and 'originating pro-
ducts' of Chapter 17 
Manufacture from 'originating fruit" 
and products' of Chapter 17 
Manufacture from 'originating fruit 
and products' of Chapter 17 
Manufacture, without the addition of 
sugar or spirit, in which the value of 
the 'originating products' of heading 
Nos 08.01, 08.05 and 12.01 used rep-
resents at least 60 % of the value of 
the finished product 
Manufacture from 'originating pro-
ducts of Chapters 8. 17 and 22 
Manufacture from 'originating pro-
ducts' of Chapters 8 and 17 
Manufacture in which at least 70 % 
by quantity of the materials ofheading 
No 24.01 used are 'origiuating pro-
ducts' 
TRADE 
CCT 
heading 
No 
ex28.30 
ex28.33 
ex28.38 
ex 28.42 
ex29.02 
ex29.02 
ex 29.35 
ex 29.35 
ex29.38 
ex30.03 
31.05 
32.06 
32.07 
35.0S 
38.11 
I 14 
Products obtained 
Deocripoion 
Lithium chloride 
Bromides 
Aluminium sulphate 
Lithium carbonate 
Organic bromides 
Trichlorodi (chlorophenyl) ethane 
Pyridine; alphapicoline; betapicoline; 
gammapicoline 
Vinylpyridine 
Nicotinic acid (Vitamin PP) 
medicaments (including veterinary 
medicaments) -containing antibiotics 
Other fertilizers; goods of the pracnt 
chapter in tablets, loZICIIges and simi-
lar prepared forms or in packings of 
a gross weight not exceeding 10 kg 
Colour lakes 
Other colouring matter; inorpnic 
products of a kind used as lumino-
phores 
Dextrins and dextrin glues; solable 
or roasted starches.; starch glues 
Disinfectants, insec:licides, funp:iclcs. 
weed-killers. anti-sprouting products, 
rat poisons and lilllilar products, pat 
up in forms or pecltiDp for sale by 
retail or as preparatioas or u articles 
(for example. sulplnatrated t.ads, 
wicks and caJJdlea, ftypapen) 
Prepared glazinp. pnparecldnlliap 
and pnparecl monllads. of a Iliad 
u.d ia the tatilc, .-per, lcatller or 
likeindllltlia 
COLLECTED ACTS - EEC - EASTAF ASS. 
Worltiua or procasin&that does-
confer the ...... of "oripaURJ product• 
Any manufacture from products of 
heading Nos 28.28 and 28.42 
Any manufacture from products of 
heading Nos 28.01 and 28. 13 
Any manufacture from products of 
heading No 28.20 
Any manufacture from products of 
heading No 28.28 
Any manufacture from products of 
heading Nos 28.01 and 28. 13 
Any manufacture from antibiotics of 
heading No 29.44 
Any manufacture from materials of 
heading Nos 32.04 and 32.0S 
Mixing of oxides or salts of Cbapter 
28 with extenders such u beri- sul-
phate, chalk, barium carbonate ilDd 
satin white 
Any manufacture from various pro-
ducts 
List A ( mntinued} 
W or•iDB or procewn&that conrers 
the51at• or ·onpnarin1 produm· 
whm the rotlowinr rondt.....,. •~ met 
Transformation of ethanol into chlo-
ral and condensation of chloral with 
monochlorobenZICIIC 
Transformation of ac:etylene into ace-
taldehyde and transformation of ace-
taldehyde into pyridine or picoline 
Transformation of acetaldehyde into 
picolines and transformation of pic:o-
lines into vinylpyridine 
Transformation of acetaldehyde into 
beta-picoline and transformation of 
heta-picoline into nicotinic acid 
Manuflll:ture iD which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
SO % of the value of the finished 
products 
Ma..r.:t.R in wllidt tk _.. of 
the prodacts - .... DOt aaed 
so% oftk wRe oldlefilllilhed pro-
product 
Maafacturc i• wbicJt.fk value of 
the prodads ........ __. 
SO 'ro of the ,.._ cl die tilil8ed 
prochl&:l 
COLLECTED ACTS • EEC • EAST AF ASS .. 
List A (continued) 
CCT 
headmg 
No 
38.13 
ex 38.14 
38.1S 
38.17 
38.18 
ex 38.19 
Products obtained 
Descnpt10n 
Pickling preparations for metal sur-
faces; fluxes and other auxiliary pre-
parations for soldering, brazing or 
welding; soldering, brazing or weld-
ing powders and pastes consisting of 
metal and other materials; prepara-
tions of a kind used liS cores or coat-
ings for welding rods and electrodes 
Anti-knock preparations, 'oxidation 
inhibitors, gum inhibitors,' viscosity 
improvers, anti-corrosive prepara-
tions and similar prepared additives 
for mineral oils, excluding prepared 
additives for lubricants 
Prepared rubber accelerators 
Preparations and charges for fire-ex-
tinguishers; charged fire-extinguish-
ing grenades 
Composite solvents and thinners for 
varnishes and similar products 
Chemical products and preparations 
of the chemical or allied industries 
(including those consisting of mixtures 
of natural products), not elsewhere 
specifiedorincludedreaidualproducts 
of the chemical or allied industries, 
not elsewhere specified or included, 
excluding: 
- Fusel oil and Dippel's oil; 
- Naphthcnic acids and their non-
water-soluble salts, esters ofnaph-
thenic acids; 
- Sulpbouaphthenic adds and their 
non-watcr-eolublc ults, esters of 
sulphonaphtbenic acids; 
- Petroleutn sulpbonates, excludina 
~leum sulphoaatet of alkali 
metala, of amDlOIIiwn or of etha-
nolamiaes,~thiopbeaated sulpho-
nic acids fll oila obtained from 
· bitUminous miBer8k, and their 
salts; 
- Mixed alkylena; 
- Mixed llltJtbenacnes and mixed 
alkyln•phthaleau; 
-loll .......... ; 
- Catalysts; 
- Getters for VIII:IIUII1 tubes; 
- li6ll:tec;raellllllttorMorlanand 
limilllrJNepatiltiou: 
- Albllll - oxide for tJae puri-
.... #!1 .. ; 
Workins or processins that does not 
confer the status of 'oriJinatins products' 
TRADE I 
Workina or procesSing that confers 
the status of 'oripnatins prod.as' 
when the followins conditoons an: met 
15 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
SO % of the value of the finished 
product 
Manufacture in which th'e value of 
the products used does not exceed 
SO % of the value of the finished 
product 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
SO % of the value of the fmished 
product 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
SO% of the value of the finished 
product 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
SO% of the value of the finished 
product 
Manufacture in which the value of the 
products used does not exceed soo;.. 
of the value of the fmished product 
TRADE I 16 
CCT 
headmg 
1'/o 
--------r-------------------------
39.07 
40.05 
41.02 
41 03 
41.04 
41.05 
41.08 
43.03 
44.21 
45.03 
48.06 
- Carbon (excluding that m arllficial 
graphite of heading No ex 38.01) in 
metallo-graphite or other com-
p<"nnds, in the form of small plates, 
har~ or other semi-manufactures 
Articles of materials of the kmds de-
described in heading No 39.01to 39.06 
Plates, sheet and strip, of unvulcani-
zed natural or synthetic rubber, other 
than smoked sheets and crepe sheets 
of heading No40.01 or40.ll2, granules 
of unvulcani7.ed natural or ~ynthetic 
rubber compounded ready for vulca-
nization; unvukanized natural or 
~ynthetic rubber, compounded before 
or after coagulation either with carbon 
black (With or without the aJd1tion of 
mineral oil) or with ,,)ica(with or WJth-
<'llt the addition of mineral oil. m any 
form, of a kind known as masterhatch 
Bmme cattle leather pnduJmg hut-
falo leather) and equine leath<'r, ncept 
leather falling withm hc.tthng No 
41 06, 41.07 or 41.08 
Sheer .md lamb-skin leather except 
leather falling within hcadmg N" 
41 ()(, 41 07or41 08 
(io.tl and ktd-skm leather. C\c-ept 
leather falling withm hc.tJing "'o 
41.06. 41.07 or 41.08 
Other kmds of leather. except leather 
falling within heading No41.06, 41.07 
or4! OS 
Patent leather and imitation patent 
leather; metallized leather 
Articles of furskins 
Complete wooden packing cases, 
boxes, crates, drums and similarpack-
ings imponed assembled, unassembl-
ed, or partly assembled 
Articles of natural cork 
Paper and paperboard, ruled, lined 
or squared, but not otherv.ise printed, 
in rolls or sheets 
COLLECTED ACTS - EEC - EASTAF ASS. 
Workmg or proces.~mg that confer' 
the ~latus or ·ongmatmg product-. 
List A (continued; 
Workmg or processmg that confer' 
the "latus of 'ongmating product\ 
when the followmg condtttons are met 
~--------------------------~--------------------------
Working of artificial plasttc matenals, 
cellulose ethers and esters, and arti-
ficial resins 
Tanning of raw hide' and skms of 
heading No 41.01 
Tanning of raw hides and skins of 
heading No 41.01 
Tanmng of raw hides and skms of 
heading No 41.01 
Tanmng of raw hide' and skms of 
heading No 41.01 
Making up from furskins in plates, 
crosses and similar forms (ex 43.02) 
Manufacture in which the value of the 
products used does not exceed 50"., 
of the value of the finished product 
Varnishing or metallizing ofleather of 
No41.o2 to 41.07 inclusive(otherthan 
skin leather of crossed Indian sheep 
and of Indian goat or kid. not further 
prepared than wgetable tanned, or if 
otherwise prepared, obviously UDSUit-
able for immediate 111e in the manu-
facture of leather articles), in which 
the value of the skin leatha- used does 
not exceed 50% of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture from boards not out to 
size 
Manufacture from products of head-
ing No45.01 
Manufact~~« from paper pulp 
COLLECTED ACTS . EEC - EAST AF ASS .. 
List A (continued) 
CCT 
head1ng 
No 
48.14 
48.15 
48.16 
50.04 
51.03 
51.04 
53.06 
53.07 
53.08 
53.09 
53.10 
53.11 
54.04 
54.05 
55.05 
55.07 
55.08 
55.09 
Products obta1ned 
DeM;npuon 
Writing blocks, envelopes, letter cards, 
plain post cards, correspondence 
cards; boxes, pouches wallets and 
writing compendiums, of paper or 
paperboard, containing only an as-
sortment of pap:r stationery 
Other paper and paperboard, cut to 
size or shape 
.Boxes, bags and other packing con-
tainers, of paper or paperboard 
Silk yarn, other than yarn of noil or 
other waste silk, not put up for retail 
sale 
Yarn of man-made fibres (continu-
ous), put up for retail sale 
Woven fabrics of man-made fibres 
(continuous), including woven fabrics 
of monofil, or strip of heading No 
51.01 or 51.02 
Yarn of carded sheep's or lambs' wool 
(woollen yarn), not put up for retail 
sale 
Yarn of combed sheep's or lambs' 
wool (worsted yam), not put up for 
retail sale 
Yam of fine animal hair (carded or 
combed); not put up for retail sale 
Yam of horsehair or of other coarse 
animal hair, not put up for retail sale 
Yam of sheep's or lambs' wool, of 
horsehair or of other animal hair (fine 
or coarse), put up for retail sale 
Woven fabrics of sheep's or lambs' 
wool or of fine animal hair 
Aax or ramie yam, put up for retail 
sale 
Woven fabrics of flax or of ramie 
Cotton yarns. not put up for retail sale 
Cotton gauze 
Terry towelling and similar terry 
fabrics of cotton 
Other woven fabrics of cotton 
Workmg or proccssmg that confeN 
the status of 'origmat1ng produch' 
TRADE 
Working or processing that confers 
the status of 'originatmg products' 
when the followmg cond111ons are met 
I 
Manufacture in which the value of the 
products used does not exceed 50% 
of the value of the finished product 
Manufacture from paper pulp 
Manufacture in which the value of the 
products used do not exceed 50% of 
the value of the finished product 
Manufacture from products of head-
ing No 50.01 
Manufacture from chemical products 
or textile pulp 
Manufacture from chemical products 
or textile pulp 
Manufacture from sheep's or lamb~· 
wool, not carded or combed 
Manutacture ~rum sneep's or ldtiiDS 
wool, not carded or combed 
Manufacture from unprepared fine 
animal hair of heading No 53.02 
Manufacture from unprepared coarse 
animal hair of heading No 53.02 or 
from unprepared horsehair of heading 
No05.03 
Manufacture from materials of head-
ing No OS.m or 53.01 to 53.04 inclu-
sive 
Manufacture from materials of head-
ing No 53.01 to 53.05 inclusive 
Manufacture from materials of head-
ing No 54.01 or 54.02 
Manufacture from materials of head-
ing No 54.01 or 54.02 
Manufacture from materials of head-
ing No 55.01 or 55.03 
Manufacture from materials of head-
ing No 55.01 or 55.03 
Manufacture from materials of head-
ing No 55.01, 55.03 or 55.04 
Manufacture from materials of head-
ing No 55.01, 55.03 or 55.04 
Manufacture from materials of head-
ing No 55.01, 55.03 and 55.04 
17 
TRADE 
CCT 
hellllin& 
No 
56.01 
56.02 
56.04 
56.05 
56.06 
56.07 
57.09 
57.10 
57.11 
58.01 
58.02 
58.04 
58.05 
58.06 
58.08 
I 18 
Products obtained 
O..Cripuon 
Man-made fibres (discontinuous), not 
carded, combed or otherwise prepared 
for spinning · 
Continuous filament tow for the 
manufacture of man-made fibres 
(discontinuous) 
Man-made fibres (discontinuous or 
waste), carded, combed or otherwise 
prepared for spinning 
Yam of man-made fibres ( discontinu-
ous or waste), not put up for retail sale 
Yam of man-made fibres (disconti-
nuous or waste), put up for retail sale 
Woven fabrics of man-made fibres 
(discontinuous or waste) 
Woven fabrics of true hemp 
Woven fabrics of jute 
Woven fabrics of other vegetable tex-
tile fibres 
Carpets, carpeting and rugs, knotted 
(made up or not) 
Other carpets, carpeting. rugs, mats 
and matting, and 'Kelem', 'Schu-
macks' and 'Karamanie'· rugs and the 
like (made up or not) 
Woven pile fabrics and chenille fa-
brics (other than terry towelling or 
similar terry fabrics or cotton falling 
within heading No 55.08 and fabrics 
falling within heading No 58.05) 
Narrow woven fabrics and narrow 
fabrics (bolduc) consisting of warp 
witho•:t weft assembled by means of 
an adhesive, other than goods falling 
within heading No 58.06 
Woven tabi:ls, badp and the lilte, 
not embroidered, in the piece, in 
strips or out to shape or size 
Tulle anlil other net fabrics (but not 
including woven, lmitted or crocheted 
fabrics), plain 
COLLECTED ACTS - EEC- EASTAF ASS. 
Working or processmg that does not 
confer the status of 'originating product.;;' 
List A (continued) 
Workmg or proce!ISing that confers 
the status of 'originatmg products· 
when the following cond1tions are met 
Manufacture from chemical products 
or textile pulp 
Manufacture from chemical products 
or textile pulp 
Manufacture from chemical products 
or textile pulp 
Manufacture from chemical products 
or textile pulp 
Manufacture from chemical products 
or textile pulp 
Manufacture from materials of head-
ing No 56.01 to 56.03 inclusive 
Manufacture from materials of head-
ing No 57.01 
Manufacture from raw jute 
Manufacture from materials of head-
ing No 57.02 or 57.04 
Manufacture from materials of head-
ing Nos 50.01 to 50.03 inclusive, 5 1,0 I, 
53.01 to 53.05 inclusive, 54.01, 55.01 
to 55.04 inclusive, 56.01 to 56.03 In-
clusive or 57.01 to 57.04 inclusive 
Manufacture from materials of head-
ing Nos 50.01 to 50.03 inclusive, 5 1.01, 
53.01 to 53.05 inclusive, 54.01, 55.01 
to 55.04 inclusive, 56.01 to 56.03 in-
clusive or 57.01 to 57.04 inclusive 
Manufacture from materials of head-
ing Nos 50.01 to 50.03 inclusive, 5 1.01, 
53.01 to 53.05 inclusive, 54.01, 55.01 
to 55.04 inclusive or 56.01 to 56.03 
inclusive 
Manufacture from materials of head-
ing Nos 50.01 to 50.03 inclusive, 5 1.01, 
53.01 to 53.05 inclusive, 54.01, 55.01 
to 55.04 inclusive, 56.01 to 56.03 in-
clusive or 57.01 to 57.04 inclusive 
Manufacture from materials of head· 
ing Nos 50.01 to 50.03 inclusive, 5 1.01, 
53.01 to 53.05 inclusive, 54.01, 55.01 
to 55.04 inclusive or 56.01 to 56.03 
inclusive 
Manufacture from materials of bead-
ingNos50.01 toS0.03inclUiive, 51.01, 
53.01 to 53.05 inclusive, 54.01, 55.01 
to 55.04 iaclusive or 56.01 to 56.03 
inclusive 
COLLECTED ACTS . EEC • EASTAF ASS .. 
List A (continued) 
CCT 
headinJ 
No 
58.09 
59.04 
59.05 
59.06 
59.07 
59.08 
59.09 
59.10 
59.11 
59.12 
59.13 . 
59.15 
!19.t6 
Products obtained 
Deoc:ription 
Tulle and other net fabrics (but not 
including woven, knitted or crocheted 
fabrics) figured; hand or mechanically 
made lace, in the piece, in strips or in 
motifs 
Twine, cordage, ropes and cables, 
plaited or not 
Nets and netting made of twine, cord-
age or rope, and made up fishing nets 
of yam, twine, cordage or rope 
Other articles made from yam, twine, 
cordage, rope or cables, other than 
textile fabrics and articles made from 
such fabrics 
Textile fabrics coasted with gum or 
amylaceous substances of a lcind used 
for the outer covers of books and the 
like; tracing cloth; prepared painting 
canvas; bucltram and similar fabrics 
for hat foundations and similar uses 
Textile fabrics impregnated or coated 
with preparations of cellulose deriva-
tives or of other artifJci!J) plastic ma-
terials 
Textile fabrics coated or impregnated 
with oil or preparations with a basis 
of drying oil 
Linoleum and materials prepared 
on a textile base in a sinular manner 
to linoleum, whether or not cut to 
shape or of a lcind used as floor cover-
ings; floor coverinp consisting of a 
coating applied on a textile base, cut 
to shape or not 
Rubberiad textile fllbrics, other than 
rubberizrd bitted orcrvcbeted aoods 
Textile fabrics otberwile imprepated 
or coated; .-.tell C~UM~IIeiag thea-
trical -.ery, ltUdio blctdotltt or 
the lite 
Elastic fabria .... llillllniep (other 
thad bilad or cr.-.... aoocta)con-
llillilll or ecaile ......_ comhiaed 
will ........ ttu.da 
Texlile ....... Mdlimilartubin& 
Witlt or widloM ..... ..,... or ac-
i:eaories or odal\'r materials 
n. .......... or elmator 
belts or Wtitla. or tll:!ktife material, 
wbclberornot ......--.with me-
tal or other materia~~ 
Worltin1 or procasinsthat does not 
confer the llllua of 'oripnatina products· 
• 
TRADE 
Working or proc:csstns that confers 
the status of 'originatms products' 
when the followins cond1llons are met 
I 
Manufacture from materials of head-
ing Nos 50.01 to 50.03inclusive, 51.01, 
53.01 to 53.05 inclusive, 54,01, 55.01 
to 55.04 inclusive or 56.01 to 56.03 
inclusive 
Manufacture either from natural 
fibres or from chemical products or 
textile pulp 
Manufacture either from natural 
fibres or from chemical products or 
textile pulp 
Manufacture either from natural 
fibres or from chemical products or 
textile pulp 
Manufacture from yam 
Manufacture from yarn 
Manufacture from yam 
Manufacture from yam 
Manufacture from yarn 
Manufacture from yam 
Manufacture from sinaJe yam 
Manufacture from siDaJe yam 
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TRADE 
CCT 
heading 
No 
59.17 
Chapter 
60 
61.01 
61.02 
61.03 
61.04 
61.05 
61.06 
61.07 
61.08 
61.09 
fii.IO 
61.11 
ex 62.01 
62.02 
62.03 
62.04 
I 20 
Products obtained 
Descnpt1on 
Textile fabrics and textile articles, of 
a kind commonly used in machinery 
or plant 
Knitted and crocheted goods: 
Of man-made textile fibres, continu-
ous or discontinuous 
Otht>r 
Men's and boys' outer garments 
Women's, girls' and infants' outer 
garments 
Men's and boys· undergarments, in-
cluding collars, shirt fronts and cuffs 
Women's, girls' and infants' under 
garments 
Handkerchiefs 
Shawls, scarves, mufflers, mantillas, 
veils and the like 
Ties, bow ties and cravats 
Collars, tuckers, fallals, bodice-fronts, 
jabots, cuffs, flounces, yokes and si-
milar accessories and trimmings for 
women's and girls' garments 
Corsets, corset -belts, suspender-belts, 
brassieres, braces, suspenders, gar-
ters and the like (induding such artic-
les of knitted or crocheted fabric), 
whether or not elastic 
Gloves, mittens, mitts, stockings, 
socks and sockettes, not being knitted 
or crocheted goods 
JCCCSSOries for articles of 
apparel (for example, dress shields; 
shoulder and other pads, belts. muffs, 
~ protectors, pockets) 
Travdling rugs and blankets other 
dum elec:lrically heated 
Bed linen. table linen. toilet linen and 
ltitdlen linen; curtains and other 
f'urnishiu& articles 
Sacks and bags, of a kind used for the 
packing or goods 
Tarpaulin. sails, awnings, sunblinds, 
tents and camping goods 
COLLECTED ACTS - EEC - EASTAF ASS. 
Work.JDI or procesSing that confer-. 
the status of •oripnating product-;' 
List A (continued) 
Workrng or procecmng that confeN 
the status of 'ongmaung products' 
when the followang condrtions are met 
Manufacture from materials of head-
ing Nos 50.01to 50.03 inclusive, 51.0 I, 
53.01 to 53.05 inclusive, 54.01, 55.01 
to 55.04 inclusive, 56.01 to 56.03 in-
clusive, or 57.01 to 57.04 inclusive 
Manufacture from materials of head-
ing Nos 56.01to 56.03 inclusive, from 
textile pulp, or from chemical pro-
ducts 
Manufacture from natural fibres. 
carded or .combed 
Manufacture from yarn or from un-
bleached fabric 
Manufacture from yarn or from un-
bleached fabric 
Manufacture from yarn or from un-
bleacbed fabric 
Manufacture from yarn or from un-
bleached fabric 
Manufacture from yarn 
Manufacture from yarn 
Manufacture from yarn 
Manufacture from yarn 
Manufacture from yarn 
Manufacture from yarn 
Manufacture from yarn 
Manufacture from unbleached yarn 
of Chapters 50 to 56 inclusive 
Manufacture from single unbleached 
yam 
Manufacture from yam 
Manufacture from single unbleached 
yam 
COLLECTED ACTS - EEC- EASTAF ASS .. 
List A ( conlinued) 
CTT 
headmg 
No 
62.05 
64.01 
ex 64.02 
ex. 64.02 
64.03 
64.04 
65.03 
65.05 
66.01 
ex 70.70 
70.08 
70.09 
Produch nhldmed 
Oescnpuon 
Other made up textile articles (includ-
ing dress patterns) 
Footwear with outer soles and uppers 
of rubber or artificial plastic material 
Footwear with uppers of natural 
leather 
Footwear other than with uppers of 
natural leather 
Footwear with outer soles of wood or 
cork 
Footwear with outer soles of other 
materials 
Felt hats and other felt headgear, be-
ing headgear made from the felt hoods 
and plateaux falling within heading 
No 65.01, whether or not lined or 
trimmed 
Hats and other headgear (including 
hairnets), knitted or crocheted, or 
made up from lace, felt or other textile 
fabricintbepicce(butnotfromstrips), 
whether or not trimmed or not lined 
or trimmed 
Umbrellas and sunshades (includin& 
walking-stick umbrellas, umbreUa 
tents, and garden and similar umbrel-
las) 
Cast or rolled glass (including t1ashc:d 
or wired glass) cut to shapeotbertban 
rectangulat shape, or bent or other-
wise worked (for example, edp: work-
ed or engraved), whetberornotsurface 
ground or polished; maltiplc-walled 
insulating glass 
Safety glass consistiat of toupened 
or laminated glull. shapal or not 
Glass mirrors (including rear-view-
mirrors), unframed, framed or beclted 
Working or proc:e551ng that don not 
t."Dnrer lhr status of •ori8inariq producb· 
Manufacture from assemblies consist-
ing of shoe uppers fixed to inner soles 
soles or to other lower parts, without 
outer soles, in any material except 
metal 
Manufacture from assemblies con-
sisting of shoe uppers fiXed to inner 
soles or to other lower parts, without 
outer soles, in any material except 
metal 
Manufacture from assemblies con-
sisting of shoe uppers fixed to inner 
soles or to other lower parts, without 
outer soles, in any material except 
metal 
Manufacture from assemblies con-
sisting of shoe uppers fixed to inner 
soles or to other lower parts, without 
outer soles, in any material except 
metal 
Manufacture from assemblies con-
sisting of shoe uppers fixed to inner 
soles or to other lower parts, without 
outer soles. in any material, except 
metal 
Manufacture from drawn. cast or 
rolled glass of heading No 70.04 to 
70.06 inclusne 
Manufact-fromdrawa. castor roll-
ed glass of tae.ding No 70.04 to 70.06 
inclusive 
Manufacture from drawn. cast or roB-
ed glass of a-ding No 70.04 to 70.06 
inclusive 
TRADE 
Workmg or procesMng that confer" 
1he ">tatu' of 'ongmalmg: produca,· 
\\.hen rhc fnllo'Aotntl condtllon"' are met 
I 
Manufacture in which the value of the 
products used does not exceed 40':~ of 
the value of the finished product 
Manufacture from fibre 
Manufacture from yam 
Manufacture in which the value of the 
products used does not exceed 50% of 
the value of the finished product 
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~RADE 
CCT 
heading 
No 
71.15 
73.12 
73.13 
74.03 
74.04 
74.05 
74.06 
74.07 
74.10 
75.02 
75.03 
75.04 
75.05 
76.02 
76.03 
I 22 
Products obtained 
Description 
Articles consisting of, or incorporat-
ing pearls, precious or semi-precious 
stones (natural, synthetic or recon-
structed 
Hoop and strip, of iron or steel, hot-
rolled or cold-rolled 
Sheets and plates, of iron or steel, hot-
ro!led or cold-rolled 
Wrought bars. rods, angles, shapes 
and sections, of copper; copper wire 
Wrought plates, sheets and strip, of 
copper 
Copper foil (whether or not em bossed, 
cut to shape, perforated, coated, 
printed, or backed with paper or other 
reinforcing material), of a thickness 
(excluding any backing) not exceeding 
0·15mm 
Copperpowder and flakes 
Tubes and pipes and blanks therefor, 
of copper; hollow bars of copper 
Stranded wire, cables, cordage, ropes, 
plaited bands and the like, of copper 
wire, but excluding insulated electric 
wires and cables 
Wrought bars, rods, angles, shapes 
and sections, of nickel; nickel wire 
Wrought plates. sheets and strip, of 
nickel; nickel foil; nickel powders and 
flakes 
Tubes and pipes and blants therefor, 
of nickel ; hollow bars, and tube and 
pipe fittings (for example, joints, el-
bows. sockets and flaqes), of nickel 
Electro-plating anodea. of nickel, 
wroqbt or unwroapt. including 
thole produced by electrolysis 
Wrol&lbt bars, rods, aqles, shapes 
aDd JJeCtioDs, of aluminium; alumi-
nium wire 
COLLECTED ACTS - EEC - EAST AF ASS. 
Working or processing that does not 
confer the status of 'originating products' 
Cutting without rolling of coils of 
heading No 73.08 
Cutting without rolling of coils of 
heading No 73.08 
List A ( continut>d) 
Working or processing that confer, 
the status of 'on~nating produch 
when the following condttiom arc met 
Manufacture in which the value of the 
products used does not exceed 50"., of 
the value of the finished product 
Manufacture in which the value of the 
products used does not exceed 50"" of 
the value of the finished product 
Manufacture in which the value of the 
products used does not exceed 50': 0 of 
the value of the finished product 
Manufacture in which the value oft he 
products used does not exceed 50° 0 of 
the value of the finished product 
Manufacture in which the value of the 
products used does not exceed 50° 0 of 
the value of the finished product 
Manufacture in which the value of the 
products used does not exceed 50'\ of 
the value of the finished product 
Manufacture in which the value of the 
produc~ used does not exceed 50':;, of 
the value of the finished product 
Manufacture in which the value of the 
products used does not exceed 50°,0 of 
the value of the finished product 
Manufacture in which the value of the 
products used does not exceed 50% of 
the value of the finished product 
Manufacture in which tbe value of the 
products used does nor exceed 50% of 
the value of the finished product 
Manufacture in which the value of the 
products used does DOt exceed 50% of 
the value of the fmisbed product 
Manafactuce ia which the value of the 
products used does aqt exceed SO% of 
the value of the fmisbcd product 
Maaufacture in wtricb the value of the 
products llled does aot uc:eed SO% of 
the value of tbe finilbcd product 
COLLECTED ACTS • EEC • EAST AF ASS .. 
List A (continued) 
Products oblaioed 
cc 
head! .• .,. IJesc:ripllOII 
No 
76.04 Aluminium foil (whether or not em-
bossed, cut to shape perforat~. coat-
ed, printed, or backed with paper or 
other reinforcing material, of a thick-
ness (excluding any backing) not ex-
ceeding 0· 20 mm 
76.05 Aluminium powders or flakes 
76.06 Tubes and pipe& and blanks therefor, 
of aluminium; hollow bars of alumi-
nium 
76.08 Structures, complete or incomplete. 
whether or not assembled, and parts 
of struct\Jres, (for example, hangars 
and other buildings. bridges and 
bridgesections, towers lattice masts, 
roofs, roofing frameworks, door and 
window frames, balustrades, pillars 
and columns), of alnrninium; plates, 
rods, angles. shapes. sections, tubes 
and the like, prepared for use in struc-
tures, of aluminium 
76.12 Stranded wire, cables, cordage, ropes. 
plaited bands and the like, of alumi-
nium wire, but excluding insulated 
electric wires and cables 
76.13 Gauze, cloth, grill, netting, reinforcing 
. fabric and similar materials, of alumi-
nium wire 
78.02 Wrought bars, rods, angles. shapes 
and sections, of lead; lead wire 
78.03 Wrought plates, sheets and strip, of 
lead 
78.04 Lead foil (whether or not embossed, 
cut to shape, perforated, coated, 
printed, or backed with paper or other 
reinforcing material), of a weight (ex-
cluding any bacting) not exceeding 
1 700 gjrn'l; lead powders and flakes 
78.05 Tubes and pipe& and blanks therefor, 
oflead; hollow ben and tube and pipe 
fittinp (for example, joints, elbows, 
sockets, flanges and S-bends) 
78.06 Other articles of lead 
79.02 Wroqbt bars, rods, angles, shape& 
and sections, of zinc; zinc wire 
78.06 Other articles of lead 
-
WortiJoa or JlRICCIIiiiB tluJt does -
confer tiJc-of·~ proclllds' 
TRADE 
w.....,..,.Jl11"1ZS51DC!balcmfen 
IIR-of 'oriPJatml poodlll:l>' 
whea * rollmri .. tOD<iJiiom ... m<! 
I 
ManUfacture in whicb the value of the 
products used does not exceed 50°~ of 
the value of the finished product 
Manufacture in which the value of the 
products used does not exceed SO% of 
the q)ue of the finished product 
Manufacture in whicb the value of the 
products used does not exceed SO% of 
the q)ue of the finished product 
Manufacture in whicb the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
SO% of the value of the finished pro-
duct 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
SO% of the value of the finished pro-
duct 
Manufacture in whicb the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
SO% of the value of the finished pro-
du.. 
ManufaCture in whicb the value of the 
products used does not exceed 50% 
of the value of the finished product 
Manufacture in whicb the value of the 
products used does not exceed SOO 0 of 
the value of the finished product 
Manufacture in whicb the value of the 
products useddoesnotexceed so~~ of 
the value of the finished product 
Manufacture in whicb the value of the 
products used does not exceed SOOc, of 
the value of the finished product 
Manufacture in wbic:b the value of the 
products used does not exceed S0°0 of 
the value of the rmisbed product 
Manufacture in whicb the value of the 
products 111011 does not exceed SO';'~ of 
the value of the finished product 
Manufacture in whic:b the value of the 
products used does not exceed SO% of 
the value of the finished product 
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TRADE 
CCT 
head1ng 
No 
79.02 
79.03 
79.04 
79.05 
79.06 
80.02 
80.03 
80.04 
80.05 
82.05 
82.06 
ex84 
Chapter 
I 24 
Products obtamed 
Descnpt10n 
Wrought ban,, rods, angle~. shapes 
and sections, ot /inc; zinc wire 
Wrought plates, sheets and stnp, of 
zinc; zinc foil; zmc powders and flake~ 
Tubes and p1pes and blanks therefor, 
of zinc; hollow bars, and tube and 
pipe fittings (for example, joints, el-
bows, sockets and flanges), of zinc 
Gutters, roof capping, skylight fra-
mes, and other fabricated building 
components, ,)f J'inc 
Other articles of zinc 
Wrought bar,, rods. angles, shape~ 
and sections, of tin; tin wire 
Wrought plates, sheets and strip, of 
tin 
Tin foil (whether or not embossed, cut 
to shape. perforated. coated, printed, 
or backed w11h paper or other rein-
forcing matenal), of a weight (exclud-
mg any backmg) no\ exceeding I 
kg/m2 : tin powders and flakes 
Tubes and pipe~ and blanks therefor, 
of tin; hollow bars, and tube and pipe 
fittings (for example, joints, elbows, 
sockets and flanges), of tin 
Interchangeable tools for hand tools, 
for machine tools or for power-ope-
rated hand tools (for example, for 
pressing, stamping, drilling, tapping, 
threading, boring, broaching, milling, 
cutting, turning, dressing, morticing 
or screwdriving), including dies for 
wire drawing, extrusion dies for metal, 
and rock drilling bits 
Knives. and cutting blades, for ma-
chines ·or for mechanical appliances 
Boilers, machinery and mechanical 
appliances and parts thereof, exclud-
ing products of heading No. 84.05 
and sewing machines (ex No 84.41) 
COLLECTED ACTS • EEC • EASTAF ASS. 
Work1ng or proccss1ng that does not 
confer the status of 'origmating producto;;' 
L1st A ( mntinued! 
Workmg or processmg that confer' 
the <iilatus of 'onginatmg product-.' 
when the followmg cond1tion'i are met 
Manufacture in which the value of the 
products used does not exceed 50% of 
the value of the finished product 
Manufacture:in which the value oft he 
products used does not exceed 50"~, of 
the value of the finished product 
Manufacture in which the value of the 
products used does not exceed 50% of 
the value of the finished product 
Manufacture in wh1ch the value of the 
products used does not exceed 50% of 
the value of the finished product 
Manufacture in which the value of the 
products used does not exceed 50% of 
the value of the finished product 
Manufacture in which the value of the 
products used does not exceed 50% of 
the value of the finished product 
Manufacture in which the value gf_the 
products used does not exceed 50% of 
the value of the finished product 
Manufacture in which the value of the 
products used does not exceed 50% of 
the value of the finished product 
Manufacture in which the ~alue of the 
products used does not exceed 50'/'0 of 
the value of the finished product 
Assembly in which the value of the 
parts used does not exceed 40~;. of 
the value of the finished product 
Assembly in which the value of the 
parts used does not exceed 40% of 
the value of the finished product 
Assembly in which the value of the 
parts used does not exceed 40% of 
the value of the finished product 
COLLECTED ACTS - EEC - EASTAF ASS .. 
List A (mntinued) 
CCT 
heddtng 
No 
84.15 
ex 84.41 
ex 
Chapter 
85 
85.14 
85.15 
Chapter 
86 
ex 
Chapter 
87 
Prnduth ohtamed 
De~nptton 
Refrigerators and refrigerating equip-
ment (electrical and other) 
Sewing mach1ucs 
Electrical machinery and equipment 
and parts thereof, excluding products 
of heading Nos 85.14 and 85.15 
Microphones and stands therefor; 
loudspeakers; audiofrequency elec-
tric amplifiers 
Radiotelegraphic and radiotelephonic 
transmission and reception apparatus; 
radiobroadcasting and television 
transmission and reception apparatus 
(including those incorporating gram-
mophones) and television cameras; 
radio navigational aid apparatus, ra-
dar apparatus and radio remote con-
trol apparatus 
Railway and tramway locomotives, 
rolling-stock and parts thereof; rail-
way and tramway track fixtures and 
fittings; traffic signalling equipment 
of all kinds (not electrically powered) 
Vehicles, other than railway or tram-
way rolling-stock, and parts thereof, 
excluding products of heading No 
87.09 
Workmg or proces~mg that doe-, not 
confer the statu~ of 'ongmatmg product~' 
( 1) In €letermming the value or parts, the followmg must be taken 1nto account· 
TRADE 
Workmg or pnx."e'ilsmg that cont~r-. 
the \l3IU' ot 'originatmp: J1mdU('I'\ 
when the lollowmg (.ond111on' ttlt.' met 
I 
Assembly in which the value of the 
·non-originating' parts used does not 
exceed 40'\, oft he valueofthe finished 
product, and provided that at least 
50'!1,, in value of the parts (1) used are 
'originatin!! products' 
Assembly in which the value of the 
'non-originating parts' used does not 
exceed 40" 0 of the value of the finished 
product, and provided that: 
(a) at least 50";, in value of the parts(') 
used for the assembly of the head 
(motor excluded) are 'originatiDg 
products', and 
(b) the thread tension, crochet and 
zigzag mechanisms are ·originat-
ing products' 
Assembly in which the value of the 
parts used does not exceed 40°., of the 
value of the finished product 
Assembly ID which the value of the 
'non-originating parts' used does not 
cxceed40",., oftheva1ueofthe finished 
product, and provided that: 
(a) at least 50% in value of the parts(') 
used are 'originating products'. 
and 
(b) all the transistors are 'originatiDg 
products' 
A~scmbly ID which the value of the 
·non-originatiDg parts' used does 
not exceed 40% of the value of the 
finished product, and provided that at 
least 50% in value of the parts used 
are 'originating products' 
Assembly in which the value of the 
parts used does not exceed 40'~'o oft he 
value of the finished product 
Assembly in which the value of the 
parts used does not exceed 40",~ of the 
value of the finished product 
(a) m respect of 'originating parts', the first verinable pnce patd, or the pnce which would be paid in cue of wale. for the sa1d product~ on the ternrGry of the State where assem~ 
bly is carried out; 
(h) tn respect of other parts. the provisions of Article 4 of the Dec1sion determtnlng: 
(i) the value or Imported products, 
(Ji) the value or products or undetermJDed ongin. 
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TRADE I 26 COLLECTED ACTS . EEC . EASTAF ASS. 
---.,,...._.-------·---·-·-.. ·- ------
~'.X 
t t'T 
hc:odmg 
No 
87.09 
( hdptcr 
'·)(l 
90.07 
90.08 
9012 
90.26 
ex 
Chaptt:r 
91 
91.04 
Motor-cycles. autocyclcs and cycles 
fitted with an auxiliary motor, with or 
without side-cars: ~ide-carsofall kinds 
Optical. phoh>~_'! aphic. unematogra-
phic. measuring. checking. precision, 
medical and surgical instruments and 
apparatus and parts thereof. exduding 
products of heading No 90.0), 90.07. 
90.08, 90.12 and 90.26 
Refracting telescope (mono~ular and 
binocular), prismatic or not 
Photographic cameras: photographic 
flashlight af'paratus 
Cinematographic cameras, projec-
tors, sound recorders and sound re-
producers: any combination of these 
articles 
Compound optical microscopes, 
whether or n(lt pwvided with means 
for photographing or projecting the 
image 
Gas, liquid and electricity supply or 
production meters; calibrating meter~ 
there for 
Clocks and watches and parts thereof, 
excluding products of heading No 
91.04 and 9t .08 
Other clocks 
Working or processing that does n<•l 
conkr the 'latus of 'originating products' 
1 · 1 In determining the value of parts. the followina must be taken into account: 
List A (continued) 
Working or processing that confers 
the statu~ uf 'originating products' 
wlren the following conditions are met 
A.,st•mbly in which the value of the 
·non-originating' parts used does not 
cx~ccd 40'~<. of the finished product, 
and provided that at least 50'\, in value 
oft he parts used are 'originating pro-
duds· 
Assembly in which the value of the 
parts used does not exceed 50'\, of the 
value of the finished product 
Assembly in which the value of the 
'non-originating rarts' used does not 
exceed 40'Yo of the value of the finish-
ed product, and provided that at least 
50% in value of the parts ( 1) used are 
·originating products' 
Assembly in which the value of the 
'non-originating parts' used does not 
exceed 40% of the value of the finish-
ed product, and provided that least 
50% in value of the parts (1) used are 
'originating products' 
Assembly in which the value of the 
'non-originating parts' used does not 
exceed 40% of the value of the finish-
ed product, and provided that at least 
50'~~-· in value of the parts (1) used are 
'originating products' 
Assembly in which the value of the 
'non-originating parts' used does not 
exceed 40% of the value of the finish-
ed. product, and provided that at least 
· SO%in value of the parts (1) used are 
'qri~naii'ng products' 
Assembly in which. the value of the 
'non-originating parts' used does not 
exceed 40% of the value of the finish-
ed product, and provided that at least 
SO% in value of the parts ( 1) used are 
'originating products' 
Assembly in which the value of the 
parts used does not exceed 40% of the 
value of the finished product 
Assembly in which the value of the 
'non-originatina parts' used does not 
exceed 40% of the value of the finish-
ed product, and provided that at least 
SO% in value ofthc parts ( 1) used are 
'originatina products' 
la) in respect of 'oripnatinl! pans'. the first verifiable price paid, or the price which would be paid in case of sale, for the said rroducts on the terrirory of tile Slate where UICIII-
bly is carried out: 
f h) m respect of other part,. the provision,; of Article 4 of the Decision determinin1 :-
(il the value of imported products, 
lii) the value of products of undetermined origin. 
J 
COLLECTED ACTS - EEC - EASTAF ASS. 
L1st A (continued) 
CCT 
headmg 
No 
91.08 
ex 
Chapter 
92 
92.11 
ex 93.07 
96.02 
97.03 
98.01 
98.08 
ex 98.1S 
Products obta1ned 
Descnptton 
Qock movements, assembled 
Musical instruments; sound recorders 
and reproducers; television image and 
sound recorders and reproducers, 
magnetic; parts and accessories of 
such articles, excluding products of 
heading No 92.11 
Gramophones, dictating machines 
and other sound recorders and repro-
ducers, including recordplayers and 
tape decks, with or without sound-
heads; television image and sound re-
corders and reproducers, magnetic 
Lead shot 
Other brooms and brushes (including 
brushes· of a kind used as parts of 
machines); paint rollers; squeegees 
(other than roller squeegees) and mops 
Other toys; working models of a kind 
used for recreational purposes 
Buttons and button moulds, studs, 
cuffiinks, and press-fasteners, includ-
ing snap fasteners and press-studs; 
blanks and parts of such articles 
TYJlCWriter and similar ribbons, 
wliether or not on spools; ink-pads, 
with or without boxes 
Vacuum flasks and other vacuum 
vessels complete with cases 
Workins or processing that does not 
confer the Status of 'originating products' 
( 1) In dotenniaiaa the value of puts, the followina mllll be tak08 into account: 
TRADE I 
Workmg or processJng that confers 
the status of 'onginating products' 
when the followmg conditiOns are met 
Assembly in which the value of the 
'non-originating parts' used does not 
exceed 40% of the value of the finish-
ed product, and provided that at least 
SO% in value of the parts (1) used are 
'originating products' 
Assembly in which the value of the 
parts used does not exceed 40% of the 
value of the finished product 
Assembly in which the value of the 
'non-originating parts' used does not 
exceed 40% of the value of the finish-
ed product, and provided that: 
(a) at )eaSt SO% in Va)Ue Of the partS ( 1) 
used are 'originating products', 
and 
(b) all the transistors are 'originating 
products' 
Manufacture in which the value of the 
products used does not exceed SO% of 
the value of the finished product 
Manufacture in which the value of the 
products used does not exceed SO% of 
the value of the finished product 
Manufacture in which the value of the 
products used does not exceed SO% of 
the value of the finished product 
Manufacture in which the value of the 
products used does not exceed SO% of 
the value of the finished product 
Manufacture in which the value of the 
products used does not exceed SO% of 
the value of the finished product 
Manufacture from products of head-
ing No 70.12 
(a) in ...,.a of 'orfllnalinaparta', the fint verifiable price paid, or the price wbicll WOIIId be paid in .,.. of tale, for the said .,...,.s- on the tllrirorj of the Slate whole -
...,. 11 carried -; 
(b) in ...,.a of.,.... puts, the,..,........ or Article 4 of the Decision detnrminiaa: 
(I)IM,.._of.,........,._, 
(6) the ...... of ........ of ...,..,iillllod qa. 
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ANNEX Ill 
·LIST 8 
- List of working or proeessiq operadons which do not result in a change of tariff heading, but which do 
confer the status of 'originating products' on the products undergoing such opentions 
CCfbeacfiDa 
No 
ex 15.10 
ex 21.03 
ex 22.09 
ex25.09 
ex 25.15 
ex 25.16 
ex 25.18 
ex 33.01 
ex 38.05 
ex 38.07 
ex40.01 
ex 40.07 
ex 41.01 
ex 41.03 
ex 41.04 
ex 50.,99 
ex 50.10 
ex 51.04 
ex 53.11 
ex 53.12 
ex 53.13 
ex S4.05 
ex 55.07 
ex 55.08 
ex 55.09 
ex 56.07 
Fmtshed products 
Fatty alcohols 
Prepared mustard 
Deacription 
Whisky of an alcoholic strength less than 50° 
Earth colours, calcined or powdered 
Marble squared by sawing, of a thickness of25 cm or less 
Granite, porphyry, basalt, sandstone and other monu-
mental and building stone, including such stone not fur-
ther worked than roughly split, roughly squared or 
squared by sawing, of a thickness of 25 cm or less 
Calcined dolomite; ·agglomerated dolomite (including 
tarred dolomiteJ 
Essential oils, other than of citrus fruit, terpeneless 
Refined tall oil 
Sulphate turpentine, purified 
Slabs of crepe rubber for soles 
Rubber thread and cord, textile-covered 
Sheep and lamb skins without the wool 
Retanned skin leather of crossed Indian sheep 
Retanned Indian goat or kid skin leather 
Printed fabrics 
Working or processing that confers 
the status of 'originating products' 
Incorporation of 'non-originating parts' in machinery 
or mechanical appliances of Chapters 84 to 92 does 
not make such products lose their status of 'originating 
products', provided that the value of the 'non-originat-
ing' parts used does not exceed 5 % of the value of the 
finished product 
. Manufacture from fatty acids 
Manufacture from mustard flour 
Manufacture from alcohol obtained exclusively by di-
stilling cereals and in which the value of the 'non-ori-
ginating products' used does not exceed 15 % of the 
value of the finished product 
Crushing and calcination or powdering of earth colours 
Sawing into slabs or sections, polishing, grinding and 
cleaning of marble, including marble not further worked 
than roughly split, roughly squared or squared by saw-
ing, more than 25 cm in thickness 
Sawing of granite, porphyry, basalt, sandstone and bther 
building stone, including such stone not further worked 
than roughly split, roughly squared or squared by saw-
ing, more than 25 cm in thiclcness 
Calcination of unworked dolomite 
Deterpenation of essential oils, other than of citrus fruit 
Refining of crude tall oil 
Purification, comprising distillation and refining of crude 
sulphate turpentine · 
Lamination of crepe sheets of natural rubber 
Manufacture from rubber thread or cord 
Removing wool from sheep and lamb skins in the wool 
Retanning of crossed Indian sheep skin leather not fur-
ther prepared than tanned 
Retanning of Indian goat or kid skin 1eather not fur-
ther prepared than tanned 
Printing accompanied by fmishing operations (bleach-
ing, dressing, drying, steaming, burling, mending, im-
pregnating, sanforizing, mercerizing) of fabrics the value 
value of which does not exceed 47·5 % of the value of 
the finished product 
--------------------
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List 8 (continued) 
CCTheadiq 
No 
ex 68.03 
ex 68.13 
ex 68.15 
ex 70.10 
ex 70.13 
ex 70.20 
ex 71.02 
ex 71.03 
ex 71.05 
ex 71.06 
ex 71.07 
ex 71.08 
ex 71.09 
at 71.10 
73.15 
ex 74.01 
Finished products 
Articles of slate, including articles of agglomerated slate 
Articles of a,sbestos; articles of mixtures with a basis of 
asbestos or of mixtures with a basis of asbestos and mag-
nesium carbonate 
Articles of mica, including bonded mica splittings on a 
support of paper or fabric 
Cut-glass bottles 
Cut glassware (other than articles falling in heading No 
70.19) of a kind commonly used for table, kitclien, toilet 
or office purposes, for indoor decoration, or for similar 
uses 
Articles made from glass fibre . 
Precious and acmi-precious stones, cut or otherwise 
worked, but not mounted, set or strung (except ungraded 
stones temporarily strung for convenience of transport) 
Synthetic or reconstructed precious or semi-precious 
stones, cut or otherwise worked, but not mounted, set 
or strung (except ungraded stones temporarily strung 
for convenience of transport) 
Silver and silver alloys, semi-manufactured 
Rolled silver, semi-manufactured 
Gold, including platinum-plated gold, semi-manufac-
tured 
Rolled.IOid on base metal or silver, semi-manufactured 
Platinm and other metals of the platimmlpup, semi-
manufactured 
&olllldplaaiaum oroda-p~Mium poupme&als, on base 
IIMIIal or precious metal. aemi-manufactured 
Alloy lied aad hiP carboD steel in the forms mentioned 
ia hading Nos 73.06 to 73.14 
Unrefined copper (blilter copper and other) 
TRADE I 
Workiq or....,.,...... t11at coal'ers 
the statUI of 'oripllaliq products' 
Manufacture of articles of slats 
Manufacture of articles of asbestos or of mixtures with 
a basis of asbestos, or of mixtures with a basis of asbestos 
and magnesium carbonate 
Manufacture of articles of mica 
Cutting of bottles the value of which does not exceed 
50 % of the value of the fmished product 
Cutting of glassware the value of which does not exceed 
50 % of the value of the fmished product 
Manufacture from unworked glass fibre 
Manufacture from unworked precious and semi-precious 
stones 
Manufacture from unworked synthetic or reconstructed 
precious or semi-prec_ious stones 
Rolling, drawing, beating or grinding of unwrougbt 
silver and silver alloys 
Rolling, drawing, beating or grinding of unworked 
rolled silver 
Rolling, drawing, beating or grinding ofunwrought gold, 
including platinum-plated gold 
Rolling, drawing, beating or grinding of unworked 
rolled gold on base metal or silver 
Rolling, drawing, beating or arindinl of unwrought 
platinum and other metals of the platinum group 
Rolling, drawing, beating or pincliac of unworked 
rolled platinom or other platiaum group metals on base 
metal or precious metal 
ProcessiDa of alloy steel and hiP carbon steels in the 
forms llllllltioned iD badiD& Nos73.06 to 73.14 illvoiYing 
tranafer from one category below to another: 
I. Ingots, blooms, billets, slabs, sheet-bars (including 
triplate bars); 
2. Pieces roughly shaped by forging; 
3. Coils for re-rolliDg; universal plates; 
4. Bars and rods (includial wile mclad bolow llliaina 
drill steel) and angles, shapes and .aioas; 
5. Hoop and strip; 
6. Sheets and plates; 
7. W"are, wbCtber or not coated, but not inlulated. 
Smelting of copper matte 
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CCTheadins 
No 
ex 74.01 
ex 74.01 
ex 75.01 
ex 77.04 
ex 81.01 
ex 81.02 
ex 81.03 
ex 81.04 
84.06 
ex 84.08 
ex 84.41 
ex 95.01 
ex 95.02 
ex 95.03 
ex 95.04 
ex 95.05 
ex 95.06 
ex 95.07 
ell 98.11 
Fomshed products 
Refined copper 
Copper alloy 
Unwrought nickel (excluding electro-plating anodes) 
Beryllium, wrought 
Tungsten, wrought 
Molybdenum, wrought 
Tantalum, wrought 
Other base metals, wrought 
Internal combustion piston engines 
Engines and motors, excluding reaction engines and gas 
turbines 
Sewing machines 
Articles of tortoise-shell 
Articles of mother-of-pearl 
Articles of ivory 
Articles of bone (excluding whalebone) 
Articles of horn, coral (aatural or agglomerated) or of 
other animal carving material 
Articles of vegetable carving material (for example, 
corozo) 
Articles of jet (and mineral substitutes for jet), amber, 
meenebanm, aglomerated amber and agglomerated 
meencbaum 
SmokiD& pipes; pipe bowls 
(') t ........................... ,.,..,... _____ , 
List 8 (continued) 
Working or prooetiSIRI that confers 
the status or 'ongtnattng products' 
Fire-refining or electroclystic refining of unrefined cop-
per (blister copper and other), copper waste or scrap 
Fuston and thermal treatment of refined copper, copper 
waste or scrap 
Refining by electrolysis, by fusion or chemically, of 
nickel mattes. nickel speiss and other intermediate pro-
ducts of nickel metallurgy 
Rolling, drawing or grinding of unwrought beryllium 
Manufacture from unwrought tungsten 
Manufacture from unwrought molybdenum 
Manufacture from unwrought tantalum 
Manufacture from other base metals, unwrought 
Assembly in which the value of the parts used does not 
exceed 40 % of the value of the finished product 
Assembly in which the value of the 'non-originating 
parts' used does not exceed 40 % of the value of the 
finished product, and provided that at least SO % in 
value of the parts (t) used are 'originating products' 
Assembly in which the value of the 'non-originating 
parts' used does not exceed 40 % of the value of the 
finished product, and provided that: 
(a) at least SO% in value of the parts( 1) used for assembly 
of the head (motor excluded) are 'originating pro-
ducts', and 
(b) the thread tension, crochet and zig;zag mechanisms 
are 'originating products' 
Manufacture from worked tortoise-shell 
Manufacture from worked mother-of-pearl 
Manufacture from worked ivory 
Manufacture from worked bone (excluding whalebone) 
Manuflldure from worked born, coni (uatw'lll or aale-
merated) or other animal carving material 
Manufacture from worked vegetable c:aning material 
(for example, corozo) 
Manufacture from worked jet (and mineral substitutes 
for jet), amber, meencbanm, agglomerated amber and 
agglomerated mc:enchaum 
Manafactnrefromrougblysbapedbloeksofwoodorroot 
(a)iaftlllllllfll'.........,,...',tltllllni_....JIIioe.,..,cwlkJIIioe...,.......,.•poitlia-flloale.fartk.-...,.__ .... ......,., ... ._...__ 
bly i1 carried 0111; 
(b) ill .................... ... ,..,.._tJI Anide4ol .............. s: 
(i) tbeVIIIaeoli....,....pmdUCII, 
(ii)tbe..._ol ........... oi•J I MiliioloriJjll. 
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CCT 
heading 
No 
ex 27.07 
27.09 
to 
27.16 
ex 29.01 
ex 34.03 
ex 34.04 
ex 38.14 
ex 38.19 
ANNEX IV 
LISTC 
List of products temponrlly excluded from the scope of this Declsion 
Description 
Assimilated aromatic oils as defined in Note 2 to Chapter 27, of which more than 
65% by volume distils at a temperature of up to 250° C (including mixtures of 
petroleum spirit and benzol), intended for use as power or heating fuels 
Mineral oils and products of their distillation; bituminous .substances; mineral 
waxes 
Hydrocarbons: 
-Acyclic 
- Cyclanes and cyclenes, excluding.azulenes 
- Benzene, toluenes, xylenes 
intended for use as power or heating fuels 
Lubricating preparations containing petroleum oils or oils obtained from bitumi-
nous minerals, but not including preparations containing 70% or more by weight 
of petroleum oils or of oils obtained from bituminous minerals 
Waxes with a basis of paraffin wax, of petroleum waxes, of waxes obtained from 
bituminous minerals, of slack wax or of scale wax 
Prepared additives for lubricants 
Mixed alkylenes 
' 
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ANNEX V 
ARUSHA ASSOCIATION AGREEMENT A.A.1 
Movement Certificate 
Certificat de Circulation des Marchandises Certificato per la Circolazione delle Merci 
War~mverkehrsbescheinigung Certi caat inzake Goederenverkeer A oooooo 
DECLARATION BY THE EXPORTER 
The undersigned 
t~urn.t.mc .md forename or hu~mes~ name and full .Hid re-.., nl the exporter) 
being the exporter of the goods descrihed he low: 
_ i> PACKAGE:SI'l 
~ ~ 1----.------
" :; Marks and "Jumher 
r/'.7 nu m hers and kmd 
2 
., ol.1l number of package' (col ~) 
,tnd total quantities (col 5) 
Oho;ervations: 
DESCRIPTION OF GOODS 
4 
Gross wc1ght 
(kg)'or other 
measure 
(hi. m'. etc l 
} (in words) 
declare that these goods arc r-----------, 
and meet the conditions requ1red for the issue ofth1sceruficate(2): 
Member country of destination: 
Place dnd date of signature 
11 "porter'-. "'.!'n.ttur\..} 
Cons1gnment of No 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
CUSTOMS ENDORSEMENT 
Declantlon certified as belag in aceordance witlt the ..,.,niltl 
~ sabmitted, ud with the result of the dleeb ciU'Tied Ht. 
Export document: 
Form: 
Dated 
Customs office 
Oflictal 
Stamr 
No 
Place and date of signature 
(0ffictal'~ stgnature) 
-----------
• , 1 "' ynu1h rn hu 1 '( tnd,~_.. ~~~ ·•~ ·•rP "!''' rt• 1· "t" 1 ··,. ,, . ..,,ll ,,, th~ r.annh 1, • th1.. 10:\,,,. rtu .. k nr lht· r"-~'''r.tlron nu m her nflh·~ roud !>!,llnt.h vehtdc 
• r• tho "'l I! k (11 tho ,tu·•' 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
.J 
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REQUEST FOR CHECK 
The undersigned Customs official requests a check on the authenticity 
and correctness of this certificate 
Place and date of signature 
Official 
stamp 
(Official's signature) 
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RESULT OF CHECK 
A check carried out by the undersigned Customs official shows that this 
movement certificate 
I. was issued by the Customs office indicated, and that the informa-
tion contained therein is accurate('); 
2. does not meet the requirements as to authenticity and correctness 
(see notes appended) (1). 
Place and date of signature 
Official 
stamp 
( 1) Delete where not applicable. 
(Official's sognature) 
I.-GOODS IN RESPECT OF WHICH A MOVEMENT CERTIFICATE A.A.l MAY BE ENDORSED 
A mow:ment certificate A.A.I may be endorsed only in respect of those goods which, m the 
exporting member collntry( 0 ), fall within one of the following categories· 
Category 1 
Goods wholly obtained in lbe exporting member country. 
The following shall be considered as wholly obtained in the exporting member country: 
(a) mineral products extracted from the ground thereof; 
(b) veaetl!ble products harvested therein; 
(c) liV. animals born and raised therein; 
(d) products from live animals raised therein; 
(e) products obtained by hunting or fishing conducted therein; 
CO manne products taken from the sea by its vessels; 
(g) scrap and waste resulting from manufacturing operations and used articles, provided that 
they have been collected therein and are fit only for the recovery of raw materials; 
(h) goods obtained therein excluSively from animals or products referred to in sub-paragraphs 
(a) to (g) or derivatives thereof. 
Category 2 
Goods obtained in the exporting member country, in the manufacture of which are used only 
products orisinaJiy imported from anotber member country and which, on thetr exportabon 
from such country met the conditions required for obtaining a movement certificate A A.l, and 
aloo, where appropriate, products falhng under category I. 
Category 3 
Goods obtained in the exporting member country, m the manufacture of which products other 
than those falling under categories I or 2 are used, provided that the said products (heremafter 
referred to as 'other products') have undergone working or processing operations 
(a) which result in lbe goods being classified uoder a tariff beading (00) other than the. tariff 
heading coverin1 each of lbe 'other products' used, unless the operations carried out appear in 
hat A annexed to the provisions gow:ming the definition of the concept of 'originating products' 
and the methods of administrative cooperation; 
(a) which result in the goods being classifted under a tariff heading<••) other than the tariff 
heading cow:rlng each of the 'other products' -.!, unless the operabl>tll carried out 
appear in lilt A unexed to the provisioiiJ sow:minJ the defmltion of the concept of 
'origilllting products' and the methods of administntive cooperation; 
(b) or which, although appearing in list A referred to in sub-paragraph (a), meet the special 
conditions laid down in respect of them in the said list A; 
(c) or which do not result in the goods obtamed being classified under a tariff heading other 
than the tariff heading covering each of the 'other products' used, but appear in list 8 
annexed to the provisions governing the definibon of the concept of 'originating products' 
and the methods of ad'ministrative cooperation. 
Category 4 
Goods originally imported from a member cotmtry which, on their exportation from such 
country, fell under cateaory I, 2 or 3, and which are re-exported m the same state to another 
member country. 
Note: For lbe purpose of this rule, the member country of oripn whtcb should appear on the 
movement certificate is the member country from which the goods m question were 
onpnally imported. 
D. SCOPE OF MOVEMENT CERTIFICATE A.A.l 
The movement certificate A.A.I may be used only if the goods to which it relates are trans-
ported directly from the export1n1 member country to the importing member country. 
The folloWing shall be considered as transported dtrectly from the exporttng member cuuntry 
to the importing member country· 
(a) JOoda tmllpOrled withont puoing through lbe territory of a cotmtry not party to the 
Agreement or witbout being transhipped in such coantry; 
(b) goods trusported through the territory of one or more countries not P.,rty to the Agree-
ment, or lralfsbipped in such countries, if the pasaage through such countries is covered 
hy a sinsJe transport document drawn up in a member country. 
However, the following shall not be considered as interrupting direct transport: 
- calls at ports situated in the territory of cotmtries not party to the Asreement; 
- transhipments in such ports, where these result from force majoure or where they are 
consequent upon conditions at sea. 
When crosaing the territory of countries referred to above, the special conditions lud down 
for the stay 1n and the transport through such countries must be fulfilled. 
m. RULES FOR MAKING OUT MOVEMENT CERTIFICATE A.A.l 
I. The mow:meat certificate A.A.I must be made out in one oflbe luguages in which the Agree-
ment is drawn np, and in conformity with the provisions of the national law of the exporting 
member country. 
2. Entries on the mow:ment certificate A.A.J shaD be typed or handwritten; in the latter case 
it shall be completed 10 ink and in capital letters. It must contain neither erasures nor words 
written ow:r one another. Any alterations mUll ha Diade hy deletiDJ the incorrect particulars 
and hy addiq wba~ corrections may be needed. Any such alteration must be approved 
hy the person wbo has completed lbe certificate and must be endoraed by the customs 
authorities. 
3. Each item listed on the movement certificate A.A.I must be preceded hy a serial number. A 
horizontal line must be drawn· immediately below tbe last item. Any unused spa~ must be 
struck throngb in sucb a muner as to tUake uy addttion impossible. 
4. Goods must be described in accordance with commercial practice and with sufficient detail 
to enable them to be identified. 
5. The exporter or carrier may include a reference to the transport document in the part of th~ 
oertificate reserved for the 'declaration hy the exporter'. The exporter or the carrier os also 
advised to enter the serial number of the movement certificate A.A.I on thet1'811Sport docu-
ment under which the Boods are consipted. 
IV. EFFECT OF MOVEMENT CERTIFICATE" A.A.l 
. When correctly used the movement certificate A.A.I e111bles the goods described therein to 
benefit in the Importing member country from the proviSions of the Asreement. 
The customs authoritiel of the lmportina membar ao-, may, if they cotllitlar it to b 
~. requite submilllon of uy other IUJIPOI'Iial d-tary ewidoBoe, in particular lh 
transport documents under which the goods are consiped. 
V. TIME-LIMIT FOR SUBMISSION OF MOVEMENT CERTIFICATE A.A.l 
The movement certiftcate A.A.I must be submitted to the office of the importin1 
member country where the goods are .,_led. within fiw: months of the date of its endorse-
ment hy the CllllODII authoritiea of the exportiDJ member country. 
( 0 ) The member countries are: 
(a) The Member State& of the EEC: tbe KinJdom of BeJPum, the Federal Republic of Gennany, the French Republic. the ltaliu Repnblic, tbe Grand Duchy of Luxemboura and the KinJdom 
of the Netherlands in Europe; 
(b) The Partner States of the East African Community: the United Republic of Tanzania, the Republic of Uganda and the RepubliC of Kenya. 
( 00) Tanff headings shall mean the tanff headings ID the Brussels Nomenclature. 
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ARUSHA ASSOCIATION AGREEMENT 
Movement Certificate A.A.1 
Certificat de Circulation des Marchandises Certificato per la Circolazione delle Merci 
Warenverkehrsbescheinigung Certificaat inzake Goederenverkeer A oooooo 
DECLARATION BY THE FXPORTER 
The undersigned 
(!\lame and first name, or busmess name. and full address of the exporter) 
being the exporter of the goods described below: 
'"' PACKAGES ~]~----~------~ ~ § Marks and Number 
c numbers and kind 
2 3 
Total number ofpackages(column 3) 
and total quantities (column 5) 
Observations: 
DESCRIPTION OF GOODS 
4 
(Declaration by the exporter continues overleaO 
Gross weight (kg) 
or other measure 
(hi, m3, etc) 
5 
} (in words) 
COLLECTED ACTS . EEC · EAST Af ASS .. TRADE I 
(Declaration by the exporter continued) 
DECLARES that these goods were obtained in ........................•..... . ........ and fall under category . . . (') 
listed in Note 1 on the back of the movement cert.ificate A.A.I 
SPECIFIES as follows the circumstances which have conferred the status of 'originating products' on the goods(l): 
SUBMITS the following supporting documents(3): 
UNDERTAKES to submit, at the req~st of the appropriate authorities, any additiogal supporting evidence which these authorities may 
require for the purpose of issuing this certifiCate, and undertakes, if required, to agree to any inspection of his accounts and 
any check on the processes of manufacture of the above goods, carried out by the said authorities. 
REQUESTS the issue of a movement certificate A.A.l for these goods. 
(Place aad elate olsipahltc) 
(l!xporter"slipahlre) 
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ARUSHA ASSOCIA'DON AGIIEKMI!NT 
Tile •• 's t, exporter of the .,OOS described bc:rc and contained in this postal 
consignment: 
- ....._ tbat they are in ------------------------------------------------- ....... . 
~---_,) 
and meet tbc requirements set out on tbc back of part 2 of tbis declaration, 
- ....... to submit, at tbc request oftbc appropriate authorities, any support-
ing evidence wbic:h thc:ae authorities may require and to agree to apply inspec-
tion ofbis accounts and any check on tbc proc:csses of manufacure of the goods 
described here, by thc:ae authorities. 
Mallllr ..-.by., .......... : ___ ------------------------ .................... . 
Place and datcofsipature _______ ---- ----------------------·····-······· .......... . 
Expor1er -------··· ---- -----------------·-·· ··-----------------·-···············--· ... (Nil- ud fint- .. ...._-ud ... ....._ ofthetoqJCJrter) 
(PART 1) 
LABELA.A.l A oooooo 
-Description of goods 
Observations(•): 
.udlolldes ill tile expo~dag member COIBib'y .._.. 
pGIIIIIIIIe fer dlecb 011 deduatloas by exporters(2): 
COLLECTED ACTS · EEC· EASTAF ASS .. 
REQUEST FOR CHECK 
The undersigned Customs official requests a check on the ex-
porter's declaration appearing on the front of this form(•). 
Place and date of signature ....................................... . 
Official 
Stamp 
(Official's signature) 
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RESULT OF CHECK 
A check carried out by the undersigned Customs official shows 
that: 
(I) the details given on this form are accurate('); 
(2) this form does not meet the requirements as to correctness 
(see notes appended) (1). 
Place and date of signature ........ : ....................... . 
Official 
Stamp 
( 1) Delete where not applicable. 
(OITtcial's sipature) 
(•) <fhecks on forms A.A.2 are to be carried out at random and also wbenever the Customs authorities of the importing member country have reuonable doubl as to the true orilia ol'thc 
goods in question or or certain parts thereof. 
The Customs authorities of the importing member country are to return to the authorities responsible for checking in the exporliDg member country the form A.A.2 contained ill the 
consignment, giving the formal or substantive reasons for an inquiry. Wberever possible they attach to this form tbe invoice which has been preoented to them, or a copy thereof, and 
forward any information which it has been possible to obtain and which IIIJPIIS that the particulan given on the form A.A.2 are inaccurate. 
If the Customs authorities of the importing member country decide to IIII[ICIId execution of the provisions or the Agreement while awaiting the results or the ~t, they must offer to 
releaoe the goods to the importer subject to any conoervatory measures laid down by the national legislation of such country. 
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NOTE 
- This label (to the right) is to be detached and stuck to the outer 
packing of the postal packet or parcel. 
- The exporter must sign the label. He may also stamp it. 
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(PANELl) 
LABELA.A.l A oooooo 
Description of goods 
{Sipatwc of exponer) 
COLLECTED ACTS - EEC • EASTAF ASS .. 
GOODS IN RESPI'.CI' 01' WIDCH A MOVEMENT CEII'hhCATE A.A.I 
MAY BE ENDORSED OR A I'ORM A.A.2 MAY BE MADE OUI' 
A IIIOWIIIIIel certiriCate A.A.I may be cndoned or a form A.A.2 may be........, out oaly in 
.......,.. ~ '"-JPOds whicb in the exportina member country fall withia one of the followint 
catesona: \ '"' J . 
• 
Category I 
Goods wholly obtained in the exportina member country. 
The followiftl shall be considered as wholly obtained in the exportina member country: 
(a) mineral products exti'IICted from the sround thereof; 
(b) "'""'ble products banated therein; 
(c) live animals born and railed therein; 
(d) products from live animals raised therein; 
(c) products obtained by huntins or fishing conducted therein; 
(f) marine products taken from tbe sea by its vessels; 
(I) scrap and waste resulting from manut'actllring operations and used articlca, prowidcd tbat 
they have been collcctcd therein and arc fit only for the recovery of raw materials; 
(b) goods obtained tbcrcin exclusively from ammals or products referred to in ................. 
(a) to (I) or derivatives thereof. 
Cafeaoryl 
Goods obtained in the exporting member country, in the manufacture of whicb arc used oaly 
.,....._ oriainaJiy imported (rom another member country and wbicb, on their expartalioa 
m.._.-,, -the CCIIIditionl requQecl for oblaiaitla a - _.... A.A.I, 
and aloo. wllcrc appropriate products fallina under catesory I. 
(., Tile -ber countries arc: 
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(a) Tile W..ber sa... of tile EEC: tbe Jtinldoat of llclaium. tbe Federal Republic ofa.-y, tile F...:lt ............ tile ltalia .......... tile Onlld Dldy of..._ ...... and tile ltiJ!tdom 
of the Nedlerludo in Europe; 
(b) Tlte Partner Stacos of the East African Community: the United Republic of Tanzania, tbe ~lllic of U ...... ud tile ltepoolllic of Keaya. 
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Category 3 
Goods obtained in the exporting memba country, in the manufacture of which products 
other than thole falling uncia' catqoria 1 or 2 are .-1 provided that the said products (herein-
after referred to a 'other produd:l') have~ working or processing operations: 
(a) which result in the goods being classified under a tariff beading<••), other than the tariff 
heading covering each of the 'other products' used, unless the operations carried out appear 
in list A, anneud to the provisions aoveraiog the def"mitioo of the concept of 'originating 
products' and the methods of administrative cooperation; 
(b) or which although appearing in list A referred to in sub-paragraph (a) meet the special 
conditions laid down in respect of them in the said list A; 
(c) or which do not result in the goods oblainc:d being classified under a tariff heading other 
than the tariff t-ding coveriq e8da of the 'other ~ucts' used, but appear in list B 
annexed to the proviliona &OYef'lliJll tbe dcfmition of the concept of 'originating products' 
and the methods of administrative cooperation. 
Category 4 
Goods originallc imported from a memba couutry which, on tbeir exportation from such 
country, fell under category I, 2 or 3, and which arc re-exported in the same state to another 
member country. 
Note: For the purpose of this rule, the member country of origin which should appear on the 
movement certificate is the member country from which the goods in question were 
originally imported. 
( 00) Tariff headings shall mean the tarifT headings in the Brussels Nomenclature. 
EEC - EASTAF ASS. 
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(OJ N° L 82, 6.4.1972) 
REGULA 110N (EEC) No 686(72 OF TilE COUNCIL 
of S Aprill972 
011 the appliclltion of Decision No 2/72 of the Council of AIIIOCilllioa provided for by the 
Apeement aut' hin1 u Aaociatioa betweal the Europan Ecoaomic CUIIIIDUIIky 8Jld the 
United Republic ofTIIIIZAIIia, the Republic ofUpnda aDd the Republic of Kenya. 
111E COUNCIL OF 111E EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, and in particular Article 113 
thereof; 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission; 
Whereas an Agreement• establishing an Association 
between the European Economic Community and the 
United Republic of Tanzania, the Republic of. Uganda 
and the Republic of Kenya was signed on 24 September 
. 1969, entering into force on 1 January 1971; 
Whereas Council Regulation (EEC) No 1289/71 af 7 
June 1971 made applicable Decision No 1/71 of the 
Council of Association provided for by that Agreement 
on the defmition of the concept of 'originating products' 
for the purpose of implementing Title I of the Agreement 
and on the methods of administrative cooperation; 
Whereas the Council of Association has adopted Deci-
sion No 2/72 amending its Decision No 1/71; 
Whereas it is necessary, in accordance with Article 23 of 
that Agreement, to take the measures required to imple-
ment that Decision, 
HAS ADOPTED TinS REGULA 110N: 
Article 1 
Decision No 1/71 of the Council of Association annex-
ed to Replation (EEC) No 1289/71 is hereby amended 
in accordance with the Decision of the Council of Asso-
ciation No 2f72 annexed to this Regulation. 
Article2 
This Replation shall enter into force on the date of its 
publication in the OjftcitJl Jormrol of the Europettn 
ComnHIIIitia. 
It shall apply from 1 April 1972. 
This Replation shall be bindin& in its entirety and directly applic:able.in all Member States. 
Done at Brussels, S April 1972. 
( 1 ) cf. GEN 0 2 
ForiMCOIIIId 
TllePrwlllell 
G. 'DIORN 
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(OJ NO L 82, 6.4.1972) 
DECISION No 2/72 
of the Council of Auociadon Ulelldiq Decision No 1/71 of the Council of Aaociation on 
the definition of the concept of 'CJrilinatina products' for the plll'pOIC of implemendaa Title I 
of the .Ap-llld on the metbcMis of ldmi11istrative cooperlltion 
11fE COUNCIL OF ASSOCIA 'DON, 
Having rcprd to the Agreement establishing an Asso-
ciation between the European Economic Community 
aDd the United Republic of Tanzania, the Republic of 
Uganda and the Republic of Kenya, signed on 24 Sep-
tember 1969, and in particular Title I thereof and Proto-
col No 4 annexed to the said Agreement; 
Having regard to the draft prepared by the Commission 
of the European Communities; · 
Whereas by its Decision No 1/71 the Council of the 
Association def"med the concept of 'originating products' 
for the plll'pOIC of implementing Title I of the Agreement 
and the methods of administrative cooperation; 
Whereas in order to take account of the recommendation 
of the Customs Cooperation Council of 9 June 1970 for 
amendment of the Brussels Nomenclature for the Classif-
ication of Goods in Customs Tariffs it is desirable to al-
ter Lists A and C annexed to that Decision; 
Whereas in order to ensure concordance of the versions 
in the different languages of that Decision certain 
amendments must be made to the German, Italian and 
Dutch versions of List A, 
HAS DECIDED AS FOLLOWS: 
Article 1 
Lists A and C annexed to Decision No 1/71 shall be 
amended as indicated in the Annex to this Decision. 
Article2 
In the German version of List A referred to in Article I, 
the following descriptions shall be substituted for the 
descriptions given in heading Nos 11.02 and 62.05 of the 
Common Customs Tariff: 
11.02 Grobgriess und Feingriess; Oetreidekmner, 
aeachllt, perlfiirmiJ, gac:hliffen, geschrotet 
oder pguetacht (einschliesslich FlockeD), aus-
aenommen aeachllter. aeachliffeuer oder lla-
sierter Reis und Bruchreis; Gelreidekeime, 
auch ,emablen . 
62.05 Andere konfektionierte Waren aus Geweben, 
einschliessli_qft Schnittmuster zum Herstellen 
von Bekleidung 
Article·] 
In the Italian version of List A referred to in Article I, 
the following descriptions shall be substituted for the 
descriptions given in heading Nos 59.10and 59.12 of the 
Common Customs Tariff: 
59.10 
59.12 
Linoleum per qualsiasi uso, anclae tagliati; 
copripavimenti costituiti da una spalmatura 
applicata su supporto di materie tessili, anche 
tagliati 
Altri tessuti impregnati o spalmati; tele dipinte 
per scenari di teatri, per sfondi di studi o per 
usi simili 
Article-# 
In the Dutch version of List A referred to in Article 1, 
the following description shall be substituted for the des-
cription given in heading No 11.02 of the Common Cus-
toms Tariff: 
11.02 Grics en griesmeel; grutten; gort en parelgort 
en andere gepelde, geparelde, gebroken or ge-
plette granen (vlokken daaronder begrepen), 
met uitzondering van gepelde, geglansde, ge-
polijste of bij het pellen gebroken rijst; graan-
Iriemen, ook indien gema1en 
Article5 
The Partner States of the East African Community, the 
Member States and the Community shall, each respec-
.tively for its part, take all necessary measures in imple-
mentation of this Decision. 
This Decision shall enter into force on 1 April1972. 
Done at Nairobi, 21 February 1972. 
Tire Praidett 
of the Cmmcll qf .Auociatlorl 
J.C.OSOGO 
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ANNEX 
List A 
I. The rotJ()wing descriptions and rules shaJI be substituted for the descriptions uf the products obtained 
falling within heading Nos o.1.02, 11.09, 15.01, 15.02, 19.02, ex 38.19. 44.21, 57.10. 59.08. 76.08 and 
X515 of the Common Customs Tariff. and the rules relating to heading Nos 03.02, J 1.09 and 57.10 
(column 3 or 4): 
---- ---------·r·---------------- ----------------,-(-. 
hcadml! I :le!.r:rif1(ion 
Nn 
Workior: or procnsi• 
that does not cowfcr the statu of 
'oripnatilll!l products' 
Workinr;or proa:s.'IR(I; tha• ~n"f~'' 
the !!latus or •oripnatior; prndut·t··· 
whrft the followiaa wnditum' 
arc met 
03.02 
11.09 
15.01 
15.02 
19.02 
ex 38.19 
________________ ........ ________ ------
Fish, dried, salted or in brine; 
smoked fish. whether or not cooked 
bcf0re or during the smoking pro· 
Ct.'SS 
Drying, salting, placing in brine of 
fish; smoking of fish whether or not 
cooked 
Wheat gluten, whether or not dried Manufacture from wheat or wheat 
flours 
Lard, other pig fat and poultry fat, 
rendered or solvent-extracted 
Fats of hovinc cattle, sheep or goats, 
unrendcrcd; rendered or solvent-
extracted fats (including •premier 
jus') obtained from those unrender-
ed fats 
Preparations of flour, meal, starch 
or malt extract. of a kind used as 
infant rood ot for dietetic or culi-
nary purp,~scs, containing less than 
50 % by weight of cocoa 
Chcmi~al products :md preparations 
of the chcmic.:1l or allied industries 
(including those consisting of mix-
tures of natural products), not else. 
where specified or included ; residual 
products of the chemical or allied 
industries, not elsewhere specified 
or included, excluding: 
-- Fusel oil and dippcl's oil 
-- Naphthenic acids and their non-
water .soluble salts; ~ of 
naphthenic acids 
-- Sulphonaphthenic acids and 
their non-water soluble. salts; 
esters of sulphonaphthenic acids 
Petroleum sulphonates, exclud-
ing petroleum sulphonates of 
alkali metals, of ammoaiam or 
of ethanolamines; thiopbenated 
sulphonic acids of oils obtained 
from bituminous minerals, and 
their salts 
- Mixed alkylbenzcnes or mixed 
alkylnaphthaJenes 
- Ion exchangers 
- Catalyst'i 
Obtained from products of heading 
No 02.05 
Obtained from products of heading 
No 02.05 
Manufacture from cereals and de-
rived products, meat. milk and 
sugar 
) 
Manufacture in which the value of' 
the products used does not exet..-cd 
50 % of the value of the finished 
product 
49 
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Lilt A(~ 
Producta obfained 
WortiJII or procellilla tlllt COIIfen worm, or proclllli• 
ccr that ~not -rer the llatu• or 
the ... ,. of 'oriaiMtiq procl-=t~' 
hadi .. Oncription 'OI'iliutial prod-=t~' 
when tile followiq coeditions 
are met 
No 
- Getters for vacuum tubes 
- Refractory cements, mortars and 
similar compositions 
- Alkaline iron oxide for the puri· 
fication of ga!S 
-Carbon (excluding artificial 
paphite of hNding No 38.01) in 
metallo-graphito or other corn-
pounds, in the form vf small 
plates, bars or other semi -manu-
factures 
44.21 Complete wooJen packing cases, Manufactured from boards not cut 
boxes, crates, drums and s•milar to size 
packings 
57.10 Woven fabncs of jute or of other Obtained from raw jute or of other 
textile bast fibres of heading No textile bast ·fibres of heading No 
57.03 57.03 
59.08 Textile fabrics impregnated, coated, Obtained from yarn 
covered or laminated with prepara-
tions of cellulose derivatives or of 
other artificial plastic materia!5 
76.08 Stru~tures and parl5 0f structures Manufacture in which the value of 
(for example hangars, bridges and the products used does not exceed 
bridge-sections, towus,latucemasts, SO % of the value of the finished 
roofs, roofing frameworks, door and product 
window frames, balustradeo;, pillars 
and columns), of aluminium; plates, 
rods, angles, shapes, sections, tubes 
and like, prepared for use in struc-
tures, of aluminium 
SS. IS ~c and radiotelepho- Assembly in which the value of the 
nic transmission and reception ap- •non-oriainatina materials and parts' 
paratus; radio-broadcasting and te- used does not exceed 40 % of the 
levilion transmission and reception value of the finished product, and 
....,.-. iacluctina receivers in- provided that at least SO % in value 
corporatina sound recorders or re- of the materials and· parts used are 
producers and television cameru; 'oriainatina products' 
radio Mviptional aid apparatus, 0 
radar apparatus and radio remote 
control appatatus 
2. The followina hcadinas to~ether with the rules pertaiDina thereto lhaU be m.rtecl: 
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ccr 
ltelodina 
No 
ex 23.03 
ex Chap-
ter 39 
ccr 
hettdina 
No 
ex 27.07 
List A (continued) 
Products oblaoned 
Workina or ~RI that c:onfen Working or prcx:essong 
that does not confer the status of the ttatus of 'oripnatina products' 
when the followtnl condotoons 
Delcription 'ori&inatona products' are met 
Residues from the manufacture of Manufacture from maize or maize 
starch from maize (excluding con- flour 
centrated maize steeping liquors), 
of a protein content, calculated on 
the dry product, exceeding 40 % 
by weight 
Textile fabrics not included in head- Obtained from yam 
ing No 59.08 in implementation of ' 
Note 2 (A) of Chapter 59 
List C 
I. The following description shall be submitted for the description of the products obtained falling 
within heading No ex 27.07 of the Common Customs Tariff: 
Deocriptoon 
Aromatic oils within the meaning of Note 2 of Chapter 27, of which more than 65 % by volume distils at a temper-
ature of up to 2SO"C (including mixtures of petroleum sp~rit and benzol), intended for use as pewer or heating fuels 
2. Heading No ex 38.19 of the Common Customs Tariff is hereby deleted. 
# 
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(OJ N° L 76, 31.3.1971) 
REGULATION (EEC) No 652/71 OF THE COUNCIL . 
of 30 March 1971 
on the treatment to be accorded to beef and veal originating in the United 
Republic of Tanzania, the Republic of Uganda and the Republic of Kenya 
TilE COUNCIL OF TilE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
HAVING REGARD to ttae Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
and in particular Article ~3 thereof; 
l~VING REGARD to the proposal from the Commission; 
HAVING REGARD to the Opinion of the European Parliament J 
~IEREAS the Agreement (f) establishing an Association between the European 
Economic Community and Lhe United Republic of Tanzania, the Republic of 
Uganda and the Republic of Kenya provides that, for those agricultural 
products covered by a common organisation of the market which these States 
have an economic interest in exporting, the Community shall determine the 
treatment to be accorded to imports of products originating in these States, 
this treatment to be more favourable than the general treatment applied to 
like products originating in third countries; 
\~IEREAS Council Regulation (EEC) No 805/68 ~) of 27 June 1968 on the 
con~on organisation of the market in beef and veal, as last amended by 
Regulation (EEC) No 1253/70 (8), introduced a system of trade with third 
countries which involves the .. barging of customs duties and levies on 
imports; 
~IEREAS the Community's obligation towards the United Republic of Tanzania, 
the Republic of Uganda and the Republic o'f Kenya may be fulfilled by 
exempting those products originating in these States from customs duties; 
WHEREAS the Partner States of the East African Community, by letter dated 
17 March 1971 from the Mission of the East African States, renounced the 
right to be consulted prior to the entry into force of this Regulation; 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
Products listed in Article 1 of Regulation {EEC) No 805/68 which originate in 
the United Republic of Tanzania, the Republic of Uganda and the Republic of 
Kenya shall be exempt from customs duties on importation into the Community. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 April 1971. 
It shall apply until )1 January 1975. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in 
all Member States. 
Done at Brussels, )0 March 1971. 
( 1 ) 
(2) 
( 3) 
cf. GEN 0 2 
cf. AGRI/EEC XVIII 659 
cf. AGRI/EEC X 10995 
For the Council 
M SCHIJIIAHN 
1 
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(OJ N° L 76, 31.3.1971) 
REGULATION (EEC} No 65}/71 OF THE COUNCIL 
of }0 March 1971 
on the treatment to be accorded to products processed from cereals and 
rice originating in the United Republic of Tanzania, the Republic of 
Uganda and the Republic of Kenya 
1'HE COUNCIL OF TilE EUROPEAN COHMUNI1'IES, 
HAVING REGAJID to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
and in particular Article /1) thereof; 
HAVING REGARD to the proposal from the Commission; 
liAVING REGARD to the Opinion of the European Parliame11t ,. 
tl 
WHEREAS the Agreement ("/) establishing an Association L~twceu the Europc;tt 1 
Economic Community and the United Republic of Tanzania, the Hepublic of 
Uganda and the Republic of Kenya provides that, for those agricultural 
products covered by a common organisation of the market which these St<d.ei> 
have an economic interest in exporting, the Community shall determine the 
treatment to be accorded to imports of products oriaiuating in these Stalc·s, 
this treatment to be more favourable than the general treatment applied to 
like products oriyinatiug in third countries; 
WHEREAS Council Hegulation No 120/67/EEC (t) of 1) June 1967 on the common 
organisation.of the market in cereals, as last amendcd_by Regulation (EEC) 
No 24:)4/70 (J), and Council Regulation No 359/67/EEC {.;) of 2.5 July 1967 on 
the common organisation of the market in rice, as last amended by Hegulation 
(EEC) No 24)4/70, introduced a system of levies on imports into the Communily; 
WHEREAS the Community's obligation towards the United Republic of Tanzania, 
the Republic of Uganda and the Republic of Kenya may be fulfilled by 
reducing the import levy on products covered by the Hegulations referred t.o 
above originating in these States by an amount equal to the pr·oteclion 
granted to the Community processing industry, and by reducing the import levy 
on manioc roots and products manufactured therefrom by an additional Mtount; 
WHEREAS the Partner States of the East African Community, by letter dated 
17 March 1971 from the Mission of the East African States, renounced the 
right to be consulted prior to the entry into force of this Regulation; 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
(1) cf. GEN 0 2 
(2) cf. AGRI/EEC X 1370 
(3) cf. AGRI/EEC X 11865 
(4) cf. AGRI/EEC XIX 311 
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Article 1 
1 The 1 cvy applicable lo i mpnrts of prouucts listed in Aruwx ,\ to 
Regulation No 120/&7/I<~F.:C and of products lisl•!d in Adicl(l 1(1)(<:) of 
Regulation No 359/G7/EIOC which originate in the United Republic of 'J'<m:laniu, 
the Republic of Uganda and the H<>pubU c of Kenya shall be reduccu by the 
fixed component presCl'iued for each of these products. 
2 In addi tiou the variable component of the levy .shall be reduced: 
(a) by 0. 12 units of account per 100 kilogrammes for products 
falling within subheading No 07.06 13 of the Common Customs 
Tariff; 
(b) by 0.18 units of account per 100 kilogrrurunes for products falling 
within heading No 11.06 of the Common Custom::; Tariff; 
(c) by 50% for products falling within subheading No 11.08 A V of 
the Common Customs Tariff. This percentage m.:ty he revised 
every twelve months by the Council acting in nccord.-.ncl' 'vith the 
voting procedure laid -:!own in Article 43(2) of the Treaty on a 
proposal from the Commission. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 April 1971. 
It shall apply until 31 Jauuary 1975. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in 
all Member States. 
Done at Brussels, 30 March 1971. 
For the Council 
The President 
M SCHUMANN 
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(OJ N° L 76, 31.3.1971) 
RSGULATION (EEC) No 654/71 OF THE COUNCIL 
of 30 March 1971 
on the treatment to be accorded to products processed from fruit and 
vegetables originating in the United Republic of Tanzania, the Republic 
of Uganda or the Republic of Kenya 
HAVING REGAHil to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, and 
in particular· Article /1) thereof; 
HAVING REGARD to the proposal from the Commission; 
HAVING REGARD to the Opinion of the European Parliament • 
" 
WHEREAS the Agreement(() establishing an Association between the European 
Economic Community and the United Hepuulic of Tanzania, the Republic of 
Uganda and the Hepublic of Kenya provides that, for those agricultural 
products covered by a common organisation of the market which these States 
have an economic interest in exporting, the Conununi ty shall determine the 
treatment to Le accorded to imports of products originating jn these States, 
this treatment to be more favourable than the general treatment applied to 
like products originating in third countries; 
WHEREAS Council Regulation (EEC) No 865/68 (t) of 28 June 1968 on the common 
organisation of the market in products processed,from fruit and vegetables, 
as last amended by Regulation (l~EC) No 2275/70 (j), introducc!d a trade 
system for these products which involves the charging of customs 
duties on the one hand and an import levy on the various added sugars on the 
other; 
WHEREAS the Conununi ty 1 s obligation towards the llni ted Republic ot: Tanzania, 
the Republic of Uganda and the Republic of Kenya may be fulfilled by 
exempting those products originating in these States from customs duties; 
WHEREAS preserved pineapple, pineapple juice, mixtures of pineapple, papaw 
and granadilla, and mixtures of pineapple, papaw and granadilla juice should 
also be exempt from levies on ~he various added sugars; 
WHEREAS the Partner States of the East African Conununity, by letter dated 
17 March 1971 from the Mission of the East African States, renounced the 
right to be consulted prior to the entry into force of this Regulation; 
HAS ADOPTED TJIIS REGULATION: 
~ 1j (3 cf. GEN 0 2 cf. AGRI/EEC XI 1024 cf. AGRI/EEC XXI 2551 
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Article 1 
Products listed in Article 1 of Regulation (EEC) No 865/68 which originate 
in the United Republic of Tanzania, the Republic of Uganda or the Republic 
of Kenya shall be exempt .from customs duties on importation into the 
Community. 
Article 2 
1 The levy on the various added sugars shall not apply to imports of the 
follo\dng products originating in the United Republic of Tanzania, the 
Republic of Uganda or the Republic of Kenya: 
preserved pineapple falling within subheading No 20.06 B II(a) 
S(aa) and (b) 5 (aa) of the Common Customs Tariff; 
pineapple juice falling within subheading No 20.07 B II(b) S(aa) 
of the Common Customs Tariff; 
preserved pineapple 1 papalt and granadi lla mixtures falling within 
subheading No ex 20.06 B II(a) 8 and (b) 8 of the Common Customs 
Tariff; 
mixtures of pineapple, papaw and granadilla juices falling within 
subheading No ex 20.07 B II(b) 8(bb) 11 of the Common Customs Tariff. 
2 With regard to preserved pineapple falling within subheading 
No 20.06 B 11 of the Common Customs Tariff, the provisions of paragr·aph 1 
shall apply without prejudice to the possible application of the provisions 
of Protocol No 2 annexed to the Agreement of Association. 
Article J 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 April 1971. 
It shall apply until .31 January 1975. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable 
in all Member States. 
Done at Brussels, JO March 1971. 
For the Counci 1 
The President 
H SCHUHANN 
COLLECTED ACTS • EEC. EASTAF ASS .. 
(OJ N° L 76, 31.3.1971) 
REGULATION ('·~EC} No 655/71 OF THE COUNCIL 
of 30 March 1971 
TRADE III 
on the treatment to be accorded to raw tobacco originating in the 
United Republic of Tanzania, the Republic of Uganda or the Republic 
of Kenya 
THE COIJ!\Cl L OF TilE Et;rtOl'EliN CO:·~lU:-!I'l'lJ~S, 
JIAVING HEG,\HD to ·ll•c Tre.tt y ci,"lal•lishiJ)!J the ~:urnpcnn Ec:onomlc Comlllunity, 
and j 11 parU c.:ul a•· Art j clC' /1] t.hC'r-cof; 
IIAVl NG Ht.:G,\IID to the propo~;al fi"Ohl the C01:1:nj ss ion; 
IIA \'JNG HEG,\HD t.o the Opj ni(Jn of the Europc<m Parliament. • 
__, 
\WEfiEAS the AfJl'l'f'niC'IIl (1} c:-;talJJ i~;hjng f\11 A!;'~:ocintion hch:ecn the Etwop~nn 
Ecollomic Cn:nmuni"Ly ancl tlw Unj u,d Jtcpublic of Tanz<tn.ia 1 tiw HPJIIlbl ic of 
Uo:.nrla ;111d LIH' Jl. ·public C•f Kcny<t J•ro\·ide::: i.h;:t 1 for those nnri culiuril.l 
pro duel.:; cc• I'Cl"c·d by ,, conu:IC.-n ''~'!Fll 1i sat.j on of the mnrJ;.r,t \\hich these ~t:rlc:-> 
h:~Yt! m• cc<>nomic j 111 en.•:-:t in C'Xpr-rtinn, the C01:tmunH.y fihall dcil•rminc t ];.:: 
trcntmcnl to be ."\CC(Jrdcd to impol"t s of producb; originnt inn in ilw£C! ,Si ;• Le.::, 
this t:n~atmcnt i. o be more 1 aV(JI!t'o"tbl c 1 lwn the gl·uornl 'lrcntmmt1. ll)l)ll iod 'l'J 
lil<e product~ o1· j uiu<t"L ing in t.hi ru counlries; 
WJIEHEAS impo1·ts of r<:H or unmnnufactw·c:d tobacco and tobacco refuse jnto i.ht• 
Com?nunjty a1·e ~ubjc.:ct. i.o the duties in lhc Common Customs T;u·iff anrl •.,-Jwn·••~' 
CouncH Hcoulat.ion (EEC) No 7'.!.7 /70 (JI) o.f 21 /\J>ril 1970 on the cs1.:tbll~·h•r.c:!1. 
of a co••unon Ol'(!:.tni.~ation of the market in rm.- tc:,bncco lays dOl·.n pro\•i.sions 
conccl'niug t.raJo with third cown.I·ics; 
WJIEill~AS the Partner SLates of the East African Community, by letter dai:cd 
17 Narch 1971 from the Hission o:f the East African States: renounced the 
right to be con:,;ulted prior to the entry iuto force of this Regulation; 
JIAS A,)QPl'ED TIUS HEGULA1'10N: 
Ar1iclo 1 
The products referred to in Article 1 of Regulation (E!~C) No ·727/70 
originatina in the t:niled Republic o:f 1'nnzania, the Rc]mbUc of Uganda or 
the Republic of Kenya shall be exempt. from customs duties on impo1·tation 
into the Conununit y. 
Article 2 
Any decisions t.:tkcn )lUrl';uant to ,\rUcla 10(2) and (J) of Regulation (J~EC} 
No ·127 /70 shall be co::u:tunicni.cd to t.ho~"C Stah'!R. 
( 1 ) of. GEN 0 2 
(2) cf. AGRI/EEC XXIII 3 
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Non·nvt~r 1 if ,<:P.r i ous d i ~tm·bancc1.> occ.ur bec:nu.c of A ) m·uc~ increase in 
il.i)lOJ'1.~; of '''l"<~JlJWI' lC':tf tobacco od!,jinatino in i.hc United IIC'pllhlic of 
'l';,n:;:tnin 1 the J:<•Jn•l>lic of Uo:mdaor the Republic of Kenya, or if these 
impo1·is oiH~ ri:r· to diffic:ulUr~s ,,JJic.h n:~.11H iil n dctcd.orai.ion in ihu 
ccu;JC>:•dc ~i'l11;>1i"1' uj ;, l<'!lion of 1.1h: Cn;•:·nuni1y 1 ·the Cu.n::,i."·f.ion 
IH<•Y l<~l·w 1 ot· Ill<~)' :nlllwrif,() the }lc>;uho•l' f:i.ai:c~ u1 Slntes conct'l'IWd to tal;c·, 
l.)H: IH!C..C:li~iii'Y prot <'C t i \'U hlt'<l!'Ul"l'f.' 1 iltClud i l1tl 1'10:!~ tll'CS to tleal Vi th 
dcfl,·ct ions of t1·ad<· 1 pm·su;mt to Arl ir.le 11!(~) of the ,\t,J'ecmcnt 
c:St<tld ishill~l otll l'lf'~.uci:.t ioll l>t:L\,'C'<!Il the Eut'O)>l!:tn Economic Community illld the 
thlltcd H<·puhlic of T:mz:•nia 1 the Jk·public of Ut.;.L!ttl.-t and the Hcpublic of 
Kc•n y n. 
Thi~ 1/.::uulation .shall <mi.eJ into force on 1 Ap1·il 1971. 
It :::hall Apply uuU l ) 1 Jm1um·y 197:;. 
1'hi~; Hr:QIIl nU on 1;l~otl l he biudino in j ls entin:ty nnd dirl'c:U y appJ ic;:lJlr: in 
<tll Hc•mber St.ni c·£~ 
Done at lirusr.C'l~ 1 JO 1-litn:h 'l971. 
For the Council 
The President 
H SC:JIU}!Al\'N 
TRADE III 6 COLLECTED ACTS - EEC - EAST AF ASS. 
(OJ N° L 76, 31.3.1971) 
REGULATION (EEC) No 656/71 OF THE COUNCIL 
of 30 March 1971 
on the treatment to be acoorded to maize originating in the United Republic 
of Tanzania, the Republic of Uganda and the Republic of Kenya. 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUHOPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
HAVING REGARD to the Tr~aty establishing the European Economic Community, and 
in particular Article 4J thereof; 
HAVING REGARD to the proposal from the Commission; 
HAVING REGARD to the Opinion of the European Parliament • 
J 
WHEREAS the Agreement (f) establishing an Association between the European 
Economic Conmmnity and the United Republic of Tanzania, the Republic of Uganda 
and the Republic of Kenya provides that, for those agricultural products 
covered by a common organisation of the market which those States have an 
economic interest in exporting, the Community shall determine the treatment 
to be accorded to imports of products originating in these States, this 
treatment to be more favourabltl than the general treatment applied to like 
products o~iginating in third countries; 
WHEREAS Council Regulation (EEC) No 120/67/EEC ~) of 13 June 1967 on the 
common organisatio~ of the market in cereals, as last amended by Regulation 
(EEC) No 21tJlt/70 (2>), introduced a system of levies on imports into the 
Community; 
WHEREAS the Community's obligation towards the United Republic of Tanza~ia, 
the Republic of Uganda and.the Republic of Kenya may be fulfilled by reducing 
the import levy on maize originating in these States; 
WHEREAS the Partner States of the East African Community, by letter dated 
17 March 1971 from the Mission of the East African States, renounced the 
right to be consulted prior to the entry into force of this Regulation; 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULAl'ION: 
Article 1 
The levy on imports of maize falling within heading No 10.05 of the Conmon 
customs Tariff, originating in the United Republic of Tanzania, the ·Republic 
of Uganda or the Republic of Kenya, shnll be the levy fixed pursuant to 
Article J of Regulation No 120/67/F~C, less 0.75 units of account per metric 
ton. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 April 1971· 
It shall apply until J1 January 1975· 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in 
all Member States. 
Done at Brussels, JO March 1971. 
( 1) 
(2) 
( 3) 
cf. GEN 0 2 
cf. AGRI~C X 1370 
cf. AGRI/EEC X 11865 
For the Council 
The President 
M SCIIUMANN 
COLLECTED ACTS . EEC . EASTAF ASS .. TRADE 
(OJ NO 1 101, 28.4.1972) 
REGULATION (EEC) No 860/72 OF THE COUNCIL 
of 25 April 1972 
on the treatment to be accorded to certain fruit and vegetables originating in the United Re-
public of Tanzania, the Republic of Uganda and the Republic of Kenya 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES. 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, and in particular Article 43 
thereof: 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission: 
Having regard to the Opinion of the European Parlia-
ment; 
Whereas the Agreement 1 establishing an Association 
between the European Economic Community and the 
United Republic of Tanzania, the Republic of Uganda 
and the Republic of Kenya provides that, for those agri-
cultural products covered by a common organization of 
the market which those States have an economic interest 
in exporting, the Community shall determine the treat-
ment to be accorded to imports of products originating 
in these states, this treatment to be more favourable than 
the general treatment applied to like products originating 
in third countries; 
Whereas imports of fruit and vegetables into the Corn· 
munity are subject to the duties in the Common Customs 
Tariff and whereas provisions in respect of trade with 
third countries are laid down within the framework of 
the common organization of the market in Fruit and 
Vegetables: 
Whereas the Community's obligations towards the Unit-
ed Republic of Tanzania, the Republic of Uganda and 
the Republic of Kenya may be fulfilled by exempting the 
relevant products originating in these States from cus-
toms duties on importation into the Community, for part 
or all of the year as appropriate; 
Whereas these States have been consulted, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
The products listed below, originating in the United 
Republic of Tanzania, the Republic of Uganda or the 
Republic of Kenya, shall be exempt from customs duties 
on importation into the Community: 
07.01 Vegetables. fresh or chilled: 
F. Leguminous vegetables. shelled or unshelled: 
ex I. Peas: 
from I August to 29 February 
ex 11. Beans Ill. Other (of 
the species phaseolus): 
from I December to 30 April 
Ill Other 
S. Sweet peppers: 
from 1 December to 30 April 
T. Other: 
- Aubergines: 
from 1 November to 29 February 
- Marrows, pumpkins: 
from I October to 3 1 March 
- Celery: 
from 1 May to 3 1 October 
- Unspecified 
08.08 Berries, fresh: 
E. Papaws 
F. Other: 
- Passion fruit 
08.09 Other fruit, fresh: 
- Melons and similar fruit: 
from 1 September to 31 March 
Unspecified 
Artlcle2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on I May 1972. 
It shall apply until 31 January 1975. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member States. 
Done at Luxembourg, 25 April 1972. 
( 1 ) cf. GEN 0 2 
For the CouncU 
ThePmidenl 
G. THORN 
III 7 
III 8 COLLECTED ACTS - EEC . EASTAF ASS. 
( c J NO JJ 11 8' 20.5. 1 972) 
CCUNCIL REGULATIC•N (EEC) N° 1CJ36/72 
of 18 l·:Iay 1972 
.-:J.mendlr.g, as regards the tariff nomenclature, Regulations (EEC) 
N°s 522/7C and 653/71 on the treatment applicable to cereal and 
r:ce-based processed products origi.nating in the Associated 
Afrtcan and ~.Ialagasy States or the C;verseas CountrLes and Territories 
and or 1ginat i_ng .i.n the United Republic of Tan:--~ania, the Republic 
of Uganda and the Republic of Kenya 
THE COUNCIL r,:F TilE ~UROPEAN CCJI:a:1UNITIES, 
1tAVING REGARD to the Treaty establishing the European Economic 
Communi. ty an~'l in particular to Article 43 thereof, 
HAVING REGARD to the proposal of the Commission, 
HAVING REGARD to the Opinion of the European Parliament, 
NHEREAS, following the recommendation by the Customs Co-operation 
Council on 9 June 1970, partially accepted by the Council pecision 
of 21 June 1971, establishing a common organization of the market 
Ln cereals (1) has been amended as regards the tariff nomenclature by 
Regulation (EEC) No 2727/71 (2) ; vvhereas Council Regulation (EEC) 
~o 522/70 of 17 I.larch 1970, on the treatment applicable to cereal 
and rice-based processed products originating in the Associated 
Afr1can and :r.alagasy States or the overseas Countries and 
TurrttorLes (3) ana Council Regulation (EEC) N° 653/71 of 30 March 1971, 
on the treatment appllcable to cereal and rice-based processed 
products or'.t;lnating in the UnJ. ted Republic of Tanzania, the Republic 
of Uganda and t.i1e Republic of Kenya should nov.,r be adapted to the new 
Common Customs Tar~ff Nomenclature resulting from this amendment, 
(1) cf. AGRI/EEC J. 1370 
(2: cf. AGRI/EEC XI 1867 
( 3) cf. AGRI/EEC VI 80 6 
... ; ... 
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HAS ADOPTED THE FOLLOWING REGULATION : 
Article 1 
In Article 1 (2)(a) of Regulations (EEC) N° 522/70 and 653/71, 
the words "falling under Common Customs Tariff heading N° 07.06 B" 
shall be replaced by the words "falling under Common Customs Tariff 
heading N° 07.06 A". 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall come into force on the day following that 
of its publication in the Official Journal of the European Communities. 
It shall be applicable until 1 January 1972. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly 
applicable in every Member State. 
Done at Brussels, 18 May 1972. 
By the Council 
The president 
M. :fi'IART 
COLLECTED ACTS . EEC . EASTAF ASS .. TRADE III 
(OJ N° 1 199, 19.7.1973) 
REGULATION (EEC) No 1943/73 OF THE COMMISSION 
of 18 July 1973 
altering the import levies ·on products processed from cereals and rice 
THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community ; 
Having regard to Council Regulation No 120/ 
67/EECfl} of 13 June I967 on the common organiza-
tion of tnt market in cereals, as last amended by the 
Act annexed to the Treaty on the Accession of 
new Member States to the European Economic 
Community and the European Atomic Energy 
Community, signed at Brussels on 22 January 1972, 
and in particular Article 14 (4) thereof; 
Having regard to Council Regulation No 359/ 
67/EEC .,) of 25 July 1967 on the common organiza-
tion of the market in rice, as last amended by the Act 
annexed to the Treaty on the Accession of new 
Member States to the European Economic Commu-
nity and the European Atomic Energy Community, 
signed at Brussels on 22 January 1972, and in par-
ticular Article 12 (4) thereof ; 
Having regard to the Opinion of the Monetary 
Committee; 
Whereas the import levies on products processed 
from cereals and rice were fixed by Regulation (EEC) 
No 1734/73.1 as last amended by Regulation (EEC) 
No 1888/73 4 ,. 
Whereas, 1f the levy system is to operate normally, 
levies should be calculated on the following basis : 
- in the case of currencies which are maintained in 
relation to each other, at any given moment, 
within a band of 2·25 %, a rate of exchange based 
on their effective parity ; 
- for other currencies an exchange rate based on the 
arithmetic mean of the spot market rates of each 
of these currencies recorded for a given period, in 
relation to the Community currencies referred to 
in the previous subparagraph ; · 
Whereas the levy on the basic product as last fixed 
differs from the average levy by more than 0·25 unit 
of account per 100 kilogrammes of basic product ; 
whereas, pursuant to Article 1 of Regulation (EEC) No 
1080/68 (1), as last amended by Regulation (EEC) No 
1047/73 11 the levies at present in force must there-
fore be altered as shown in the Table annexed to this 
Regulation ; 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article 1 
The import levies to be charged on products 
processed from cereals and rice covered by Regulati-
on(EEC) No 1052/681/1). as last amended by Regula-
tion (EEC) No 881/73., as fixed in the Annex to 
amended Regulation (EEC) No 1734/73, are hereby 
altered as shown in the Table annexed to this Regula-
tion. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 19 July 
1973. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 18 July 1973. 
(1) cf. AGRI/EEC X 1370 (2
3
) cf. AGRI/EEC XIX 311 
( ) cf. AGRI/EEC X 6060 
(4) cf. AGRI/EEC X 5977 
For the Commission 
P. J. LARDINOIS 
Member of the Commission 
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ANNEX 
to the Commission Regulation 18 July 1973 altering the impon levies on products 
processed from cereals and rice 
----------------- -
Levies in u.a./100 kg 
CCT heading No 
( h hThirdAAcoSuMntriesd OCT I AASM, OCT, Tanzania, u •• ::-ot er t an an ' , and Kenya 
'tanzania, Uganda and Kenyal 
11 .• , H~~-------------2~7,.-----r · 
2-484 
11.02 A VIII (1) 
11.02 B I a) 4 (1) 
11.02 BIb) 4 (1) 
11.02 C VII (1) 
11.02 D VII (1) 
11.02 E I a) 4 (1) 
11.02 E I b) 4 (1) 
11.02 F VIII (1) 
2·734 
4-146 
4·146 
4·146 
2·734 
2·734 
4-883 
2·734 
2-484 
3-896 
3-896 
3·896 
2-484 
2-484 
4·383 
2-484 
(1) Pursuant to Regulation No 189/66/EEC the product falling within subheading No 17.02 8 I is subject to the 
same levy as producta falling within subheading No 17.02 8 11. 
COLLECTED ACTS - EEC - EAST AF ASS. TRADE III 
(OJ N° 1 212, 1.8.1973) 
REGULATION (EEC) No 2076/73 OF THE COMMISSION ( * ) 
of 31 July 1973 
fixing the levies on cereals and on wheat or rye flour, groats and meal 
THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the Euro-
pean Economic Community ; 
Havmg regard to Council Regulation No 120/67/ 
EEC (1) of B June 1967 on the common organization 
of the market in cereals, as last amended by Regula-
tion (EEC) No 1346/7.'~ , and in particular Article 
n (5) thereof ; -
Having regard to the Opmion of the Monetary 
Committee; 
Whereas the first subparagraph of Article 13 (1) of 
Regulation No 120/67/EEC stipulates that a levy 
must be charged on imports of the products listed in 
Article 1 (a), (b) and (c) of that Regulation ; whereas 
the levy is equal for each product to the threshold 
price less the cif price ; 
Whereas the threshold prices for cereals and for 
wheat and rye flour, and wheat groats and meal, 
were fixed for the 1973/74 marketing year by Regula-
tions (EEC) No 1397/69 S,l, (EEC) No 1964/73 J 
(EEC) No 1966/73 and (EEC) No 2006/73 J 
Whereas for the purpose of calculating the cif prices 
used to determine the levies, the Commission must 
take into account the factors indicated in Regulation 
156/67/EEC (~), as amended by Regulation (EEC) 
No 1607/71 (,), and in parti'cular the most favour-
able purchasing opportunities on the world market 
among those which are most representative of the 
real trend of the market, account being taken in par-
ticular of the need to prevent sudden variations 
likely to cause abnormal disturbances on the Com-
( , ) 
(2) 
( 3) 
(4) 
~~~ (7) 
(8) 
cf. AGRI/EEC X 1370 
cf. AGRI/EEC X 8832 
cf. AGRI/EEC X 1491 
Cj. AGRI/EEC X 13232 
cf. AGRI/EEC X 8302 
cf. AGRI/EEC X 1499 
cl. AGRI/EEC X 13249 
cl .• AGRI/EEC X 1 515 
munity market ; whereas the quality of the goods 
offered must also be taken into account, whether 
this quality corresponds to the standard quality 
fixed in Regulations (EEC) No 768/69 1$. and 
(EEC) No 1397/69, or whether adjustments need to 
be made by applying the coefficients of equivalence 
provided for in Regulation No 158/67/EEC (61, as 
last amended by Regulation (EEC) No 1637/71 (;ll, 
and in Regulation No 159/67/EEC (8' ; 
Whereas the cif pnce is calculated for Rotterdam on 
the basis of the abovementioned elements, offers for 
other ports being adjusted, account being taken of 
the corrections necessitated by the differences in 
transport charges in relation to Rotterdam ; 
Whereas, in accordance with Article 18 (1) of Regula-
tion No 120/67/EEC, the nomenclature provided 
for in this Regulation IS incorporated in the Com-
mon Customs Tariff; 
Whereas, if the levy system Is to operate normally, 
levies should be calculated on the ,following ba~i~ : 
in the case of currencies which are maintained in 
relation to each other, at any given moment, 
within a band of 2·25 °/o, a rate of exchange based 
on their effecti-ve parity ; 
- for other currencies an exchange rate based on 
the arithmetic mean of the 9pot market rates of 
each of these currencies recorded for a given 
period, in relation to the Community currencies 
referred to in the previous ~uhparagraph ; 
Whereas, It follows from applymg all the provtsions 
of the abovementioned Regulations that the levies 
should be fixed as shown in the Annex to this Regu-
lation ; whereas these levies should be altered only 
where variations in the components used to calcu-
late them would have the effect of increasing or 
reducing them by 0·60 unit of account or more ; 
21 
(*) A similar text contain1ng other statistics appears several times 
a month in the Official Journal. It is su,-rgested that the latest 
Oflic1al Journal be consulted. 
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HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 120/67/EEC are hereby fixed as shown in the Table 
annexed to this Regulation. 
Artide 1 Article 2 
The import levies to be charged on the products 
listed in Article 1 (a), (b) and (c) of Regulation No 
This Regul~ttion shaH enter into force on 1 August 
1973. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and direcdy applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 31 July 1973. 
ANNEX 
For the Commission 
P. J. LARDINOIS 
Member of the Commission 
to the Commission Regulation of 31 July 1973 fixing the levies on cereals and on wheat 
er rye llour,ll'oats and meal 
CCT 
heacllnc 
No 
Description of goods u.a./ron 
--·------ ·-
10.01 A Common wheat, and meslin 12-48 
10.018 Durum wheat 0 (1)(4) 
10.02 Rye 34-!J!J (') 
10.03 Barley 0·79 
10.04 Oats 12-30 
10.05 8 Maize other than hybrid maize 
for sowin11 5·05 (1)(1) 
10.07 A Buckwheat 0 
10.078 Millet 1H1 
10.07C Grain sorghum 11-62 
10.070 Canary seed; other cereals 0 (•) 
11.01 A Wheat or meslin flour 36·22 
11.018 Rye flour 67·74 
11.02 A la Durum wheat groats and meal 0 
tl.02 A I b Common wheat 11f0atl and meal 3H2 
(') Where clurum wheat orlcludnc In Morocco is tranaponcd directiJ front 
rhat COUIItr)' to !he Colnmunlr,, the Jeyy is reduced by Cl-SO u.a./mctiic ton. -
(11 Where .me ori@udna in rhe AASM and OCT ia imponcd into !he 
Preach a- DepanaMIItl, dtc le¥J is reduced by 6 u.a./-lric ton. 
:•1 Where -- cm.Inatina in Tanunla, Upnda and Kenya is imponcd intu 
rhe ~hy, i1le ._., 11 reduced by 1 u.a.l-rlc ton. 
(., Where wlleat od canary ..ct produced in Turkey arc UlftiiiOncd direcdy 
fiMI dl8t country to IH Communily, tile le.,. ia reduced by G-JO u.a./lllctric 
ton. 
1"1 n. u.-a lnr ~ 011 rye ~ in Tu~ and u.wportM lliNcdr 
,._ ..... ....., ID tlloc C•nnlliq 11 Wd 4oWn In c..Dco1 leplarion 
111Q • UMm ... Cere ' 'ua a.ptadoa (IIC) No 2QJ171. 
', 
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(OJ N° L 282, 9.10.1973) 
REGULATION (EEC) No 2739/73 OF THE COUNCIL 
of 8 October 1973 
amending Regulation (EEC) No 860/72 on the treatment to be accorded to certain fruit 
and vegetables originating in the United Republic of Tanzania, the Republic of Uganda 
or the Republic o£ Kenya 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the Euro-
pean Economic Community, and in particular Articlt> 
43 thereof; 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission ; 
Having regard to the Opinion of the European Par-
liament; 
Whereas Council Regulation (EEC) No 860/72 of 
25 April 1972 on the treatment to be accorded to 
certain fruit and vegetables originating in the United 
Republic of Tanzania, the Republic of Uganda or the 
Republic of Kenya provides for exemption from 
customs.duties for the whole or part of the year, as 
appropriate ; whereas, in view of the importance of 
those products in the trade of those States, the special 
arrangements now obtaining should be improved ; 
Whereas those States have been consulted, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article 1 
The text of Article 1 of Regulation (EEC) No 860/72 
is replaced by the following : 
'The products listed below which originate in the 
United Republic of Tanzania, the Republic of 
Uganda or the Republic of Kenya shall be exempt 
from customs duties on importation into the 
Community: 
07.01 Vegetables, fresh or chilled : 
F. Leguminous vegetables, shelled or un-
shelled : 
ex I. Peas: 
From 1 August to 30 April 
ex 11. Beans : 
From 1 October to 31 May 
Ill. Other 
G. Carrots, turnips, salad beetroot, salsify, 
celeriac, and similar edible roots : 
ex IV. Other : 
- moolis (Raphanus satibus) 
S. Sweet peppers : 
From 1 December to 31 May 
T. Other: 
- Aubergines : 
From 1 November to 15 May 
- Marrows (including courgettes), 
squash and pumpkins : 
From 1 October to 15 May 
- Celery: 
From 1 May to 31 October 
-Other 
08.08 Berdes, fresh : 
E. Papaws 
F. Other: 
- Passion fruit 
08.09 Other fruit, fresh : 
- Melons and the like : 
From 1 September to 31 May 
- Other.' 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third 
day following its publication in the Official journal 
o/ tht European Communities. 
It shall apply from I October 1973. 
This Regulation shatl be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 8 October 1973. 
For the Council 
Thr PresrJem 
I. N0R<,AARD 
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REGULATION (EEC) No 760/74 OF THE COMMISSION ( *) 
of 1 April 1974 
altering the import levies on products processed from cereals and rice 
TilE COMMISSION OF Ill! LIII~OI'I~AN 
< OMMIINJTIES. 
Having n:gard to the Tt• .111 , \tabi,~IHng the European 
Elonnmtl Communtt~ 
Ha>mg rq~ard to ( .. utt,d H.~ul.ttton No 120/ 
h·':EH 11) nt I' fun•· 1 '~h- ••n tlw •ommon organiza-
'''''' '''the m.trh·r mu ,, .. of, ·" 1."' .mwnded by Regu-
"''"'" (I:EC 1 No I '4h ,q,J 111 p.trt~eular Article 
1·~ (·~) therl'ol, 
H.tvln,!( regard tn ( •o~n .! H gtd:ltion No ~59/ 
fl7/EECt Pt2' Juh i"h .. ntlo, •llmmonorgamza-
rwn ut tl"· rn.trkt:t 111 .,,,. ,,, !."1 .1mended by the 
Ad 1 .llllllXt·,l to tit• l11 "' · '"' the An.:es~ion of 
tll'W M .. ml)('r State~ 1. • 1 ;I< Furopean E1·onomic 
( lllllfll'.o~llt> ~nd th• 1111"1·•· 111 Atomic Energy 
Comrnuntty, stgned at Htu,,,·b on 22 January 1972, 
and in particular Artll !.- I.' (4) thereof; 
Wherca~ the import In ••·~ on prorlucts processed 
from cercah and ril.:e were fixed hy Regulation (EEC) 
'\lo 704/74. 
I 
\X ill'rc<~> th•· levy on thl' ''·'~'' produ1·t a~ last fixed 
d•ltcr~ tram thl· aVl't,lpc· le' v by m on· than 0·2' unit 
of account per I 00 kilogrammes of basic product ; 
whereas, pursuant to Article I of Regulation (EEC) No 
I 080/hll Hl. as last amended by Regulation (EEC) No 
I 047/73 J the levies at present in force must there-
fore be altered .l~ ~hown in the Table annexed to this 
Regulation. 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Artidc 
The import levies to be charged on products 
pro•e~~ed from cereals and rice covered by Regulation 
(EEC) No IOQ/68 (If), as last amended by Regulation 
(EEC) No 881/73 'J • as fixed in the Annex to the 
RegulatiOn (EEC)· No 704/74 are hereby altered as 
~hown in the Table annexed to this Regulation. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 2 April 
1974. 
Thi~ Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
State~. 
(*) 
( 1 ) 
(2) 
( 3) 
(4) 
Done at Btu~~els, I April 1974. 
For the Commissio11 
P. J. LARDINOIS 
Member o.f the CommisJiOil 
A similar text contain1ng other statist1cs apuears regularly 
in the Od'icial Journal. It is SUt gested that the latest Official 
Journal be consulted. 
cf. AGRI/EEC X 1370 
cf. AGRI~EC X.: X 311 
ci'. AGRI/EEC Y. 6060 
cf. AGRI/EEC X 5977 
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ANNEX 
to the Commission Regulation of 1 April 1974 altering the import levies on products 
processed from cereals and rice 
CCT headina No 
11.02 A 1J (1) 
11.02BJI·b) (') 
11.02 c 11 (1) 
11.(}2 D II (1) 
11.02EII·bH'l 
11.02 F 11 (1) 
Levies in u.a./100 ka 
(other t~i1fs~tri!:d OCT, I AASM, OCT, Tanzania, Upnda 
Tanzania, Upnda and Kenya) and Kenya 
1·850 
1-248 
1-450 
1·015 
1-850 
1·850 
1-350 
0·998 
1-200 
0·765 
1-350 
1-350 
(1) Por the J'!lrpoae of diltinpiahins between producra fallina within headlna Noa 11.01 and 11.02 and thoae 
fallina w1thin subheadina 2.3.02 A, producra fallina whhin lieadins Nos 11.01 and 11.02 shall be those meerina 
the fOIIowina specifications : 
- a ararch content (clerennined by the modified Ewen polarimetric method), referred to dry maner, 
exceedlna 45 1/o by weiaht 
- an ash content, by weiaht, referred to dry maner (after deduction nf any added miMrals), not exceedina 
1•6 1/o for rice, 2•5 % 1or wheat, 3 % for barley, of 1/o for buckwheat, 5 'I• for oara and 2 'I• for 
other cereaJa. 
Germ of cereaJa, whole, rolled, flaked or around, falls in all cam within headina No 11.02. 
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